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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT DECLASSIFIED
Confidential
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WBG ARCHIVES December 15, 1970

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRE CTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendations Concerning the Finan-
cing of Local Currency Expenditures and Program fending

"Pearson" Recommendations

(1) "We recommend that aid-givers remove regulations which limit
or prevent contributions to the local costs of projects".

(2) "Aid-givers should adapt the forms of aid to the needs and
level of development of the receiving country and recognize
the great value, in many cases, of more program aid".

BACKGROUND

1. Both these recommendations of the Commission are contained in
Chapter 9 of the Report, which considers ways in which aid might be made
more effective. The Commission recognized the advantages of project aid,
and the reasons - including the wording of the Articles of Agreement of
the Bank and IDA - which might cause donors to favor it. It was concerned,
however, that the effectiveness of official development assistance is often
reduced by too exclusive an emphasis on financing the foreign exchange costs
of projects. In particular, the Commission took the view that

(1) where only foreign exchange costs were financed, this led to "an
uneconomic bias towards capital intensive projects with a large
foreign exchange component": hence the first of the recommenda-
tions considered here; and

(2) the advantages of program aid, which the Commission describes
in summary form, were insufficiently recognized, with the result
that "current aid funds would be more effectively used if a
larger share were supplied in the more flexible form of program
aid": hence the second of the recommendations considered here.

2. In connection with program aid, the Commission specifically
endorsed the view that multilateral financial assistance should have a
large non-project option. It went on to point out that "in th6 consortia
headed by the Vbrld Bank, member countries are enjoined to provide pro-
gram aid"; and drew the inference from this that it is anomalous that
the Bank Group should not itself supply it more freely.
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3. These recommendations are I think clearly related. They may
be regarded as different and in certain cases alternative methods of
achieving the same objectives, namely to provide to recipient countries
external assistance over and above what they could expect to receive by
way of the direct foreign exchange costs of particular approved projects,
and to improve the effectiveness of a given amount of such assistance.
Thus the case for program lending depends in part, though only in part,
on the extent to which it may not be readily possible to finance local
expenditures in connection with project aid. It is for these reasons that
both of the recommendations are here treated together in a single memorandum.

ANALYSIS

A. Provisions of the Articles

With respect to the financing of local expenditures, Article
IV, Section 3(c) of the Bank's Articles of Agreement provides that

"The Bank, if the project gives rise indirectly to an
increased need for foreign exchange by the member in
whose territories the project is located, may in excep-
tional circumstances provide the borrower as part of the
loan with an appropriate amount of gold or foreign ex-
change not in excess of the borrower's local expenditure
in connection with the purposes of the loan".

Article V, Section 2(e) of IDA's Articles of Agreement permits local ex-
penditure financing in "special cases".

5. With respect to the purposes for which Bank loans or IDA credits
may be extended, Article III, Section h(vii) of the Bank's Articles of
Agreement provides that

"loans made or guaranteed by the Bank shall, except in
special circumstances, be for the purpose of specific
projects of reconstruction or development".

Article V, Section 1(b) of IDA's Articles of Agreement contains a similar
provision.

6. The interpretation of the provisions relating to the purpose of
loans or credits was recently considered in a memorandum prepared by the
General Counsel, and circulated for the information of the Executive Direc-
tors on March 20, 1970 (Sec M70-120).
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B. Recent Consideration of These Issues

7. In relation to local expenditure financing, the policies to be
pursued by the Bank and IDA were the subject of a review by the Executive
Directors in June 196L., on the basis of a staff paper entitled "Foreign
Exchange Loans for Local Expenditure" (FPC. 64-4 dated May 1, 196L), and
again in September 1968, on the basis of a staff paper entitled "Foreign
Exchange Loans for Local Currency Expenditures" which I transmitted under
a covering memorandum dated July 30, 1968. From the discussion on the
latter occasion, it was apparent that the Executive Directors were in
general though not unanimous agreement that in certain defined circum-
stances the Bank and IDA must be prepared to finance local currency
expenditures if they are to carry out effectively their basic functions
as development finance agencies. At the same time, however, some
Executive Directors raised doubts concerning the extent to which local
cost financing could be undertaken consistently with the wording of the
relevant Articles of Agreement. At the request of the Directors, the
General Counsel circulated a memorandum on November 19, 1968 (Sec M68-36)
which considers the question how far and in what form local expenditure
financing is authorised under the provisions of the Articles of the
Bank and IDA.

8. The present policies of the Bank and IDA reflect the general
position taken by the Executive Directors in 196. andl968 and are consis-
tent with the views expressed by the General Counsel.- As the Executive

/ These policies have been summarized in one of the operational memo-
randa issued as a guide to the staff in the conduct of Bank and IDA
business, as follows:

In principle, the Bank is prepared to consider loans for pro-
jects involving local expenditure if the following conditions are met:

(a) The borrowing country has a suitable development program
and is making an adequate development effort.

and

(b) This development program requires funds in excess of the
savings that can be raised locally and the capital, public
and private, that can be obtained from other external sources.

and

(c) These funds cannot reasonably be provided to the country in
adequate amounts by financing foreign exchange expenditure on
development projects (i.e. there are insufficient investment
opportunities of this kind).

or
(d) Although there are sufficient investment opportunities of this

kind, the Bank could have a greater beneficial influence on the
country's development if it directed its financing toward other
projects of key importance requiring some local expenditure finan-
cing.

(Operational Memorandum No. 2.03, dated June 9, 1969)



Directors are aware, in recommending any loan or credit which incorporates
local expenditure financing, I take care to present the facts of the case
and to describe the exceptional circumstances which in my judgment justify
the action proposed.

9. With reference to program lending by the Bank and IDA, I sub-
mitted to the Executive Directors in November 1968, together with a cover-
ing memorandum, a staff paper entitled 'Trogram Lending" (R68-206). In
the course of the discussion which followed, widely varying views were
expressed concerning both the case for program lending in general and
the extent to which it might be proper or desirable for the Bank and IDA
to engage in it. The Executive Directors reached broad agreement that
"program lending could be appropriate for the Bank and IDA in special
circumstances where this form of lending would best accomplish the ob-
jectives of the Bank Group". However, it was further concluded by the
Executive Directors that it was not possible at that stage to lay down
specific criteria for the determination of special circumstances, and
that "this determination should be made in connection with particular
lending proposals".

10. Our present policies and procedures reflect the views expressed
and the decisions taken two years ago, together with the opinions set out
in the memorandum prepared by the General Counsel (Sec M70-120) to ahich I
have referred above.

11. Although the main themes of these two recommendations of the
Pearson Commission have been considered extensively by the Executive
Directors in 1968, the Commission's recommendations now provide us with
a useful opportunity to review again the lending policies of the Bank
Group, and to consider whether any change might be desirable. In the
course of my Closing Statement at this year's Annual Meeting in Copen-
hagen, I noted the importance attached by many Governors to greater flex-
ibility in the lending policies of the World Bank Group, and stated that
"the time has clearly come for a fall re-examination of both program
lending and local expenditure financing".

12. Since these are complex and in some respects controversial
matters, which raise very basic questions concerning the role of the Bank
Group, there seems to be a good case for a detailed and deliberate review,
in which full account is taken of the experience with different modes of
lending which has been acquired by the Bank and by other lenders. A summary
review of this experience is set out in Annex I attached to this memorandum.

13. Before turning to the general issues which arise in connection
with lending policies and techniques, I think it may be helpful if I con-
sider some questions of termLnology and interpretation, which have sometimes
given rise to difficulties or misunderstandings in the past.
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C. The Characteristics of Project and Program Lending

14. The Pearson Commission's analysis makes a general distinction
between project aid and program aid. This is a familiar and useful dicho-
tomy,, and I do not propose to depart from it. But since the terms are
broad ones, and the boundary line between the two types of lending is
unclear and sometimes disputed, it may be useful if I state my own under-
standing of the issues which the Commission has raised.

15. It is generally recognized that a spectrum of lending possibi-
lities exists, with what may be termed the purest forms of project lending
or program lending at the two extremes. On the one hand, there is the
case of a loan which is specifically made in order to finance the foreign
exchange content of the capital expenditures associated with a particular
physical undertaking, such as a new road or a power station, the case for
which, and the design and execution of which, have been fully reviewed and
appraised. This is the pure project loan. At the other extreme, a lender
may make foreign exchange available to a recipient country in general sup-
port of its development program, with little or no attempt to specify the
purpose which the loan is to serve. This is the pure program loan. But
it is possible and indeed frequent for intermediate cases to arise, by
which project loans acquire some of the characteristics or effects of pro-
gram loans, and vice versa. For our purpose I think it is useful to look
at some of these intermediate categories, and to consider the relation in
which each of them may stand to the recommendation of the Pearson Commission.

16. First, to an increasing extent, the individual project forms
part of a sector investment program which is appraised as a whole, with
Bank financing attached to particular items or groups of items for which
it is most appropriate. This is typically the case in telecommunications,
water supply and railways, and to a lesser extent in education and power.
Highway lending in a number of countries is also being based on a review
of investment priorities for the sector as a whole, usually done as part
of a comprehensive sector survey, with a number of individual roads of
high priority financed under a single project. Agriculture is the sector
which, because of its size, is most difficult to embrace in single projects;
this is done to some extent, however, in agricultural credit projects, and
will become increasingly possible as more Bank/FAO agricultural sector
reviews are carried out. Thus in the current practice of the Bank Group,
project and sector lending are increasingly becoming coterminous.

17. Although the focus of lending policies has thus shifted from
the individual project to a broader setting, it is my view that what may
be described as sector lending at any rate in the forms which it has been
given or is likely to be given within the Bank Group, should be regarded
as falling under the broad heading of what the Pearson Commission refers
to as project aid. The essential characteristic in virtue of which this
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may be said is that the disbursements are linked to approved capital ex-
penditures carried out in designated fields within the recipient country;
funds are not made available in general support of the country's develop-
ment program.

18. However, even though sector lending of this kind is best thought
of for our purposes as a form of project aid, the extent to which the
Bank Group is able and willing to engage in it may have a bearing on the
case for program lending by the Bank and IDA. The more flexible and varied
are the forms for which we are able to provide project assistance, the
fewer may be the special circumstances in which we should consider lending
for purposes other than that of financing projects.

19. Second, project aid, including even the financing of highly
specific individual projects, can have what might be termed a "program
aspect" in so far as it incorporates the provision of foreign exchange
to finance expenditures in local currency. In such cases, disbursement
of the foreign currency is conditional on the execution of approved pro-
jects, yet it is common practice for the recipient country not to be tied
in respect of the use to which the foreign currency is put. Thus the
effect of the loan is not simply to further a particular project but also
to furnish the recipient country with free foreign exchange, in much the
same way that might have resulted from an extra infusion of aid that was
unrelated to project financing.

20. In many cases of so-called program lending, the situation is the
reverse of that which I have just described: the foreign exchange is made
available for the purchase only of certain specified imports, while no re-
striction is placed on the use of the counterpart funds that arise from the
sale of the foreign exchange which the loan provides. In so far as the uses
of the foreign exchange are thus prescribed, so-called program lending may
acquire something of a "project aspect"; and if the use of the counterpart
funds is tied to local expenditures arising from projects that have been
fully appraised, the loan may acquire what can be thought of as the prime
characteristic of project aid.

21. Nevertheless, the broad distinction which the Pearson Commission
has made remains I think a useful one in relation to the policies of the
Bank Group. It has not in fact been our normal practice, in making what
may be termed "import loans" or "program loans", to place restrictions on
the use of counterpart funds. It is true that in a number of circumstances,
as can be seen from Annex I attached to this memorandum, the permissible
use of the foreign exchange provided have been specified in some detail, so
that in a broad sense this form of financing could be said to have a project
aspect. Yet in general the funds thus provided have not been made available
specifically and exclusively for financing particular agreed forms of capital
expenditure by particular agencies, and hence fall into the broad category
of program rather than project aid. I interpret the Pearson Commission as
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holding that the Bank ought to be readier than it is at present to pro-
vide assistance of this kind.

D. General Analysis and Review

(1) The Context

22. The questions of'lending policy that confront us have to be looked
at in the context of a number of considerations, which I think it may be
helpful to state at this point. There are four considerations in particular
which I hope we might all agree should be taken into account.

23. First., the prime object of our policies must be to ensure that
the developing countries which borrow from us should benefit to the great-
est possible extent from the loans and credits that we are able to extend
to them. Forms or techniques of lending are merely the instruments for
this purpose; they are not ends in themselves. Thus we should not engage
in what may be termed program lending merely for its own sake, or in order
to disarm possible critics; but we should be ready to adapt our methods,
without undue concern for the terms or nomenclature which may be given to
them, in whatever way may seem best suited to the needs of our borrowing
countries. Similarly, to use the words of the Pearson Commission, we
"should not adhere to project aid as a matter of orthodoxy". The fact
that in many situations the distinction between project and program lending
may become blurred, as I have noted above, is an additional though subsi-
diary reason for not becoming too preoccupied with labels.

2h.. Second, the choice of policies must be seen in relation to a con-
tinuing increase in lending commitments by the Bank Group. As the Executive
Directors are aware, commitments by the Bank and IDA taken together reached
in the fiscal year 1968 a total of about $1.0 billion. The corresponding
figure projected for the fiscal year 1973 is approximately $3.0 billion,
an increase of some 200 percent. Loans and credits from the Bank Group
have been increasing not only in absolute terms, but also in relation to
the total amount of official development assistance - i.e., in relation to
the amounts provided by the bilateral donors.

25. Third, there can be no question but that the greater part of
the lending undertaken by the Bank Group will continue to take the form
of financing of foreign exchange costs of specific approved projects or
setsof projects. It is neither necessary nor desirable for us to change
this state of affairs, or to depart in this respect from our established
policies and procedures.

26. Fourth, the choice of how we can best carry out our role cannot
be made without regard to the policies pursued by the other main providers
of aid, and particularly the leading bilateral donors. This does not and
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should not imply that our function is to be merely an auxiliary or resi-
dual lender, reacting to the decisions taken by other agencies. On the
contrary, the Bank Group has and will continue to have its own indepen-
dent set of policies and criteria. But in order to maximize the likely
effectiveness of our aid over any given period we have to take account of
what is being done by the other principal sources of external finance.

27. 1Lth these preliminary observations, I turn to what seems to me
the main substance of the issues which the Pearson Commission has raised.

(2) The case for a broad approach to lending

28. I have already remarked that these two recommendations of the
Pearson Commission cited at the outset of this paper are closely linked.
In particular, the clear implication of both is that lenders should not limit
external assistance to covering only the foreign exchange component of
capital expenditures on projects. I believe this view would receive unani-
mous endorsement from the Executive Directors. If concessional external
finance is restricted in this way, a clear bias is introduced against pro-
jects with a high content of local expenditure, irrespective of what may
be the true priorities in the country and situation that are concerned.
In particular, important sectors such as education and agriculture may be
unduly neglected. Further, such a restriction may, in certain cases, lead
developing countries to buy abroad when the cost to the economy of local
procurement would be lower. Thus the choice of projects is no longer made
in accordance with an appropriate system of priorities, and in the execution
of projects there may be unnecessary waste and increase in cost.

29. A restriction of this kind is in fact a harmful and undesirable
form of aid-tying. Though its results may often be less serious than those
of the form of tying that is more commonly discussed, by which the proceeds
of overseas grants or loans are restricted to the purchase of goods or
services from the donor country, both forms share the essential characteris-
tic that recipient countries may lose but cannot benefit from their imposi-
tion.

30. The case against tying loans to the foreign exchange component of
projects can also be viewed from another standpoint. As the Executive
Directors are aware, the Bank Group, when determining the basis of its
prospective lending program in a particular country, normally starts out from
an appraisal of the total external assistance that is likely to be needed
in order to ensure a satisfactory rate of development, taking account of
export prospects, the extent to which the funds required for development
can and should be financed frm domestic sources, and the borrowing capa-
city of the country. There is no reason to suppose that these estimates
of external financing needs will bear ary close or predictable relationship
to the amounts that would be forthcoming from project assistance that was
restricted to the foreign exchange component. For all bilateral and multi-
lateral donors to concentrate on this particular form of aid would there-
fore be incompatible with the aim of securing an efficient and equitable
allocation of official development assistance among recipient countries.
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31. For these reasons, the case against this narrow form of project
assistance, and in favor of a broader and more flexible approach to lending,
is a very strong one; and it applies to the Bank Group in common with other
sources of financial assistance. Indeed, in view of our special concern
and involvement with project lending, it is particularly important for us
to ensure that we are able to engage in local expenditure financing when-
ever it seems appropriate and to the full extent that the individual cir-
cumstances may warrant. As the Executive Directors are aware, and as the
evidence set out in the first Annex to this memorandum makes clear, the
Bank Group has been willing and able in the past to undertake the financ-
ing of local expenditures in a variety of cases: here as elsewhere, our
policies have been flexible and have been adjusted to changing conditions.
What has now to be considered is whether and how far we would benefit from
a degree of flexibility with respect to local cost financing which ex-
ceeds that which can be attained under our present policies and procedures.

32. On the whole, I incline to the view that for the present at least
no basic change is called for. In this connection, however, the inter-
dependence of these two issues of lending policy raised by the Pearson
Commission, to which I have referred above, may have to be borne in mind.
I have remarked that the strength of the argument for non-project lending
by the Bank and IDA depends in part on how broadly we are prepared to
interpret the notion of project assistance. The reverse may also be true.
Thus it might be held that the need for ensuring a higher degree of flexi-
bility with respect to local cost financing will be affected by the extent
of our willingness to recognize special circumstances in which we would be
prepared to make loans or credits available in non-project form. I there-
fore turn now to consider, with special reference to the Bank and IDA,
the question of whether and to what extent non-project or program lending
may be a useful form of develcpment assistance.

(3) The possible uses of program lending

33. It may be helpful here to separate the general argument for non-
project lending, which applies to all lending agencies considered together
as a collective, from the particular case of the Bank Group. Itat is valid
for the whole may not be equally applicable to each individual member of it.
Thus even granted that a significant proportion of total foreign assistance
ought normally to be made available in the form of program lending, it
would not necessarily follow that the Bank and IDA should engage in such
lending to the same extent as other donors, or even that they should engage
in it at all., Accordingly it is convenient to look first at the wider pic-
ture, and only then to consider the question of what policies may be appro-
priate for the Bank Group.

34. If we consider the total volume of official development assistance,
as distinct from what is provided by particular lenders, it would I think
be generally agreed that the forms in which this assistance is made available
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should not be confined to the financing of projects. The reasons for this
are set out in the second of the Annexes attached to this memorandum, and
it is convenient to refer to them briefly at this point.

35. One way of viewing the matter is in relation to the estimates that
are made within the Bank, and which I referred to above, of the prospective
external financing needs of individual developing countries. Although
such estimates are necessarily rough, so that any particular figure arrived
at represents no more than an order of magnitude, it would I think be
generally agreed that this form of analysis constitutes a useful and indeed
indispensable approach to the task of designing an external assistance
program. I have already made the point that there may be a wide discrepancy
between the amount of aid that we believe a country can put to effective
use and the amount that would become available to it in the form of the
foreign exchange component of capital expenditure on specific projects.
There is no doubt that such discrepancies could be narrowed, or even in
favorable circumstances eliminated, by suitable provision for financing
local currency expenditures. But as is clear from Annex II attached to
this memorandum, pages 46 to 1.7,. the extent of the contribution that can
be made by local cost financing will vary with circumstances, so that
for some countries there might still remain a serious gap both in time
and in amount. Thus there may be cases in which the need for freely
available foreign exchange cannot be met by external assistance that is
linked to projects.

36. Although it is perhaps risky to generalize about such cases, I
think that it is possible to specify certain - broad groups or categories
into which they are likely to fall. One such group comprises countries
which are faced with a major and urgent task of reconstruction or rehabili-
tation of their economic system. In such situations there is typically an
immediate need for free foreign exchange, which can be used to finance the
imports that are required in order to increase or even maintain the exist-
ing rates of production, and also in order to build up essential inventories
to an adequate level. In these cases it is almost inevitable that there
should be limited scope for project assistance: expansion of infrastructure
and production capacity has a lesser priority than full utilization of
existing capacity; moreover, a stock of projects that have been properly
appraised and are ready for implementation does not exist or is at best
extremely inadequate. In so far as the initial emergency needs are met,
the case for expeditious program lending becomes less strong; and in so
far as an inventory of suitable projects is built up, it may become in-
creasingly possible and appropriate for the balance of external assistance
to shift from non-project to project form. But for a substantial period
there is likely to be a clear case for providing free foreign exchange in-
dependently of the financing of projects, since the need cannot be fully met
by a readiness to engage in local expenditure financing.
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37. The case for non-project lending of this kind was clearly recog-
nized by the Bank in its early years, during the period of reconstruction
which followed the Second World War. As was noted in our Fifth Annual
Report, covering the year 199-50, the reconstruction loans that were made
at this time to France, Denmark, and the Netherlands "were designed to
meet emergency needs of these countries for foreign funds to finance a
large variety of imports essential to the continued running of their indus-
tries". Certain more recent instances of non'project lending, both by the
Bank Group and by other lenders, would appear to fall under this heading.

38. It is, however, generally accepted that a case for program
lending may exist in situations other than that of reconstruction or re-
habilitation; and the analysis set out in Annex II lends support to such
a view. It is true that for any given country at a particular time the
extent to which this case applies, and the amount of non-project assis-
tance which it would be desirable to provide, will inevitably be matters
of opinion. We are dealing here not with an exact science, but with
difficult and complex issues of practical judgment. At the same time, it
is possible to outline the circumstances which may give rise to a need
for external assi stance in non-project form.

39. A necessary though not a sufficient condition for this need to
arise is that the country concerned should be critically dependent on an
adequate supply of free foreign exchange, in order to maintain a satisfactory
rate of growth or even to avoid an actual decline in production, while at
the same time it is faced with a chronic difficulty in obtaining such a
supply. A situation of this kind may arise where one or more of the follow-
ing conditions is present:

(a) Because of underutilization of existing capacity, particu-
larly in the industrial sector, a country may have greater
need for a flow of imports to support existing production
than of imports to finance investments that would expand
capacity.

(b) For reasons that lie beyond the country's control, receipts
from traditional lines of exports are stagnant or falling
and have to be replaced over a period by other products.

(c) Development has reached a stage where the country is able to
produce internally a high proportion of the capital goods,
materials and services necessary for new investment, while
an increasing volume of other imports is needed in order
to sustain economic growth.

(d) The country concerned is faced with substantial and ines-
capable claims on freely available foreign exchange, such
as arise from debt service payments.
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Past experience has shown that it is by no means uncommon for these condi-
tions to be simultaneously realized.

bo. The existence of such a situation does not in itself establish
a case for program lending. As I have noted above, it is possible for
lenders to make available free foreign exchange through project assistance,
provided that they are willing to finance local currency expenditures.
Yet even with a broad interpretation of project lending, and given a
general readiness to make provision for local expenditure financing, this
form of lending may not suffice to meet the needs of every situation. Thus
it may become necessary for lenders to provide assistance in non-project
form in order to ensure that an adequate transfer of resources is effected.
Moreover, apart from the question of the amount of assistance, there is
also the matter of timing. In the case of project as compared with non-
project assistance, the time-pattern of disbursements is both less predic-
table and more extended. Hence where special needs for disbursements
have arisen, it may not be appropriate to allow the extent to which these
needs are met to depend on what can be spent on a particular set of pro-
jects in a particular time-period.

bl. This aspect of timeliness and assurance of assistance has also
a bearing on the degree to which external lending can help to bring about
improvements in general economic policies. Recent cases have demonstrated
that in a situation where a critical shortage of foreign exchange has
arisen as a result of factors which are not merely accidental and temporary,
countries have often found themselves obliged to resort to forms of restric-
tion and intervention with respect to foreign trade and payments which,
while possibly justified as an emergency measure, may have harmful effects
on growth and efficiency over the longer period. There have been a number
of such cases where the assurance of external assistance, in timely and
freely available form, has enabled countries to embark on policy measures
which, though they were greatly needed in the interests of economic develop-
ment, could not have been introduced in the absence of such support. This
aspect of the matter has been noted by the Chairman of the Development
Assistance Committee in his most recent Report, where he points out that

"Non-project assistance has helped countries such as
India, Pakistan, Korea, Turkey and others to introduce
more liberal import regimes which have greatly added to
efficient resource use by reducing cumbersome administra-
tive controls and increasing reliance on market forces
as a means of improving resource allocation."

b2. In.view of these circumstances, it is not surprising that a need
has sometimes become apparent for non-project assistance, a need which could
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not have been fully met even with generous provision for local expenditure
financing. As the Executive Directors are aware, the Bank staff has on a
number of occasions, both in economic reports and at meetings of consortia
and consultative groups, taken the view in the case of particular countries
that a greater emphasis on this form of lending was very much needed.

)j3. None of this in any way undermines or conflicts with the case for
project assistance, which is familiar and in my view a very strong one.
The argument is ony that there appear to be situations in which to insist
that external assistance should be made available through this medium alone
would make it difficult or impossible to achieve important development
objectives.

b4. Before leaving this general question of the case for program lend-
ing, I would like to refer briefly to a number of arguments that have been
advanced both for and against such lending, and which in my view can be
given too much weight.

b5. One such argument is that program lending is increasingly more
appropriate for recipient countries as their stage of development becomes
more advanced. Although as I have noted above there is something in this
point, I do not think that it is right to assume that any simple and auto-
matic relationship does or should exist. Many other factors have to be
taken into account; and the situation in which a country has built up a
viable capital goods sector, so that its dependence on imported equipment
is reduced, is precisely one in which a readiness to engage in local
expenditure financing may be an equally effective and appropriate course
of action for lenders.

b6. Another possibly questionable argument for program aid is that
it enables the lender to exert a greater degree of influence and control
over the general economic policies, as distinct from the conduct of
projects, within the recipient country. There are some who would reject
this argument on the ground that it is no business of external lenders to
try to exercise leverage with respect to a borrowing country's general
economic policies. But even to those it may be apparent that program
lending may enable countries to introduce desired changes which could not
be made without it. This point is admirably illustrated by the statement
which I quoted above by the Chairman of the Development Assistance Committee.

47. On the opposide side of the coin, non-project lending is sometimes
regarded with suspicion because of a fear that it will diminish the degree
of influence exerted by the lender, enable borrowing countries to introduce
or to persist with policies which are unsatisfactory, and result in wasteful
use of the funds provided by the loan. In addition, it may be felt that
countries which are in receipt of program aid may as a consequence put a
lesser priority on project preparation. But the objection thus raised is



not to the principle of such lending but to a deficiency in the way that
this principle is carried into effect - a deficiency which lenders in
general, and the Bank Group in particular, are in my judgment both ready
and able to guard against. Non-project lending need not and should not
be a "soft option". Lenders should only be ready to engage in this form
of lending, even in the situations to which I have referred above, when
it is clear that the country concerned is capable of effective economic
management, including the design and execution of a satisfactory develop-
ment program and the taking of all necessary steps to prepare and execute
projects properly. Thus there must be a reasonable assurance that the
funds provided will be put to productive use, without adverse effect on
the capacity to make use of project assistance.

48. Finally, I would like to refer to an argument that is sometimes
brought against the use of program lending, which is that it is not appro-
priate to use long-term development financing to deal with problems which
are or should be of a short-term character, and for which temporary finan-
cial assistance is available from the International Monetary Fund. There
can be no quarrel with the general principle that different agencies should
recognize and respect each other's functions, and that overseas development
assistance should serve the purposes that it is intended to serve. It is
however a matter of opinion whether the situations in which program aid
has been provided either could or should have been dealt with by the provi-
sion of short-term financing alone; and the analysis set out in the Annexes
strongly suggests that this was not in general the case. There may be, and
in my view there actually have been and will continue to be, circumstances
where both forms of assistance are required. In any case the simple dis-
tinction between short-term and long-term problems may often be a very
debatable and uncertain guide to action in the complex situations with
which we actually have to deal. Rather than trying to apply a simple
mechanical formula, the Fund and the Bank will I hope continue to follow
their present procedure of working together to devise for each individual
case the set of measures and of modes of assistance which seems-appropriate
to the circumstances.

49. I turn now to the question of whether, granted that program lend-
ing is called for in some circumstances, the Bank and IDA should be ready
to join in providing it. In considering this, we should recognize that the
Bank has a well-established role and a strong comparative advantage in the
provision of project finance, and that it should therefore emphasize this
form of lending in the absence of clearly preferable alternatives.

50. At the same time, the most useful and appropriate role for the
Bank Group in any given situation cannot in my view be determined entirely
independently, but will necessarily depend on the policies that are followed
by other sources of official development assistance. In general, it may be
said that if a clear case has in our view been established for program lend-
ing, if a reasonable estimate of the amount of such lending has been arrived
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at, and if it is clear that other lending agencies cannot be persuaded
to supply something like this amount, then a prima.facie case exists for
non-project lending on the part of the Bank or IDA.

51. The view is sometimes expressed that if the Bank Group were to
show a greater readiness to undertake non-project lending, this would
have an unfavorable effect on the readiness of the Part I countries to
contribute to the financing of IDA, or on our reputation and hence our
ability to borrow in the capital markets of the world. In my view this
should not prove serious if we make judicious use of this form of lend-
ing. Almost all the Part I countries themselves engage in program lending,
and several of them have expressed their concern that the Bank is not
readier to do so. As to international capital markets, it is clear to
mgy mind, from the response to other innovations in our policies, that their
confidence in the Bank rests not on a narrow view of what forms of lending
are proper for us to engage in, but on the extent to which our policies
are seen to be directed towards sound long-run development, on which the
creditworthiness of the developing countries primarily depends.

52. Finally, I would like to refer to the relationship between the
forms of our lending and the nature and extent of our influence on the
economic policies of the countries which we lend to. This again has been
a matter of controversy. On the one side, it has sometimes been suggested
that by a readiness to engage in program lending the Bank would acquire a
greater degree of influence, which would enable us to make a more effective
contribution to the development process. On the other side, it has been
argued that we ought not to be drawn into passing judgment on the general
economic policies of the developing countries, and that one of the dangers
arising from non-project lending is that we may be tempted or even compelled
to do this.

53. Here again, I find it difficult to sympathize fully with either
of these divergent points of view. Whatever may be the forms of Bank Group
lending, and even if we were to concentrate exclusively on the financing of
specific projects, we are bound to analyze and appraise the general economic
policies of the governments that we lend to. Such a broad review of poli-
cies has long been recognized as essential even in our own individual inter-
est, in order to ensure a better and more informed choice of projects for
which we can lend. It is also a corollary of our present role and functions
in relation to the other lending agencies with which we are associated in
consortia and consultative groups; and I believe that it is welcomed by the
great majority of the countries to which our economic missions are sent.
We cannot escape the responsibility of forming judgments concerning econo-
mic performance, and where necessary of offering advice.

5h. At the same time, I agree with the view expressed by one Executive
Director in the course of our discussion of these matters two years ago,
when he said that the Bank ought not to assume in any country the role of a
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"super-ministry". Our influence should always be exercised, as it now is,
through the medium of a continuous dialogue rather than through formal
machinery; and we should not regard a particular act of non-project lending
as an instrument for extending it - nor on the other hand, as I have em-
phasized above, should we in any way reduce the extent of our concern with
good project performance as a consequence of extending loans or credits in
non-project form. With or without such lending, the nature, scope and
purpose of the influence that we bring to bear on general economic policy
should be substantially the same. No doubt the path is a narrow one be-
tween ineffectuality on the one side and unacceptable interference on the
other; but we have no choice but to seek this path and to try to keep to it.

CONCLUSIONS AND RE CaMENDATIONS

55. The Pearson Commission has rightly emphasized that the forms in
which foreign aid is provided should reflect the needs and circumstances of
the recipient countries; that aid should not be confined to the direct
foreign exchange costs of projects; that lenders should be ready in appro-
priate cases to finance part of the local costs of projects; and that pro-
gram lending may in some situations have a valuable role.

56. With respect to the policies and procedures of the Bank and IDA,
I conclude that:

(1) No change is required in our Articles to enable us to
provide loans and credits in the forms and proportions
that would make the most effective contribution to the
economic development of our member countries.

(2) The Bank has a well-established role and a strong com-
parative advantage in the provision of project finance,
and should therefore emphasize this form of lending in
the absence of clearly preferable alternatives.

(3) In practice the bulk of the assistance provided by the
Bank and IDA can take the form of financing the foreign
exchange component of investment projects without in-
voking the special circumstances required to justify
the financing of local expenditures or program lending.

(l) As regards local expenditure financing, the present
guidelines seem adequate, and no further decision by the
Executive Directors seems necessary at this time.

(5) With respect to program lending, I believe it has been
generally accepted by the Executive Directors that the
Bank Group should engage in such lending in special cir-
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cumstances where this appears necessary to increase the
effectiveness of our lending and to ensure an adequate
and timely transfer of resources in support of the de-
velopment programs of member countries. I should now
like to request the Executive Directors to agree in
principle, subject to specific demonstration on each
occasion when I recommend a program loan or credit for
approval, that special circumstances may arise when:

(a) A borrowing country presents a development program,
with supporting economic and financial policies,
which is judged to provide a satisfactory basis for
external assistance in a given amount.

(b) The needed transfer of resources from external
lenders in support of the development program cannot
be achieved effectively and expeditiously by the
financing of investment projects, including justifiable
local currency expenditures in connection therewith.

(c) Other external lenders are not prepared to fill this
gap by non-project lending.

57. If this last recommendation is accepted the effects on the
composition of lending by the Bank and IDA are not easy to estimate with
precision. I would, however, envisage that on average in each of the fiscal
years 1972 and 1973 we might find it appropriate to extend program loans
or credits to perhaps four or five countries, and that this form of
assistance might amount to some 7 to 10 per cent of our total lending
commitments.
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WBG ARCHIVES ANNEX I

EXPERIENCE WITH DEVEIOPMENT LENDING

1. Over the past twenty years the annual flow of official resources
to developing countries has risen from less than two to more than seven
billion dollars. The number of governments and institutions from which
these resources come has also increased greatly. Almost every one of the
sixteen member countries of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has established one
or more official agencies to administer its development assistance.
Multilateral development institutions have also increased greatly in
number and importance.S

2 As the amount of assistance and the number of sources has grown,
the character of the flow has become increasingly complex. Development
assistance is now provided for a variety of purposes. Old techniques
have been adapted in the light of experience and new techniques devised
to meet the varied needs of the growing number of recipients. These tech-
niques and the extent of their use are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Characteristics of Lending Techniques

3. Lending techniques can be classified into two main categories:
program and project assistance..2 These differ with respect to their
objectives, the ways in which resources are transferred,and the bases for
disbursement and control. Although the details of lending practices have
come to vary considerably, the principal differences to be discussed apply
equally to bilateral and multilateral lending agencies.

From an economic standpoint, the principal differences between
project and program lending lie in:

(i) whether the emphasis is placed on the need to increase in-
vestment or the need to increase imports;

(ii) whether the focus is on individual projects or on the re-
quirements of the economy as a whole; and

(iii) the forms in which resources are transferred.

Lending techniques also differ in their indirect objectives and the basis
for disbursing the loan.

1/ The UN agencies and the World Bank were almost alone in this category in
the early 1950's. By the end of the 1960's, there were eight development
institutions included in DAC reports in addition to the UN family and
the World Bank Group.

2/ Neither financial techniques nor terms of assistance are considered here,
nor is technical assistance.
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5. These differences are illustrated schematically in the accom-
panying table, which shows the principal characteristics of four common
techniques of development lending, ranging from the normal project loan
extended by the Bank (dase A) to the program loan typically made in the
framework of a consortium or consultative group (case D). Two inter-
mediate techniques are described: (B) loans to finance groups of rela-
tively small investments, which may either be in the private sector (by
lending to an intermediate financial institution) or in the public sector
(by supplying equipment or other inputs to a government agency), and (C)
project or sector lending with a significant component used to finance
local costs.

6. Assuming a given level of domestic savings, under effective
development policies a loan of $10 million will support an increase in
investment of $10 million in each case. From an economic point of view,
therefore, the major differences among the four techniques lie in the
types of imports that can be purchased with the loan and their rate of
procurement. In cases A and B these are restricted to capital goods and
other inputs needed to carry out the investment. In case C the financing
of local costs provides an additional amount of free foreign exchange to
cover part of the imports needed to carry out the development program.
In case D, the resource transfer consists of whatever commodities are
needed to support the increase in production and investment, with no
necessary component of investment goods. Its timing is related to the
need for these imported goods.

7. Program Loans. The direct objectives of program assistance
(case D) to a count, are formulated in the context of its development
plans and policies.-' Ordinarily, the first objective of program assis-
tance is to provide imports needed to increase production or to extend
productive capacity. Other closely related objectives are to enable the
recipient to utilize domestic resources more fully and to improve the
allocation of resources within the economy. Support for measures of
monetary stabilization and trade liberalization also come under this
heading.

_I/ The functions of program assistance were described by the Chairman of
the DAC as follows:

"Experience has, however, shown that the proper implementation of
specific projects does not replace the need for an overall development
strategy, which has to be based on the total of resources available re-
gardless of whether they originate abroad or in the less-developed country
itself. Furthermore, projects create a continuing demand for raw materials
and spare parts which often must be imported. If one only assists in the
initial construction of plant, it may not operate at full capacity because
one of these other import requirements is the bottle-neck. Finally, de-
velopment may be hampered by a lack of local resources in the hands of the
government, and the saie of aid-financed imports in the country may provide
funds for local developmental requirements .? OECD, Development Assistance
Efforts and Policies, 1967 1eview (OECD, Paris, 1967), p. 126.
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Characteristics of Techniques of Development Lending

Principal (A) Project Loan (B) Sector Loan (C) Project or Sector (D) Program (commodity)
Characteristics Loan with Local Loan

Cost Finance

1. Direct Execute single Execute group Same as A or B Supply imports needed
Objective investment of investments to increase production

or extend existing
capacity

2. Other (1) Ivprove project (1) Develop inter- (1) Same as A or B (1) Improve resource
Objectives conception and mediate financial (2) Provide local mobilization and

design institutions currency to allocation policies
(2) Sector reforms (2) Sectoral reforms borrower (2) Strengthen policy

(3) Supply free and planning insti-
foreign exchange tutions
to economty (3) Provide local cur-

rency to borrower

3. Form of Goods required to Same as A (1) Goods required Specified by type or
Resource execute investment to execute use of commodities
Transfer investment

(2) Unspecified
commodities pur-
chased with free
foreign exchange

1. Basis for Expenditure on invest- Same as A Same as A or B (1) Import of specified
Disbursement ment or import of commodities
and Control required goods and (2) Specified develop-

services ment expenditures
(optional)

(3) Periodic review of
country performance
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8. In the great majority of program loans, resources are transferred
in the form of imports of specified commodities. Limitations on the kind of
imports depend on the particular purpose to be served. When tie primary ob-
jective is to increase production, the imports may be raw materials, compon-
ents,or spare parts for industry or inputs to agriculture, such as fertili-
zer or pesticides. When the objective is to restore or extend capacity which
has deteriorated or been damaged, the imports may be equipment and supplies
for rebuilding ports, highways, and railroads as well as a variety of commo-
dities needed to replenish inventories.

9. Imports are usually specified in fairly broad categories. Since
the basis for disbursement of program assistance by the lender is the import
of the specified commodities, this permits flexible and rapid use of the
loan to meet needs which arise over broad areas of the economy. Often
goods are procured and distributed through private channels in order to in-
crease the efficiency of allocation by using the mechanism of the market.
In most cases, the goods are sold within the recipient country and the local
currency proceeds accrue to its government. These resources in domestic
currency are sometimes earmarked to finance programs of development or re-
construction or the port ons of those programs which are related to the
objectives of the loan._ This has not been the practice with Bank or
IDA loans, however.

10. Sp6cification of goods and services to be imported helps to en-
sure their proper use, since the nature of the goods largely determines
their end use. However, measures may also be taken to confirm that imports
have been used for agreed purposes. Lenders may also make arrangements to
review the progress of the borrower towards the objectives of the loan,
often in the context of a coordinating group. In these cases, they examine
the general situation and prospects of the borrower's economiy as well as
more specific questions related to the objectives of the loan.

11. Project Assistance. The direct objective of project assistance
in case A is the financing of some part of a single tangible investment.
An additional objective is to establish or improve the institutions required
to administer or manage the project, for example, an electric power company

1/ These arrangements had their origin in the European Recovery Program.
The basis of the Program was a four-year plan for achieving consumption,
production and export targets drawn up by the recipients and approved by
them and the donors. From it were derived estimates of requirements for
food, fertilizer, fuel, industrial raw materials and equipment.
Requirements which could not be met from domestic production were furnished
largely by the United States and mostly through private commercial channels.
The proceeds of sales of the imported goods were used to finance invest-
ment in some countries. In the ERP and related programs for the develop-
ment of overseas territories, emphasis was very largely on overall objec-
tives.
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or a port authority. Attention is also given to the policies and procedures
of these institutions on such matters as setting tariffs or rates, accounting,
maintenance and repair and so on. These and other sector reforms are appraised
in detail by the lender, and in the case of the Bank form an important part
of the project loan procedure.

12. In case A, the principal form of project lending, assistance is
limited in amount to the cost of imported goods and services required to
execute the investment. Resources are transferred to the borrower as work
on the investment progresses in the form of those goods and services, which
in the case of the Bank/IDA loans may include a variety of commodities
(fuel, cement, etc.) in addition to capital goods.

13. Over time as projects have come to be more broadly defined, sector
loans which are conceptually part way between program and project assistance
have evolved. Under this technique (case B in the Table) assistance is
given to execute several investment projects within a given sector of the
economy. For example, agricultural improvement may be supported by lending
to finance the foreign exchange cost of imported agrimultural machinery along
with the foreign exchange required to buy fertilizer and pesticides. Sector
loans may be implemented by lending to intermediaries such as agricultural
or industrial development banks in the borrowing country. In this way, inter-
national lenders can indirectly provide assistance to a larger number of
smaller investors, and at the same time foster the development of these
intermediaries.

14. Many developing countries find it difficult or impossible to raise
the local resources required to complete and, in some instances, to operate
the projects for which the foreign exchange component is provided. Where
this happens, lenders at times undertake to provide resources for some part
of the local costs of constructing the projects, and in certain cases, for
recurrent costs as well; this is case C in the accompanying table. They do
so by providing an amount of foreign exchange equivalent to these local costs.
Because this foreign exchange is freely at the disposal of the borrowing
country, financing local expenditure for projects may, in some measure, serve
some of the purposes of program loans.

15. The several methods of disbursement and control are designed to
satisfy the lender that the loan is being used for the purposes specified.
In cases A and C, disbursement is based on the rate of completion of single
projects. The resource transfer often takes place over a period as long as
six years from the time the loan commitment is made; a typical pattern being
annual disbursements of 15%, 20%,20%, 20%, 15% and 10% of the value of the
loan. Case B'is similar except that the basis for disbursement is the rate
of investment in a lending program or group of projects which may be financed
through an intermediary. In case D, disbursement is related to the importa-
tion of specified commodities or sometimes to the execution of development
programs.
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16. More generally, each aase differs in the conditions that the
lender can most readily attach: the conditions directly related to the
objective of the loan. Clearly, as understanding of and experience with
the development process has grown, the techniques and objectives of lend-
ing have accordingly broadened. Thus it has been possible for lenders to
focus not only on the design and execution of projects but also on the
broader conditions necessary to make the use of resources more efficient.
Since the justification for program lending depends heavily on the effec-
tiveness of the country.'s overall development program, there is umually
a provision for a periodic review of the borrower!s performance in the
framework of an aid consortium or other consultative arrangement.

17. Bilateral Assistance. Official records of the flows of finan-
cial resources to developing countries reveal the amounts of assistance in
various forms. As can be seen from the figures shown below, somewhat less
than one half of official bilateral flows in recent years was in non-project
form. It has been estimated that about $1.7 billion of the $3.7 billion

Official Bilateral Commitments by Purpose
Annual Average, 1967/1969

(US$ billions)

Amount Percent

Capital Projects 2.5 30.5
Technical Assistance 1.7 20.7
Non-project Assistance 3.7 45.1
Other 0.3 3.,

TOTAL 8.2 100.0

in non-project assistance, i.e., some 20 per cent of total commitments,
was in the form of program assistance of the kind described above as case D.
The remainder was largely composed of food aid (approxi.mately $1.4 billion),
of loans for general balance of payments or budgetary support (on the order
of $0.4 billion) or of loans to consolidate or refinance debt (on the order
of $0.2 billion). To a considerable extent, program assistance as it is de-
fined here and the other forms of non-project assistance are substitutes in
that the proceeds are in some measure available to finance commodity imports.
Details of the objectives and arrangements for various forms of assistance
by country of origin are given in Attachment 3 to this Annex.

18. Multilateral Assistance. Multilateral lending institutions have
not been a major source of program assistance. The experience of the World
Bank Group is described in Attachment 1 to this Annex. In its early years
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it made program loans: first for reconstruction, and later to support
"general development plans" or for the purchase of imports required for
development. IDA credits have been given to finance "industrial imports"
in India and Pakistan. These credits, which are the only assistance given
by the Bank Group in this form since 1962, totalled a little less than
$0.7 billion.

19. As shown in Attachment 2, the Bank Group has provided appreciable
amounts for the financing of local expenditures on projects. Some other
multilateral development institutions, as described in Attachment 3, act
similarly in this respect, although they provide assistance almost exclu-
sively in project form.

20. Program lending by most countries is very largely concentrated
in countries for which there are international arrangements for coordinating
assistance. Aid coordinating arrangements have been formed for some 19
countries. The Bank sponsors fourteen coordinating arrangements for
sixteen countries and the East African Community. One important function of
these groups is to ensure that assistance from different sources in various
forms is combined so as to meet the needs of the recipients. The Consortia
for India and Pakistan are sponsored by the Bank and the one for Turkey by
the OECD. In these and other cases, the balance between project and non-
project assistance has been a subject of considerable importance. Program
assistance has gone to a large number of countries, including not only India,
Pakistan, Turkey, Colombia, Ghana, Indonesia, for which details are shown
in Attachment 4, but also Ceylon, Chile, Korea, Morocco, Tunisia, Nigeria
and others.

21. Among the sources of program assistance, the United States is unique
by reason of the large amount of its total program lending and the substantial
amounts lent to individual countries. The other countries which provide
large amounts of non-project assistance are the United Kingdom, Germany,
Japan, Italy, Australia, Canada,and the Netherlands. France too provides
appreciable amounts, largely in the form of general support for countries
with which France has particularly close relationships. But France also
provides non-project assistance elsewhere, notably in the consortia for
India and Pakistan. The policies of these bilateral lenders are summarized
in Attachment 3 to this Annex.

1/ In addition, there are arrangements for reviewing the economic
situation of member countries of CIAP.
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ANNEX I: ATTACHMENT 1

Program Lending - The Bank Group's Practicel.'

1. The majority of Bank loans and IDA credits have been made for
specific investment projects in the sense that each loan or credit operation
was made to assist in the financing of some clearly defined amount of capital
expenditure for a project or sector being executed by some government, govern-
ment agency or enterprise which was either the borrower or the beneficiary
of the loan or credit.

2. There have also been a small number of operations (approximately 26)
which do not fall within this pattern. In five cases this was because they
were made to finance "general development plans" rather than specific pro-
jects. But the majority of the exceptions were loans made to provide govern-
ments with foreign exchange to enable them to import some agreed amount and
kind of imports. In these cases the foreign exchange was sold to agencies
and enterprises who wished to purchase the kind of imports for which the
loan was made. These agencies and enterprises thus became the users and
owners of the equipment financed by the Bank but they were not borrowers,
either directly or indirectly, of the loan or credit since they derived
no additional capital from it, although they benefited from the loan through
getting access to imported goods. Details of these operations are set out
in the table at the end of this Attachment.

Loans for "General Development Plans"

3. Two loans, each of $10 million, were made to Italy in 1951 and
1953. The purpose of the loans was described as being to assist "in promot-
ing the economic and social development of Southern Italy by supplying part
of the foreign exchange requirements resulting directly and indirectly from
the carrying out of the initial stages of the Plan and by making available
for the Supplementary Projects the lira equivalent of the Loan." The loans
were disbursed proportionately with expenditure on the Plan. An attempt was
made to allocate the lira equivalent of the loan to specific projects in the
Plan.

4. A loan to Iran of $75 million in 1957 was described as being "to
provide temporary financing required by the Plan Organzation to carry out,
during the early years of the Plan, programs and projects which would other-
wise be delayed in whole or in part solely because the necessary funds there-
fore would not be available to the Plan Organization until later in the seven
year period provided for the carrying out of the Plan." The reason why such
funds would not be available was that the oil revenues, which were to finance
the Plan, would be fairly small during the first years but would increase
rapidly during the later years of the Plan. This loan was for a term of six

1/ This is a revised version of Annex B to the paper entitled"Program Lending"
(R68-206), dated November 5, 1968.
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years; it constituted in effect a medium-term advance against expected
revenues.

5. A loan of $30 million was made to Belgium simultaneously with a
loan of $LO million to the former Belgian Congo in 1951. The purpose of
both loans was described as being to assist the two governments to meet
"the foreign exchange needs resulting- directly and indirectly from the
carrying out of" a general program of investment in the Congo. The proceeds
of the Congo loan were applied to financing a three-year tranche of the
Otraco Project which constituted a substantial and integrated part of the
Congo's Ten-Year Development Plan. The Belgian franc counterpart of the
Belgian loan was also applied to financing the cost of this Project.

Loans to Norway

6. Two loans, each of $25 million, were made to Norway in 1954 and
1955. Both these loans provided foreign exchange for the purchase of ships.
However, the shipping companies were in a strong financial position and
did not need capital. The foreign exchange was sold to the shipping com-
panies and the government used the counterpart for investment. The Presi-
dent's Report on the 195 loan said, "The general purpose of the loan would
be to assist Norway in maintaining productive investment in 195L.. Specifi-
cally, it would provide foreign exchange to enable Norway to pay for ships
ordered in foreign shipyards." The report on the 1955 loan referred to
Norway's need to import capital and said, "Since, however, the need for
capital, though long-term is an immediate one, it could not be appropriately
met by a loan for a particular project which would have to be disbursed
over a relatively long period. The proposed operation is designed to meet
the requirements of this particular situation." It also said that, "as a
matter of administrative convenience disbursement would be made against pay-
ments for ships." In essence, in these two loans the "project" was simply
"maintaining productive investment".

Loans for the Purchase of Imports

7. The first three loans made by the Bank (in 1947), the so-called
"reconstruction loans" to France ($250 million), the Netherlands ($195
million) and Denmark ($O million), were for the purchase of imports.

8. There were five loans made to Australia between 1950 and 1956 to-
taling some $308.5 million. They were made to enable Australia to import
equipment from the dollar area at a time when the sterling area was very
short of dollars. Apart from the first, each loan included, as Schedule 2,
a "Description of the Programs" which described in general terms the various
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sectors of development for which the imported equipment would be used. For
some of the loans there was a report which described in some detail the invest-
ment which was being carried out in each sector. However, all the counter-
part funds accrued to the Commonwealth Government so that the additional
import of capital did not accrue to any of the ultimate users of the Bank-
financed equipment. In some cases the ultimate users of the Bank-financed
equipment were known; in others they were not known. No specific projects
were appraised in detail; there was only a general economic appraisal of
the various "programs".

9. In August 1961, a "Private Sector Coal Production Project" loan of
$35 million was made to India. The proceeds of this loan were to be
"applied exclusively to the provision of foreign exchange required for the
cost of goods needed to carry out" the project. The project was described
as a program for the maintenance and expansion of coal production by the
private sector in India. A~though there was a Screening Committee to
examine the various enterprises which were to use the equipment purchased
under the loan and these enterprises were to be approved by the Bank, the
enterprises did not obtain any direct financial benefit from the loan; they
only obtained access to foreign exchange.

10. The first "industrial imports project" IDA credit to India was made
in 7964. There have been a total of six such credits to India (totaling
$60o million) and two similar IDA credits to Pakistan in 1966, each of $25
million, one for industrial imports and one for commercial road vehicles.

11. The situation which underlay the Bank Group lending of this kind
in India was that the Indian economy had reached a stage in which it could
produce domestically a significant proportion of the capital equipment it
required for investment projects but it had to spend substantial amounts of
foreign exchange for the import of components, spare parts and raw materials
for its industrial sector. This meant that the direct foreign exchange re-
quirements of projects tended to be low so that if credits were limited to
foreign exchange requirements a large number of loans would be needed to make
available to India any considerable amount of capital. Hence, the choice
was either to make a number of project credits financing substantial amounts
of local expenditure so as to provide foreign exchange which could be used
for imports or to finance the needed imports directly. The latter course
was chosen, partly because it would make possible the injection of external
capital at a more rapid rate but largely because we felt that by providing
money directly for the imports we could ensure that the foreign exchange
would be used for the benefit of key industries (very largely in the field
of capital goods production) in which production had been held back by
shortages of imported materials, camponents and spares.
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12. The form of all the industrial import credits, both to India
and Pakistan, followed the pattern of previous program loans of this
type in that the foreign exchange was sold by the government to the
enterprises purchasing the imported equipment and materials and the
counterpart funds accrued to the government. The first credit to India
was confined to three principal industrial sectors in which there were
about 80 firms potentially eligible to use the credit. Almost all of
these had been visited, at least briefly, by an appraisal mission and a
report was prepared which dealt in some detail with the economic situa-
tion of the various industrial sectors. For all but the most recent
credit, the number of eligible enterprises also increased very substan-
tially. The sectors to benefit from the Sixth Industrial Imports Credit
were chosen from among the considerably larger number of sectors finan-
ced in its predecessor. For all these credits, appraisal relied more
on a general economic examination of the sectors rather than on an attempt
to examine each individual enterprise which was to use the imports.

13. The two program credits made to Pakistan, one for commercial
vehicles and one for industrial imports, originated from considerations
similar to those which led to the industrial imports credits to India. As
in India, industrial capacity in Pakistan was not being fully utilized
because of shortage of foreign exchange. The commercial vehicles credit was
intended to ease the shortage of foreign exchange since it was expected to
be disbursed rapidly but there was also a strong sector element in that
the credit was intended to relieve a bottleneck in the road transport system.
The industrial imports credit was, of course, aimed at increasing industrial
production by enabling industry to utilize more of its capacity but it
was also justified by reference to furthering the policy of import liberali-
zation in Pakistan.

14. In most of the program loans and credits mentioned above, formal
international competitive bidding procedures were not required. As the
commodities financed were purchased by autonomous enterprises using their
own funds, normal commercial incentives were considered sufficient to
ensure economic use of the money. It was also pointed out, for example:

"Insistence on specific procurement procedures and control of
procurement does not appear to be practical. To the extent
practicable, the government requires that the recipient of a
free foreign exchange license produce evidence of procurement
from the most optimal source of 'supply. Capital equipment to
be imported would consist mainly of individual items of machinery
and equipment to be brought in by manufacturers of capital goods
to balance existing facilities or by construction firms; to some
extent, this already limits the source of supply. Components for
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the manufacture of capital goods must frequently be procured
in specific countries, often from foreign collaborators.
However, the foreign collaborators come from so many different
countries that a wide distribution of the credit seems assured.
The sources of imported spare parts are also limited although
not to the same extent as those of components. Assurance
that the lowest cost source will be used in the case of spare
parts for construction equipment -- the most important class
of spare parts -- is provided by so-called rate contracts
between the government (the largest user of construction
equipment) and the dealers; these contracts fix the upper
price limits of spare parts."

p praisal Report - First Industrial Imports Credit
TO-414a, dated May 28, 196.), paragraph 109(d), page 31.

In the Indian Coal Production loan, however, it was agreed that
major equipment needed to carry out mining projects for the opening of
new mines would be acquired 'on the basis of international competitive
bidding and having regard to sound engineering, mining and financial
considerations and practices." (Letter of Indian Government to the Bank,
August 9, 1961.)
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IBRD AND IDA PROGRAM LOANS AND CREDITS THROUGH OCTOBER 1970

wuiginal
Loan Principal

or Credit Year of Ammunta Interest
Recipint/Purpose Number Agreement (USS me.) Rate (g) Fturitiesa

Australia

Equipment for Development 29 1950 100.0 4 1/4 1955-75
Equipment for Development 66 1952 50.0 4 3/4 1957-72
Equipment for Development 96 1954 54.0 4 3/4 1957-69
Equipment for Development 111 1955 54.5 4 5/8 1958-70
Equipment for Development 156 1956 50.0 4 3/4 1959-72

Belgium

Equipment for Development -
Congo 47 1951 40.0 4 1/2 1957-76

Equipment for Development 48 1951 30.0 4 1/2 1957-76

Denmark

Reconstruction 3 1947 40.0 4 1/4 1953-72

France

Reconstruction-Credit National 1 1947 250.0 4 1/4 1952-77

India

Coal Mining 292 1961 35.0/2 5 3/4 1966-77
Industrial Imports Project 52 1964 90.0 3/4 1974-2014
Second Industrial Imports .,
Project 78 1965 100.0 3/4 1976-2015

Third Industrial Imports
Project 92 1966 150.0 3/4 1977-2016

Fourth Industrial Imports
Project 97 1966 65.0 3/4 1977-2017

Fifth Industrial Imports
Project 138 1969 125.0 3/4 1979-2019

Sixth Industrial Imports
Project 182 1970 75.0 3/4 1980-2020

Iran

Equipment for Development 160 1957 75.0 5 1959-62

Italy

Equipment for Development 50 1951 10.0 4 1/2 1956-76

Equipment for Development 88 1953 10.0 5 1958-78

Luxembourg

Steel and Railway 4 1947 12.OZ 4 1/4 1949-72

Netherlands

Reconstruction 2 1947 191.0 4 1/4 1954-72
Reconstruction 27 1948 4.0 4 1/4 1953-54

Norway

Equipment for Development 97 1954 25.0 4 3/4 1957-74
Equipment for Development 115 1955 25.0 4 3/4 1960-75

Pakistan

Commercial Road Vehicles
Project 81 1966 25.0 3/4 1976-2015

Industrial Imports Project 98 1966 25.0 3/4 1977-2016

Q All loans and credits are fully disbursed except for Credit No. 182, on which
$8.5 million has been disbursed to date.

/2 Of which $6.2 was cancelled, terminated or refunded.
73 Of which $0.2 was cancelled, terminated or refunded.
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Financing of Local Expenditure by the Bank and IDA

1. The accompanying table shows, for Bank loans and IDA credits
separately, the estimated amounts and proportions of disbursements for
foreign expenditure and local expenditure. For a small part of these
disbursements the attribution between foreign and local expenditures can-
not be made and this is shown under the heading of "undetermined". The
absolute amounts are set out in the upper part of the table, and the
proportionate amounts, in percentage terms, in the lower.

2. The figures relate not to actual disbursements in each of the
years shown, but to the cumulative total of disbursements in relation
to the loans or credits that were signed in each of the years referred
to, up to June 30, 1970. Thus the first column of the table relates
to loans and credits signed in FY 1962, the second column to those
signed in FY 1963, and so on. Thus the total amounts of disburae-4
ments fall off in the later years, as the figures increasingly relate
to projects on which disbursements had not been fully made by June 30, 1970.

3. With respect to IDA credits, the respective figures for foreign
and for local expenditures are affected in four of these years (namely
1964, 1966, 1967 and 1969) by the inclusion of disbursements in respect
of program credits extended to India and Pakistan. Since no part of these
credits is disbursed for local expenditure, the proportionate amounts of
disbursements for local expenditure in these years would be appreciably
higher if they were excluded.
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CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS TO JUNE 30, 1970 OF BANK LO&NA AND IDA CREDITS FOR FOREIGN AND
LOCAL EXPENDITURES, BY YEAR OF SIGNING, FISCAL YEARS 1962-1970

S Izne d in Fi o al I Ye ar
Total

1962 1963 1964 12U 1966 1967 1968 19 1970 1962-70

Amounts in US$ Millions

Bank Loana1i
Di5Burwments for: Foreign Expenditures 544.1 360.5 535.2 548.6 540.9 318.7 361.8 159.5 16.7 3,386.0

Local Expenditures 134.3 46.1 53.3 99.7 115.6 18.9 53.1 30.5 2.9 554.4
Undetermined 9.4 9.6 11.7 12.1 13.6 14.1 17.8 15.9 4.5 108.7

TOTAL (June 30, 1970) 68 416.2 60. 660.4 67. 351.7 432.7 205.9 24. 1

IDA Credit.s= . o--
Disbursements for: Foreign Expenditures 115.9 205.8 164.2 222.7 233.7 286.1 47.0 142.1 11.8 1.329.4

Local Expenditures 93.4 39.8 18.9 46.0 4.4 21.7 3.3 3.2 .4 231.1
Undetermined 13.8 7.6 14.0 10.6 2 7.1 L_ 14.6 - 81.1

TOTAL (June 30, 1970) 223.1 2532 17 279.3 247.5 314.9 4.3 159.9 12.2 1,741.6

Percentages

Bank Loans.
Mabu~rsements for: Foreign Expenditures 79.1 86.6 89.2 83.1 80.7 90.6 83.6 77.5 69.3 83.6

Local Expenditures 19.5 11.1 8.9 15.1 17.3 5.4 12.3 14.8 12.0 11.7
Undetermined 1.4 2.3 1.9 1.8 2.0 4.0 4.1 7.7 18.7 2.7

TOTAL (June 30, 1970) 100.0 100.100.0 100.0 - - - -1-

IDA CreditsL2
Disbursements for: Foreign Expenditures 52.0 81.3 83.3 79.7 91.1 90.9 86.6 88.9 96.7 82.1

Local Expenditures 41.8 15.7 9.6 16.5 1.8 6.9 6.1 2.0 3.3 13.3
Undetermined 6.2 3.0 7.1 3.8 3.8 2.2 L I

TOTAL (June 30, 1970) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

/ Figures refer to cumulative disbursements (up to June 30, 1970) on loans signed in each fiscal year; they do not refer
to disbursements made in each fiscal year. The figures for Bank loans raflect a lower level of undetermined expendi-
tures than is revW~ead in other tabulations of Bank disbursements. In part this is because undetermined category can be
reduced quite substantially when all that is required is a classification into "foreign" and "local" (rather than into
country of supply), and in part because a special effort has been made to reduce that category for this table by using
the most recently available estimates of foreign and local expenditures for each project.

/2 Includes disbursements on loans to all countries which have borrowed from the Bank since Fr 1962 except Australia,
Austria, Denmark, Italy, Japan, Norway, and South Africa. Disbursements under the loan to IFC have also been excluded.

L Four credits totalling-$201.0 million, signed between May 12, 1961 and June 30, 1961 have been included in FY 1962.
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Non-Project Assistance from Member Countries
of the DAC and Multilateral Institutions

A. Member Countries of the DAC

The OECD describes the objectives and arrangements of indivi-
dual lenders for non-project assistance in its most recent (1970) Resources
for the Developing World. The following excerpts are drawn from that
volume. In Table 1 accompanying this attachment, some figures are given
of the amount of non-project assistance provided by each of the DAC coun-
tries in recent years, expressed in terms of the annual average of commit-
ments over the three years from 1967 through 1969.

Australia

"Since 1966-67, Australia has begun supplying program aid
to Indonesia through the mechanism of the Indonesian Bonus
Export Scheme - disbursements reaching $5.3 million in 1967-
1968 and $6.6 in 1968-1969 (excluding $h million food aid)."

Austria

"... development loans are extended at present to India
and Turkey under consortium arrangements in the form of pro-
gram assistance for the financing of current imports of
capital goods."

Canada

"Under its development assistance programs Canada offers
those goods and services which the Canadian economy can supply
efficiently and which are needed by recipients. Apart from food
aid, which is the object of a special appropriation, the main
items supplied include non-ferrous metals, railway equipment,
power generation installations and feasibility studies and
equipment for a fairly wide range of infrastructural projects.
.. Non-project assistance is not tied to specific commodities,
and an effort is made to provide recipients with a wide variety
of goods."

Denmark

"Loans are extended in the form of program assistance to
finance current import requirements in investment goods of
recipients. They are generally tied to procurements in Denmark."
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France

"... long-term government loans ... at low interest rates
... (to countries incurring balance-of-payments difficulties)
are intended to finance imports of light plant and equipment,
consumer goods and raw materials for implementing economic
development plans. India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Morocco and
Tunisia have benefited...."

Germany

"The decision to initiate a comprehensive development
loan program was taken in 1960. Since then, the program has
expanded rapidly and accounted in 1968 for almost half of
total German gross disbursements. The German Government has
stated its definite preference for direct project-tied loans,
but to an increasing extent loans are also extended to local
development banks and for current essential civil import
requirements, e.g., maintenance support, commodity aid. The
latter reflects the growing need of some recipients for
assistance to maintain full utilization of existing productive
capacity and for balance of payments support."

Italy

"Program aid has gained in importance in recent years,
in particular the financing of current imports of developing
countries, e.g., loans to Turkey under the OECD consortium."

Japan

"Although the Japanese Government prefers, in principle,
to finance clearly-defined projects, substantial funds are also
being extended in the form of non-project assistance especially
to India, Pakistan, Indonesia and Ceylon. Non-project assistance
is provided by the Export-Import Bank and the Overseas Economic
Co-operation Fund to finance imports of raw materials, components
and spare parts. The types of commodities eligible for non-project
assistance are agreed jointly by the Japanese Government and the
government of the recipient country on the basis of requests
submitted by the recipient country. They include machinery and
spare parts, fertilizers, textiles, commercial vehicles, industrial
raw materials, as well as certain consumer goods."

Netherlands

"Virtually all Netherlands' capital assistance is extended in
the form of program assistance, i.e., general purposes contribu-
tions not related to individual projects ... Following a decision
of the Intergovernmental Group for Indonesia (I.G.G.I.) part'of
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the assistance to that country has taken the form of project
financing in 1968."

Sweden

"1Wth the exception or four program loans extended to India
for the purpose of capital equipment and raw materials, and the
.*. . 1967 7 loan to Tunisia, S.I.D.A. loans have been limited
to project loans."

United Kingdom

"An important part of the United Kingdom aid effort is
taken up by program aid, although the share of program aid
in the total varies substantially according to recipient
countries.

"Of the main regular recipients of United Kingdom aid,
India, Pakistan, Ceylon and Turkey receive relatively the most
program aid. The range of import requirements covered under
program loans varies. Under some a very broad list of British
goods and services are supplied. For example, the most recent
commitment to Pakistan in January 1969 for $10.8 million is
for the import of chemicals, drugs, tractors and agricultural
machinery, marine diesel engines, fertilizers, spare parts,
etc. ... Other program loans are narrower in their scope. Thus
for India, there has been a series of loans for spares and
equipment for metal-using industries.

"For the independent African Commonwealth countries program
aid is generally supplied on a regular basis, although other
forms of aid currently take a larger share or the total than for
the first group of countries mentioned..."

United States

" In recent years, the United States has emphasized program
loans designed to finance essential imports to enable recipient
countries to mobilize domestic resources as compared to project
loans which earlier had constituted the bulk of American lending:
Th~~67, 58 per cent of all A.I.D. development lending was in the
form of program loans. The emphasis is put on programming at
the country level and on strong country missions. Each year,
A.I.D. makes a comprehensive review of each major recipient country's
overall development effort. In principle, the review weighs
priorities for development goals, examines alternative approaches
for attaining them, defines needed self-help measures, and
estimates requirements for external assistance. Country programming
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provides the basis for discussing with the recipient country
its own efforts. In 1967, the United States introduced sector
loans, a variant of program loans in aid programmes directed
at the three areas given priority: agriculture, health and
education."

"In order to farther development and to make its own
assistance more effective, the United States stresses performance
by recipient countries, and loan agreements typically call for the
recipient country to meet certain mutually agreed-on objectives
which are incorporated in the text of the agreement. Special
emphasis is placed on such requirements in the case of program
loans. The measures required range from local cost financing
by the recipient to large-scale reforms of fiscal systems or
changes in monetary policies."

B. Multilateral Institutions

Three of the major multilateral institutions, the Asian and
Inter-American Development Banks and the European Investment Bank, are pro-
ject lenders by statute and in practice. The first two have only limited
authority to finance local expenditures out of their regular resources.
The third, the European Investment Bank, does not generally concern itself
with the distinction between foreign and local expenditures, and finances
either or both. A fourth multilateral institution, the European Develop-
ment Fund is, as its name and statutes imply, an institution very different
from the others. In addition to financing projects, it engages in a variety
of developmental activities. It, like the European Investment Bank, does
not concern itself with the distinction between foreign and local expendi-
tures.
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Table 1: ESTIMATED ANNUAL AVERAGE COMMITMENTS OF OFFICIAL BILATERAL
ASSISTANCE BY MEMBER COUNTRIES OF THE DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

COMMITTEE BY TYPE, 1967-1969

(US$ millions)

Country Total Non-Project

Australia 187 141
Austria 22 11
Belgium 82 32
Canada 248 97
Denmark 119 6
France 1,162 172
Germany 659 213
Italy 374 307
Japan 461 354
Netherlands 160 112
Norway 11 5
Portugal 42 18
Sweden 45 8
Switzerland 17 9
United Kingdom 484 193
United States 4,168 2,347

TOTAL 8,162 4,027

Note: Estimates are derived from data in OECD publications.
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Receipts of Project and Program Assistance in Six Countries

1. The enclosed set of tables shows the amounts of external
assistance committed in recent years to six developing countries, namely
Colombia, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Pakistan and Turkey. Each table refers
to one of these countries. In all cases, the amounts of project and non-
project assistance are shown separately, while for all countries except
Turkey the assistance provided from each of the main sources is also
shown. The figures relate not to disbursements, but to commitments or
to agreements signed, and are drawn either from Bank economic reports or
from consortium documents.

2. It can be seen that in the case of each of these countries non-
project assistance has been an appreciable part of the total amounts
committed. Except in the cases of India in the fiscal years 1966 and
1968, and Pakistan in the fiscal years 1965 and 1966, this form of
assistance was provided, for the five countries for which infonation
concerning the sources of assistance is available, entirely by the bilateral
lenders. Among these lenders, the United States was generally the most
important single source, except in the case of Indonesia where larger
amounts of non-project assistance were made available by Japan.
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Table 1: COLOMBIA - COMMITMENTS OF ASSISTANCE, 1963-1969

(US$ millions)

Total
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1963-69

Program Loans - 50.0 65.0 - 100.0 73.0 AL2 373.0

U.S. Aid - 5o.o 65.0 - 100.0 73.0 85.0 373.0

Project Loans 136.0 1 5.7 116.9 116.8 183.7 233.1 95.

U.S. Aid and Eximbank 28.7 37.9 3.9 19.9 25.5 - 29.5 145.4
IDB 24.9 8.1 37.7 27.4 35.6 48.9 102.3 284.9
IBRD 73.8 45.0 - 41.7 25.0 93.1 60.3 338.9
Others 8.6 20.5 15.1 27.9 30.7 41.7 41.0 185.5

TOTAL (All Loans) 136.0 161.5 121.7 116.9 216.8 256.7 318.1 1,327.7

Source: Economic Growth of Colombia, Vol. II, "Development Projects: 1970", August 4, 1970,
Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 2: GHANA - EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE COMMITMENTS, 1966-1970

(US$ millions)

Total
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1966-1970

Country Commodity Project Commodity Project Commodity Project Commodity Project Commodity Project Commodity Project

Canada - - - - - - - 7.0 - - - 7.0
Denmark - - - 2.7 - - - - - - - 2.7
Germany 5.0 5.0 3.0 3.4 3.6 2.5 - - 2.7 4.1 14.3 15.0
Italy - - - - 10.0 - 2.0 - - - 12.0 -
United

Kingdom - - 11.2 - 11.5 - 13.0 - 10.1 6.1 45.8 6.1
United

States 7.5 - 30.5 2.0 34.9 - 18.0 - 27.3 - 118.2 2.0

IBRD Group - - - - - 10.0 - 12.3 - 8.5 - 30.8

TOTAL 12.5 5.0 44.7 8.1 60.0 12.5 33.0 19.3 40.1 18.7 190.3 63.6

Source: The Current Economic Position and Prospects of Ghana, October 13, 1970, Table X-6.
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Table 3: INDIA - CONSORTIUM ASSISTANCE IN FISCAL YEAR 1966-1 9 69L0

(US$ millions)

Total
1966 1967 1968 1969 1966-1969

Non- Non- Non- Non- Non-
Country Project Project Project Project Project Project Project Project Project Project

Austria 4.7 - 4.6 - 0.9 - 1.1 - 11.3 -
Belgium 1.2 - 2.5 - 2.5 10.0 3.0 - 9.2 10.0
Canada 9.3 10.4 4.6 65.3 28.9 4.9 28.8 37.0 111.6 117.6
Denmark - - 9.3 - - - - - 9.3 -
France 16.7 11.3 13.6 13.5 19.1 13.5 - - 49.4 38.3
Germany 60.0 6.5 46.7 18.1 49.0 16.4 56.6 10.9 212.3 51.9
Italy 31.0 - - - 21.5 - 7.4 - 59.9 -
Japan 45.0 - 52.0 - 45.0 - 45.0 - 187.0 -
Netherlands 11.0 - 11.0 - 9.7 - 11.6 - 43.3 -
United Kingdom 86.3 - 79.2 - 58.8 27.6 84.0 28.8 308.3 56.4
United States 379.2 12.8 277.7 11.0 225.7 82.0 8.7 38.0 891.3 116.8

IBRD/IDA 215.0 - - 25.0 125.0 68.0 - 192.5 310.0 285.5

TOTAL 859.4 41.0 541.2 135.9 586.1 222.4 246.2 307.2 2,232.9 706.5

/1 The Indian fiscal year is April 1-March 31.

Source: India Consortium: Quarterly Report on the Utilization of Aid, November 12, 1970, Tables A-4, A-5.
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Table 4: INDONESIA - COMMITMENTS OF EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE IN 1968, 1969 and 1970/71

(US$ millions)

Total
1968 1969 1970/71/1 1968-1970/71

Country Program Project Program Project Program Project Program Project

Australia 8.2 2.5 6.1 5.1 7.3 11.4 21.6 19.0
Belgium 0.4 - 1.2 0.8 1.7 3.0 3.3 3.8
Canada - - - 0.2 2.0 0.5 2.0 0.7
Denmark - - - 4.0 - - - 4.0
France 6.9 4.2 6.3 6.3 5.0 6.3 18.2 16.8
Germany 12.5 10.5 13.7 16.4 15.2 18.8 41.4 45.7
Japan 65.0 36.4 55.0 34.5 55.0 55.0 175.0 125.9
Netherlands 19.4 5.6 18.1 25.2 16.5 7.6 54.o 38.4
United Kingdom 3.1 0.8 4.4 1.0 7.2 1.8 14.7 3.6
United States 25.0 - 44.o 26.3 40.0 31.4 109.0 57.7

A.D.B. - - - 13.4 - 30.0 - 43.4
I.D.A. - 7.0 - 89.0 - 74.9 - 170.9

TOTAL 14o.5 67.1 148.8 222.0 150.5/2 240.6 439.8/2 529.7

/1 January 1970 to March 1971.

/2 Includes $0.6 million from New Zealand.

Source: The Indonesia Economy, November 27, 1970, Tables 3.8-3.11.
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Table 5: PAKISTAN - COMMITMENTS OF CONSORTIUM AID IN FISCAL YEAR 1965-1969

(US$ millions)

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1965-1969
Non- Non- Non- Non- Non- Non-

Country Project Project Project Project Project Project Project Project Project Project Project Project

Belgium - - 0.5 o.6 - 1.4 2.0 2.6 1.5 0.8 4.0 5.4
Canada 7.6 53.2 6.8 9.6 9.9 0.5 15.3 20.0 25.4 13.4 65.0 96.7
France - 8.6 - 25.3 3.7 4.6 6.4 17.3 - 1.6 10.1 57.4
Germany 7.5 26.4 12.5 49.4. 10.0 16.8 10.0 19.9 16.4 37.6 56.4 150.1
Italy - 23.5 - 13.3 9.6 6.6 18.0 10.8 2.1 3.3 29.7 57.5
Japan 9.0 21.0 9.0 21.0 9.0 21.0 10.0 20.0 9.0 21.0 46.o 104.0
Netherlands - - 1.4 3.9 1.4 0.8 3.1 0.2 4.4 3.5 10.3 8.4
Sweden - 4.8 - 1.8 - 5.0 - - - - - 11.6
United Kingdom 11.2 16.2 11.2 16.1 10.6 4.8 12.0 1.2 14.4 2.7 59.4 41.0
United States 49.2 25.8 140.0 16.6 140.0 40.2 71.0 6.9 103.0 7.0 503.2 96.5

IBRD - 30.0 - 35.0 - 35.0 - 129.5 - 19.2 - 248.7
IDA 25.0 32.2 25.0 2.8 - 10.0 - 48.0 - 77.2 50.0 170.2

TOTAL 109.5 241.7 206.4 195.4 194.2 146.7 147.8 276.4 176.2 187.3 834.1 1,047.5

Source: Government of Pakistan, Memorandum to the Consortium 1970/71, Table 6.
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Table 6: TURKEY - SUMMARY OF ASSISTANCE PROVIDED IN THE FRAMEWORK
OF THE CONSORTIUM, 1966-1969

(US$ millions)

A g r e e m e n t s Si gn e d In
Total

1966 1967 1968 1969 1966-1969
Program Project Program Project Program Project Program Project Program Project

100 203 126 124 112 186 87 159 425 672

Source: The Development Prospects of Turkey, Vol. II, CONFIDENTIAL First Draft,
October 16, 1970, Table 4.5.
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ANNEX II

THE CHOICE OF TECHNIQUES FOR DEVELOPMENT LENDING

1. The previous discussion has established that:

(i) the available lending techniques range from pure project
loans at one extreme to pure program loans at the other;

(ii) the techniques differ in emphasis (on investment or im-
ports), in focus (ranging from single projects to the
whole economy) and in form of resource transfer;

(iii) the effectiveness and suitability of different lending
techniques depend on the economic structure and policies
of the borrowing country as well as the conditions
attached by the lender;

(iv) virtually all of the bilateral aid agencies utilize some
form of non-project assistance, which for the DAC coun-
tries as a whole comprise a large share of development
assistance; and that

(v) to make a maximum contribution to development, the lend-
ing techniques of the Bank Group should take into account
the economic structure and policies of the borrowing coun-
try and the resources supplied to it by the other lenders.

2. This annex discusses the factors that may make it desirable to
employ techniques other than normal project lending. These include the
economic structure and policies of the borrowing country, the total
resource transfer that is needed, the forms and amounts of loans and grants
from other sources, and the extent to which lending by the Bank Group is
desirable. Within this general framework, it is then possible to judge
whether circumstances justify departures from the normal forms of Bank
Group lending (cases A and B in the table in Annex I). Since the Bank's
decision is partially determined by the actions of other lenders, the
analysis applies initially to the total flow of resources and in the
second instance to the Bank Group's actions.

Characteristics of Borrowing Countries

3. In the typical developing country, the net inflow of external
resources is on the order of 2% of GNP, but in a number of cases it rises
to 5% or more. The nature of a country's requirement for external resources
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is affected both by its total resource gap (the difference between total
investment and achievable domestic savings) and by its trade gap (the
difference between its export possibilities and its requirements for
particular imported goods). Among the least developed countries, factors
limiting the level of investment and domestic resource mobilization are
particularly important. Capital goods and other inputs needed to carry
out investment comprise a large proportion of imports and provide a basis
for normal project lending. As countries industrialize, the composition of
both exports and imports changes, and trade limitations become increasingly
important. The effect of each of these structural characteristics on the
choice of lending techniques is noted below.

14. The Size and Composition of Investment. The upper limit to the
magnitude of the resource transfer that can be based on conventional pro-
ject lending is determined by the total level of investment and the propor-
tion that can conveniently be treated as a project by lending agencies.
Total investment varies from under 10 per cent to over 20 per cent of GNP,
with a median of about 15 per cent in developing countries. Typically,
considerably less than half of a country's total investment is suitable
for project evaluation by international lenders, since they specialize
in certain sectors and can rarely consider loans of much less than $1
million. International financing of intermediate institutions lowers this
limit and thus helps to increase the basis for project lending somewhat.
From the demand side, therefore, the typical country 's capacity to absorb
resources through project lending is not likely to be much more than 2-3
per cent of its GNP -- even if 50 or 60 per cent of total project costs
were financed.

5. Limited Domestic Resource Mobilization. Under the normal project
technique, local costs of investment must be financed- from domestic savings.
The poorest countries are therefore likely to have their ability to utilize
this technique limited by their ability to mobilize domestic resources.
In countries with per capita income less than $100, gross savings are typi-
cally only 10 per cent of GNP or less, and feasible levels of tax revenues
are the same order of magnitude. Conventional lending based on the foreign
exchange component of projects would add less than 2 per cent to this total.
When the ability of the country to carry out investment effectively exceeds
the amount that can be financed in this way, there is a justifiable case
for local cost financing. At higher levels of income and particularly with
larger exports and imports, the taxing capacity normally increases. In
these circumstances the justifiable amount of local cost financing needed
to offset the limited flow of domestic savings declines.

6. The Volume and Composition of IMports. The level of normal pro-
ject lending may also be limited by the total volume and composition of the
country's imports. Total imports range from over 25 per cent of GNP in small
countries to less than 10 per cent in large ones. As countries industrialize,
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the proportion of investment goods that needs to be imported declines,
while the requirement for imported raw materials and semi-finished products
increases. This transformation takes place at fairly low levels-.of income
in large countries like India or Brazil because of the size of their domes-
tic markets and the relatively low volume of their trade in relation to
GNP. While a resource transfer of 2-3 per cent of GNP composed mainly of
investment goods may create no problem for a country having imports of 20
per cent of GNP, it may exceed the need for that type of goods in a country
whose total imports are less than 10 per cent of GNP. The limit is even
lower when the country itself produces capital goods. For such countries,
the limitations on the composition of the resource transfer under normal
project lending become quite restrictive, and a case is often established
for the financing of local costs.

7. Underutilized Capacity. In the course of industrialization,
countries may develop excess capacity - particularly in the newer branches
of industry - by investing ahead of the growth of demand. This situation
is accentuated when a shortage of foreign exchange curtails the supply of
imported goods needed to prdduce the industrial goods for which a demand
already exdsts. In this event, the imports of intermediate goods and
spare parts needed to make maximum efficient use of existing capacity have
a higher priority on additional foreign exchange supplies than imports
needed to increase capacity. Thus when imports are the effective limit
to growth, the productivity of the imported goods needed to utilize exist-
ing capacity is very high. Within a given level of lending, the share of
the resource transfer that should consist of project-related imports is
correspondingly lower.

8. Whether it is desirable for the lenders to insist on a maximum
of project lending before furnishing additional resources in the form of
commodity loans depends on the development performance of the country and
the relative needs of its public and private sectors. Project and sector
lending are well adapted to supply the needs of the public sector. Trade
liberalization and other measures to improve the efficiency of the private
sector can often be supported more effectively by program lending because
the commodities imported flow through commercial channels to private inves-
tors. In some circumstances, therefore, the "optimum" composition of the
resource flow to be provided to a country may need to contain less than a
maximum of project-related imports.

9. In summary, the upper limit to the amount of project lending that
is economically efficient is determined by the combined effects of the set
of factors described in paragraphs 4-8. This limit will vary considerably
from country to country in accordance with its income level, size, natural
resource endowments, and other factors. While the limits to project lending
can be determined with reasonable accuracy from an analysis of a country's
development program, the interaction of these factors cannot be reduced to
any simple formula or set of criteria.
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Illustrative Cases

10. Since these characteristics occur in varying combinations in
individual countries, it is rarely possible to specify simple criteria
that determine the best combination of lending techniques. Virtually
all developing countries receive some development assistance in the form
of normal project loans, and most of them receive one or more of the
other forms as well. The following paragraphs illustrate typical cases
in which there is a strong case for either local cost financing or pro-
gram lending as part of the total assistance provided.

11. As indicated in paragraphs 24 and 26 of the basic memorandum, the
appropriate form of Bank Group lending should be determined in the context
of the policies of other lending agencies and the total assistance to be
provided. The larger the share of the Bank in the total, the stronger the
case is likely to be for it to share in non-project lending when that is
needed. There is an increasing number of countries in which the Bank Group
provides more than 20 per cent of total public assistance and to which
this consideration applies with particular force.

12. The Cases of Reconstruction and Rehabilitationi A number of less
developed countries have undergone periods in which their economies were dis-
rupted by war, internal disorder, or political mismanagement. 1%hen a
responsible government attempts to restore the eoonomy and initiate a pro-
cess of development, it is confronted by a situation in which the highest
priority for external resources must go to imports needed to restore the
flow of raw materials and spare parts and rehabilitate existing productive
capacity. This situation is illustrated by Korea in the 1950's and currently
by Indonesia and iLgeria.

13. In the case of Indonesia (described in the Bank's Economic Report
of November 1970), the amount of public external assistance received in
fiscal 1970 was about $360 million or 30 per cent of total imports. The
disbursements from project financing amounted to $52 million. Even financing
100 per cent of the local cost of these projects would have provided consider-
ably less than half of the needed amount of assistance. Although a somewhat
higher proportion of total investment might have been taken as a basis for
project financing, it could have made only a limited contribution to the
import requirements during the period of economic rehabilitation, since
project disbursements are spread over a long period. By 1972, the proportion
of investment that is suitable for project evaluation is expected to grow
and with it the resulting resource transfer in project form is expected to
rise to $175 million. In the longer run, rising exports should cover a growing
proportion of the need for current imports. There should therefore be a
steady reduction in the share of assistance needed by Indonesia on a program
basis. This is a general characteristic of successful programs of reconstruc-
tion and rehabilitation.
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14. Cases for Fuller Use of Existing Capacity. As indicated in
paragraph 7, an imbalance sometimes develops between the amount of capacity
installed in each sector and the volume and composition of demand. One
cause of such structural imbalance is a failure of agriculture to grow as
fast as anticipated - as in India in the early 1960's - with a consequent
limitation on the demand for industrial output. Excess capacity may emerge
periodically as a consequence of economies of scale in basic industries and
transportetion, where it is often efficient to build ahead of demand. It
may also arise from a shortfall in export earnings or a reduction in ex-
pected receipts of external assistance, either of which can mean that im-
ports of raw materials are insufficient for full capacity operation.
Whatever the cause of structural imbalance, it results in strains on the
balance of payments. If resources of capital and foreign exchange can be
allocated to removing the trade and other bottlenecks that have developed,
an opportunity for accelerated growth emerges. Efficient allocation often
requires liberalization of imports and greater use of the market mechanism
in order to influence private producers and investors.

15. Situations of this kind have arisen in recent years in countries
such as Colombia, Turkey, Pakistan, and India. In these cases (as well as
others), structural imbalance has periodically been reflected in import
restrictions, overvalued exchange rates and a shortage of maintenance imports
to operate existing industrial capacity. The Bank's reviews of the needs of
these countries for external assistance have shown that a substantial com-
ponent of program assistance was needed to provide for these high-priority
needs. A portion of this need could have been met by local cost finance or
debt relief if lending agencies had preferred these alternatives. The
proportion of total official assistance provided to these countries in re-
cent years in the form of program loans has ranged from under one-third of the
total in Colombia to more than two-thirds in India, as indicated in Annex I,
Attachment 4.

16. This structural case for program assistance is strongest in coun-
tries that have a well-conceived development program and set of policies for
allocating available supplies of investment and foreign exchange. While
allocation to the public sector can be made directly, the response of the
private sector depends on import liberalization and other improvements in
the functioning of the market mechanism. To meet the needs of the latter
situation, a program loan is typically made against the needs for specified
commodity imports so that the annual flow of resources will correspond to
the balance of payments needs of the economy.

17. Cases of Limited Savings. In most of the poorest countries, the
possibility of generating additional public and private domestic savings,
and/or the desirability of doing so, is likely to be one of the principal
constraints on growth. Were, for example, the maximum feasible share of
savings in GNP is low and there is also little domestic production of manu-
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factured goods, an increase in investment may require a large increase in
imports in order to satisfy both the direct and indirect requirements for
increased consumption as well as for investment goods. In that case, the
indirect imports required can be effectively provided through financing the
local costs of individual investment projects. More generally, if the
government's revenue effort and its restraint on current expenditures have
already been pushed to the feasible limit, and if it has done all that could
be expected to generate and mobilize private savings, external financing of
a substantial portion of the total cost of the additional investment would
be justified.

18. Cases of Local Production of Caital Goods. Apart from limited
savings capacity, the second principal case for local cost financing is
based on the existence of local capacity for the production of capital goods.
It is in the interest of the borrowing country to utilize this capacity to
the maximum degree that is economic, and to import intermediate products
rather than finished machinery and equipment in order to do. Examples of
countries in this position include India, Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina.
In these cases, the average foreign exchange component of investment is
reduced from the 50-60 per cent that is typical of the least industrialized
countries to 25-30 per cent or less. Furthermore, there is typically
excess capacity (and labor) in the capital goods industries, so that the
opportunity cost to the economy of producing capital goods may in the short
run consist mainly of the imported materials and semi-finished products
required.

19. The amount of local cost financing needed and the extent to which
this form of project finance can satisfy the total assistance requirement
also depends on the gross public inflow needed in relation to a country's
total investment program and debt service requirements. Since the public
flow is relatively small in some of the richer countries (e.g., Argentina
and Mexico), it can be transferred via the normal process of financing
projects or sectors with a moderate amount of local cost financing. By
contrast, to transfer the estimated gross official flow of $1,500 million
per year that the Bank has estimated to be currently needed by the Indian
econou on the basis of a foreign exchange component of 30 per cent of
investment would require annually 250 projects of an average size of $20
million. This compares to less than 50 projects per year currently being
initiated by all external lending agencies. Here it is apparent that the
capability and willingness of the lending agencies to review projects,
as well as the prospective improvement that might be achieved in the quality
of Indian investment, must be assessed in order to arrive at a proper mix
of local cost financing and program assistance.

20. Paragraphs 10-19 indicate the effects of the principal factors that
combine to determine the suitability of different forms of lending in differ-
ent cases. More detailed analyses of individual countries are given in the
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Bank's annual economic reports. In conclusion, it should be stressed that
a decision as to the appropriate combinations of lending techniques rarely
depends only on a few simple criteria, but rather involves an assessment
of the quality and effectiveness of development policies and programs as
well as consideration of the factors discussed here.
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PEARSON COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS
RELATING TO THE WORLD BANK GROUP

The Executive Directors will recall that, in my annual statement

to the Board of Governors, I said that "I propose to undertake a

careful analysis of each of the Commission's recommendations which in

any way bears upon our work, and to submit these analyses to the Bank's

Directors with proposals for appropriate action."

Attached is a list of the 33 recommendations in the Pearson

Commission's report which are directed to, or bear upon the activities
or policies of, the Bank Group. With respect to each of these recommenda-
tions I will present to the Executive Directors a memorandum proposing
the position which I believe the Bank should adopt on the recommendation
and the action, if any, which I believe it appropriate for the Executive
Directors to take. I have assigned to Mr. Demuth responsibility for
preparing these memoranda.

The first series of memoranda will be scheduled for distribution
to the Executive Directors by early December. Thereafter, I intend to
distribute further series of memoranda on a monthly basis. I would hope
that we could complete consideration of all, or virtually all, of the
recommendations by April 30, 1970.

Robert S. McNamara

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
President's Council
Executive Vice President, IFC
Vice President, IFC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC



ATTACHMENT

RECOMMDATIONS DIRECTED TO OR BEARING ON
THE ACTIVITIES OF THE WORLD BANK GROUP

1. "Thus, for example, international agencies such as the World Bank
should take into account in considering loans for agricultural projects not
only the rates of return in the borrowing country, but also the impact of
new production capacity on world market prices." (Ch. h, text, p. 83)

2. "Discussions should be expedited leading to a program of supple-
mentary finance to deal with problems caused by unexpected and sustained
shortfalls in the export earnings of developing countries." (Ch. h, Rec. 3,
p. 97)

3. "Financing of reasonable buffer stocks in support of well-conceived
commodity agreements and policies should be recognized as a legitimate ob-
ject of foreign aid." (Ch. 4., Rec. 4., p. 97)

4. "Bilateral donors and international agencies should provide finan-
cial assistance to institutions, such as development banks and clearing and
payment unions, which are designed to promote trade among developing coun-
tries on a regional scale." (Ch. h, Rec. 9, p. 97)

5. "Regional development banks, in cooperation with other international
agencies, should take the lead in making available special funds for the
refinancing of export credits granted by developing countries, and in
establishing regional export credit insurance facilities." (Ch. h, Rec. 10,
p. 98)

6. "At the international level, talks leading to the establishment of a
nraltilateral investment insurance scheme should be pursued vigorously."
(Ch. 5, text, p. 109)

7. IFC policies should be reoriented to emphasize the development ef-
fect of its investments and not just their profitability. (Ch. 5, text,
pp. 114-115)

8. "The Commission . . . urges international institutions such as the
World Bank to give suitable technical assistance to developing countries
in appraising the terms of export credits offered to them.' (Ch. 5, text,
p. 121)

9. "Because the IFC and organizations like it have links with the pri-
vate sectors of both developed and developing countries, they are logical
agents for project identification and investment promotion work, and they
should become much more active in this field." (Ch. 5, Rec. 5, p. 123)

10. "International institutions, such as the World Bank and UNIDO,
should expand further their advisory role regarding industrial and foreign
investment policies." (Ch. 5, Rec. 7, p. 123)
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11. "In regard to the possible excessive use of export credits, a strong
'early warning system' based on external debt reporting should be evolved
by the OECD and the World Bank." (Ch. 5, Rec. 10, p. 123)

12. "Preparations should begin at the earliest possible moment for
establishment, where necessary, of new multilateral groupings which provide
for annual reviews of the development performance of recipients and the
discharge of aid and related commitments by donors. The World Bank and the
regional development banks should take the lead in discussions to this end,
and the World Bank, or another appropriate existing agency, should provide
the necessary reporting services for such groups." (Ch. 6, Rec., p. 135)

13. "All member nations of the Development Assistance Committee should
prepare plans for reaching the 0.70 per cent target, and the President of
the World Bank should place discussion of these plans on the agenda of the
1971 meeting of the Board of Governors. The national plans should be sub-
mitted for publication to the Chairman of the DAC by January 1, 1971."t
(Ch. 7, Rec. 3, p. 152)

14. "We recommend that debt relief operations avoid the need for re-
peated reschedulings and seek to re-establish a realistic basis for develop-
ment finance. The World Bank and the IMF, as important providers of long-
term and short-term finance respectively, must of course participate in
rescheduling discussions." (Ch. 8, text, p. 157)

15. "We recommend greater help to development banks and similar institu-
tions in developing countries. In addition, assistance should be provided
to such promising activities as industrial parks and agricultural coopera-
tive credit institutions, designed to promote financing of the domestic
private sector." (Ch. 9, text, p. 179)

16. "Multilateral agencies should extend the practice of joint or paral-
lel financing of projects." (Ch. 9, Rec. 6, p. 189)

17. "Aid-givers should remove regulations which limit or prevent contri-
butions to the local costs of projects, and make a greater effort to
encourage local procurement wherever economically justified." (Ch. 9,
Rec. 10, p. 190)

18. "Aid-givers should adapt the forms of aid to the needs and level of
development of the recciring country and recognize the great value, in
many cases, of mor'e program aid.

"IDA should undertake program lending wherever appropriate, seeking,
if necessary, statutory change to make this possible." (Ch. 9, Recs. 11
and 12, p. 190)

19. "Multilateral and bilateral technical assistance should be more
closely integrated with capital assistance." (Ch. 9, Rec. 14, p. 190)
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20. "Donors should give financial assistance for local recurring expendi-
tures and for equipment, transport, and other supplies in connection with
technical assistance projects." (Ch. 9, Rec. 17, p. 190)

21. "Loans for projects should include a greater component of technical
assistance." (Ch. 9, Rec. 18, p. 190)

22. "International technical assistance should be strengthened by the
creation of national and international corps of technical assistance person-
nel with adequate career opportunities." (Ch. 9, Rec. 19, p. 190)

23. "We . . . recommend that the World Bank, in consultation with the
NHO, launch immediately a wide-ranging international program for the direc-
tion, coordination, and financing of research in the field of human repro-
duction and fertility control." (Ch. 10, text, p. 199)

24. "The World Bank Group, as well as the Regional Banks, should pay
greater attention to problems of research and development in their country
studies and should themselves identify needs for scientific and technologi-
cal research." (Ch. 10, text, pp. 205-206)

25. "Bilateral and international agencies should press in aid negotia-
tions for adequate analysis of population problems and of the bearing of
these problems on development programs." (Ch. 10, Rec. 2, pp. 206-207)

26. "Greater resources for education should be made available for (a)
research and experimentation with new techniques, including television and
programmed learning; and (b) a systematic analysis of the entire learning
process as it applies to developing countries." (Ch. 10, Rec. 7, p. 207)

27. "Regional or national laboratories and research institutes should be
established to study techniques of natural resource utilization and to im-
prove industrial product design and production techniques.

"Industrialized countries should assist in the establishment of
international and regional centers for scientific and technological re-
search in developing countries, designed to serve the community of develop-
ing countries and specializing in distinct fields of research and their
application." (Ch. 10, Recs. 10 and 13, p. 207)

28. "The World Bank should continue to assume responsibility for
/ ountry economic7 reports for major recipients and accept reporting re-
sponsibility where it is requested to do so by the new multilateral group-
ings recommended in Chapter 6. For some of the smaller countries, however,
the Bank's responsibility for economic reporting might well be passed to
regional banks as their capacity grows." (Ch. 11, text, p. 219)

29. "A procedure, already in use, to reduce the effective rate of Bank
loans is the practice of 'blending' IDA and Bank loans available to the
borrower, thus reducing the average rate on loans from the World Bank



Group as a whole. Sometimes a single project is financed by such a blend.
We also suggest that the blending technique for single projects or programs
be used more frequently." (Ch. 11, text, p. 222)

30. "The World Bank and the IPIF, in countries where both operate, should
adopt procedures for preparing unified country assessments and assuring
consistent policy advice." (Ch. 11, Rec. 2, p. 230)

31. "The President of the World Bank should undertake a review of the
need for organizational change in IDA as its functions increase." (Ch. 11,
Rec. 5, p. 230)

32. "IDA should formulate explicit principles and criteria for the allo-
cation of concessional development finance and seek in its policies to off-
set the larger inequities in aid distribution." (Ch. 11, Rec. 6, p. 230)

33. "The President of the World Bank should invite heads of appropriate
organs of the U.N., pertinent multilateral agencies, and the regional
development banks and coordinating bodies, to a conference to be held in
1970 to discuss the creation of improved machinery for coordination capable
of relating aid and development policies to other relevant areas of foreign
economic policy, moving toward standardized assessments of development per-
formance, making clear, regular and reasonably authoritative estimates of
aid requirements, and providing balanced and impartial reviews of donor aid
policies and programs. Representatives of at least the major bilateral
donors and appropriate representatives of developing countries should also
participate in the conference." (Ch. 11, Rec. 7, p. 230)
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Attached hereto for information is a copy of a summary analysis

of the kinds of joint financing arrangements in which the Bank or

IDA has been involved through 1968. This document is referred to in

the President's memorandum of December 11 on Recommendation no. 16

distributed under report no. 169-232.
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/ Developmeht Loan Fund until November 31, 1961, thereafter Agency for Intemational Dovalcpmnt..

Subaeoupnt to October 20, 1959 US foreign assistance has been tied to procurement in the USA or in the borroer/grantee country.
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IMD/,M JOINT ORATIM WMt 5.3. Z./AID VZ
(Millions WS Atuivalmot)

Trm OF PID4ET
AGRENET VAIN
TOTAL OWT BOROER SPICIAL PTVISIONS II AN/CREDIT DDCUMETATION
PD20 U KCHAOmR D GDAAM JDINT WOAR TIMS AID OWDI1T0MS DfTER-AGEC AORI0XT3
a i/im - zn/ ltm OAmm or JOINT nWsamQ ANID OHR rMCM G ARRANGUTS MRTMQ OF IROCURNMENT

I2R Lom 259 N1 Nopraea smaloal do I. s y Feesa U.S.A. KY1 $2.5 (%iLO) for 20 Fre., Documantation as in OBRO Loan 195 W, but with fozoal BAnk/IL
Rio Tem. Hydrelectric Project (3LY) including 1 yr. gr aft t A parout Memorandum of Understaning, approved by the Borrower, Whic*

interest. Repayment ik local included,
June 22, 1960 Omarentor, Republic of Nioaragea currency. a) general description of financing arrangements ',r ,a project;

b) agreement that as a result of each agency's szrangements with
$20. Borrower aevght aditsm al local Govt. of Ricaregua: $1.8 the Borrower, "approval of both is required with respect to
Slh.5 Currency financing hra Zs.F. ROLF: $4.0 certain actions and documenta pertaining to the project;-

c) the right of both institutione to receive reports and inspect
ImRD Loans $L2.5 for 25 yrs., including the project;
5 res. grace at 6 paoet interest. d) agreement of both egences to collaborate cionli in the

execution of the project, and DL intention, 2to rely on the
Bank's administration of the Bank loan for the project for
certain aspects of the DL? loan," to the extent consistent
with DLF operations;

a) Bank agreement to inform the DL? of conclusions of Bank review
of consultants, contracta and contractors and of the action it
proposed to take, with a view to enabling DL promptly to
coment thereo.;

f) Bank agreement to keep DLF informed on the progres of the
project based on Bank end-use inspection;

g) agreomant of BAnk/DLF to inform each other if any event cane
to their knowledge which etght affect or impede the project and,
in the event of difference of view on action to be taken, agree-

ent to use their best efforts to reeolve the difference before
acting ; and DLF agreement that procurement restrictions peculiar
to the se of Its runds are not applicable to Bank .orenent.NOTE: This Memorandum of Understanding was prepared of the LOan
Agreement was signed. The basic outline was established in
the Memorandum of Undarstanding accompanying 1BRD Loan 271 Pt,
and subsequently ad& ted for M3RD Loen 259 MI, as well as IVtD
Loans: 261 M and 26 PAN below.

Bank procurement on the basis of international campatitive bidding.
Bank disboreenst against separate list of goode.

M?. disbursement parallel with Dovirnont contribution to ensore
debt,6quity ratio would ronain constant or fall, an specified ti
DLF Loan Agreement.

MY Loan Agreement with Borrower delegated to the Bank the
foloaseg functions,

IL) review of contracts and approval of contractors (sec. 1.03)1
11) approval of engineering coonultenta and terms of

employment (sec. 5.0h(d)).
iii) approval of management consultant (eec. 6.08).

=.0D Loan 261 ID top gatemal do Be "gia U.S.A. LFt *A, (tidd) for 25 yre., Docsmentation as for MDB Loan 259 MI, except that DY disbursea
Canaveral Wdroolectria Project Electrim(111) including 1 * gem at. 3A porout not parallel to Government disbursement, and there was no specific

interest, of m1bfi $1.2 canceLled. delegation of functione mentioned in the D.F Agrament (of. 1, Ui,
June 29, 1960 Gearantr Republic of NondUran Repayment in l6cal Currency. 111, 259 MD, above).

11.5 Borrowet esght aOiticoal local =U. $2.9 Memorandau of Understanding prepared after Loan Agree.ent signed
* 9.0 currency finaning from L.B f as in TERD Loan 259 MI.

Govemot Ceudvak Bank finann of
IBRD LoAn $8.8 for 25 yrs., Inan. DL? cancelattw, 1.&, $1.2. Following change in Govervent of Honduras in September 1963, ILF
ding 4 yre. gram at 6 pment discontinued disbursement and cancelled the remainder of its loan,intecst., i.e., $1.2.

MED I.M 26M PAN Repubie of Panama U.S.A. ILF. 0.3 (ta) fer 15 yr.., Doosoutation as for 261 M, except Memorandum of Understanding alsoSecnd road preject. Constructom including 1 .Jr ~ at AB prent provided that:
of feede reaf. Borr oe sought additional local interest. MWpbet in dollars, a) at request of the Borrower, the Bank would forward to IMF

ureincy financing fhym DP. notification of all charges to the tean Account, "which action
Auguat L9, 1960 Governent of Pnesem $2.0 will inform the DLF that the Bank has found the Borrower's

request and documentation satisfactory for, and has made, the
5 b.5requeated disbursement from the Loan Account;-

$ 7.2 b) Bank greeswnt to consult DL? before -king any changes In the
Bank 'list of roads or the order of their construction;i

131RD loan, $1.2 for 15 yrs., Inuca- a) Bank agreement to notify DLP of resulta of ito review of contracts.
ding h yre. grace at 5.3/4 percent contrectoers, consultants and design standards of the projoct and
interest. the action the Bank proposed to take, with the aim of reaching a

comn viewpoint on action to be taken.

Memorandum of Understanding prepared after loan Agreement signed an
in TORD Loan 259 I.
Foreign Procurement on the basis of international competitive bidding.

Disburement on a percentage banin, 50% IBRD; 37% DLF, according to
the individual procedures of each agency for estimated foreign end
1oal currency expenditures respectively.

IBD Loan 21 n Rplic of Peru U.S.A. DLF. 41.5 (tied) for 15 Fre., Documentation as for IMD Loan 259 NI, except Memorandum of Under-
Aguertia-Pacallpa Road construction including 1 yr. grace at Ae percent 914Mng also provided that
and reoontruction Bank eaot additonal local interest an the dollar disbursemet a) at request of the Borrower, the Bank enulid forward to IS.

emency frima ing. of Up to $3.51 4 percent interest an notification of all charges to the loan Account (cf. IBBD Loan
Decee 19, 1960 local cvrrency daabrement of up to 2611 PAN, above);

$1.0 (cf. ILD Loan 176 EC). b) agreement that Bank ad DLF nave parallal rights with respect to
$22.0 approval of consultants, contractors, contracts, and geeral do.
$ 6.2 Government of Peru $1.0 sign standards for the project, and that neither the Bank ni-

V5F will indicate approval or disapproval on these matters with.
D lan, U.5 for 5 s., garae -t . out having consuited the other.

ding 14 yr.. gpen. at 5.3/4 peccant
interest. Bank procurement on the basis of international competitive bidding.

Bank disborsement against own list of goods on a percentage beas,
50%, representing the estinated foreign axchange coat of the pN

DLF disbureed W0d of local currency cost. and the coevrneant ti,
other 20$.

(MOTE: the Memorandum of Understanding for this project cas the
first such agrement and was used an a pattern for the
Memoranda subsequently governing joint administration et,.,
of 1IUD Loans, 2','t MI; 261 Mi 264 PAN.)

L Sam page 1.
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MRD/TM JOTNT OPRATIONS WITH U.S. DIP/AID
(Millions US$ Bquivalent)

'o 0r PROJICT
E1qWE DATE

TOTAL COST BORROWER SPECIAL PROVIDIOiS IN WAN/CREDIT DCUMENTATION
POREM EICHANGE COMPONENT GUARANTOR JOINT LOAN TUS AND CONDITIONS IBTRW-AMiCT AOR UINTS
BANK/Mi - LOAN/CREDIT ORIGIN OF JOINT FINANCING AND OTHER FINANCING ANRANODZENTS MTIGOD OF PROCURDIHNT

DR Loan 288 AR Republic of Argentina Original Government contribution: Normal, separate loan documentation between Borrower and IBRD and
Road reconstruction and imove- $61.5. between Borrower and AID. No cross-conditions of effectiveness
ant Joint financing a result of Govern- or default.

went's and liIlded-, (Direccion Goverment contribution after AM) Loan
June JD, 1961 Naconal ds Tialidad, an autonomous ($30.5) granted, $31.5 until original No Memorandum of Underatanding, but clo working relationship

Government agency) deteriorating project revised twn, at which time the with AID.
or Final financial situation, and subsequent Government contribution fell to ser.

. a" inability to meet their ositments Normal Bank prourammnt and disbursement against its own list of
$ hR.5 $32.0 under the loan Agreement. Governmmt US-AID contributions $30.5 (tied) Loan goods on a percentage basis, WO representing the estimated foreign

requested AID to cover part of local signed March 18, 1963 for 50 yre. Inclu- exchange cost of the project.
IRD Loan, initially $48.5 and net currency costs of original project. ding 10 yr. grace at 3/4 of 1 percent

of cancellatione, $31.0 for 16 yr.. Unfinished part of project was then interest from Alliance for Progress re- AID disbursed 60% of the cost of works completed, and in the interest
including h yr@. grace at 5.3/h cancelled by Bank. Ultimately, the sources. of efficiency agreed to utilising Bank method of disbursing directly
percent interest. Bank and AID were financing 100% of to Vialidad rather than through the Central Bank of Argentina, as

all project costs. was its usual practice.
Canoeliationa: July 26. 1968. .116.5

August 28, 1968..$ 1.0

ITRD Loan 299 CR Republic of Costa Rica U.S.A. AU) $2.1 for 50 yro., including Separate, normal loen/oredit docmentation between the Bank/TM and
ID Credit 10 CR 91 yro. grace at 3/h of 1 percent inter- the Borrower. Separate loan documentation between AID and Borrower
Road construction and maintenance Joint financing a result of deterior- est. Repayment to be in dollars. Alli- with no crose-conditions of affectiveness or default. AI) loan not
project ating Government financial situation once for Prograse funds. signed until July 23, 1963.

and request to AI) for assistance in
October 13, 1961 financing part of the local currency Government of Coats Rica to provide re- No Memorandum of Underet ing, but close marking relationship between

component of the Bank project. AID an-e $0.1. Bank and AM).
$13.2 contribution part of U.S. $10.5 budget
$11.0 support operation. Normal Bank/TM procurement. AM procurmemnt acording to its own

IEUD Loon, $5.5 for 15 yr@., inclu-
ding 5.3/h percent interest. Bank disbursemant against a list of goods for contracted construction

on a percentage basins 600, ropresenting the estimated foreign exchom gs
TM Credit: $5.5, repable on component. Where AID participation was involved, they financed 40%
normal i terma. Cancellationt of contracted construction, the estimated local currency component.
$0.950. (AID financing was specified for 12 sub-projects within the entire

Bank project.)

Dibursoment for works dne on force account made upon separate
presentation to Bank/TM and AM, by Borrower, of evidence of marks
com plted. Bank/TM and AID reinbersed Government for the respective
percentages of estimated foreign costs ad local ousts.

IBRD Loan 331 PR Philippine National Bank (PUB) U.S.A. AU): $9.6 for 30 yrs., including Normal loan documentation between Bonk and Borrower/Ouarantor and
- lopent Corporation Project 15 yr.. grace at Ia of 1 percent interest. between AID and Borrower, including cross-conditions of effectiveness

Guarantor- Republic of Philippines local currency generated by ICA dollar and default. Subsidiary Loan Agreement between PH1 and PDCP in which
mary 15, 1963 diebersements for purdaase of surplus PMB delegated mest of its rights as Borrower to PDCP.

Joint financing a result of Bank agriculture commodities.
IIID Loan, $15.0 appraisal of local and foreign ex- No Meonrandum of Understanding.
Cancellations 0. change requirements for setting up I7C esitment of 10.205 and stand-by

in= a private development corporation commitmnt of 41.28. AID/PDCP Loan Agreement (sec. 7.01) provided for prepayment equivalent
in the Philippines. of a proportion of say surplus of PDCP'm net profits after taxes and

Under Loan Agreement, amortisation Rquity share capitals $6.4, of which reserve appropriations. In much a case, Bank Agreement does not call
schedaloe and interest rates were $4.48 Philippine owned and $1.92 foreign for pro-rata prepayment of Bank Loan, but Subsidiary Loan Agreement
to be agreed between Bank end Borrow- banks and investors in U.S., U.K., and provided that any other circ tance of prepayment prior to maturity
or as the Lman Account wa creditad, Germany. would require Bank approval.
with stipulation that final payment
was not to be later than January 1, PNB to relend proceeds of IMRD Loan in Procurement and disbursement of Bank/AID funds followed normal pro-
1978. full to PDCP on terms and conditions cedures of each agency respectively an projects were Implmented by

specified in Subsidiary loan Agr et PC .
between PN and PDCP.

Source of AM funds authorised by pre-
decessor agency: ICA. Soc.h02 of NSA

____________________'51.

ONRD Lean 55? GUI Republic of Guinea Bank Project, $83.5 Normal separate boan doumaentation between Bank end Borrower and
Boks Project beieen AID end Barrower including cross-conditions of effectiveness

Joint financing of Bank project U.S. AID Loan, up to $21.0 to cover and default. Special arrangements for the security of the Bank loan
September 18, 1968 a result of Government request for local currecy requirements, (tied and dbr the physical completion of the project were incorporated in

foreign ozcheng* finamcing from Bank procuremomt as to source and origin a Financial Assurances Agreement and a First Agreement.
S182.5 and local carorenq finncing fro. Wither in berroer country or the U.S.)

Rtining operatio, port, railway A.I.D., for infrestructgre project Bupayeblo at the option of the borrower yrmenda o Ikderstanding between the Republic of Guinea, the Bank,
and township) complesentary to the establishment in local currency. lepayment over 30 alo and stndcholders was signed March 29, 1960, before the loan and

of a large bauxite mining operation. yre. including LON yr. grace at 215 interest. laid down the basis for noptiation of the Bak loan.
Bk ct, 3Ricing operation is, in turn, SOrce of AID fmoda is previous sale under

"prt, ralW, tonship and necessary for feasible Bak project. PL-480 of agricaltural mmoditis. Effectiveness of all instrumiffto and agreements between the Bank and
refinancing of previous engineerirg the Beroower, AID and the Berower and between the Bank, the Burrower
loan S-1 GUI of $L.7) Governownt contribution esonstie f of ant stockholders of CUE arm condittone of effectiveness of Bak loan

pRoceeds of Bank md AID loans. and the Bnk would be" the right to suspend, cecel and in certain
$64.5 for 2 yres. including 5 yro. circumstmes peemsture the loan if the instruments and agreents
grace at 6a proent interest. Stockho3ders of mining company (HUM, affecting the Project were modified without Bank apioval or if

an asmsciation of six intrnational certain other designated events were to occur. In addition if the
aluminium pmoducers) inprvide my borrower were to prepay any part of its indebtedness under the AID
overruf in ibrcign exchange costs of loan agreoent,it wdvd simultaneously prepay a proportionate amount
Bank ioject. of the Back loan, (Section 5.09).

NUTS! Govermet executing agenqa for Bhnk Bank procnament to be on the basis of international competitive
project, Office d'Amsnsgement do Boke bidding.

For adiUtional Bank/ICR joint financing operations (OFAB).
involving the U.S. DIF/AU) see also the following Bank/AID disburvm nt arrengements not yet available, but AID loan
loans/credits: Mining Project, $99.0 Agreement (Section 1.2) states "The loan will be disbersed by AID

upon submission of supportig documentation the same as (or, if
Under unwitVTm Joint Financing Operations with Two Campanie de Bauxite de Ouines (owned by specified by AID, reasonably similar to) that reQired pursuant to"
or More C-landeo : 266PA/60 PAR; 310 OR; 379 /51 EC; Halco and Government of Oninse) is the the IBRD Loan Agreement.
383 UNI; 546 PAl; 568 TU. executing agency' $37.0 in squifi capital.

r "IDRD/TM Joint Financing Operations with COBO, uitil the long-term arrangements are
0 completed, tempeary arrangments with

a banin syndicate headed by Bank of
Amrica have been made to provide
revolving bank credt totllin

Under "IBRD/IWM Joint Financing Operations with Suppliers' $75.0.
Credits Arrangeenta-t 536 CO

Under "33RD/MI Joint Financing Operations with FAC 0
,

Proposed Upper Volta Teleoc catione Project.

'V See page 1.
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(ii) aWim JOINT omhChO opiraum wiT U.S. 5POR-DWPORT NAINs
(Millions US$ equivalet)

TIPS of No=E|
A uo MIR SPICIAL IIOVISINS IN WAN/CRIT
TOMa OWe BOVAMM DOM~ITLTION
voo= UWNuD C(EOE WURhAIYT JOINT WAR I AD DN3DITIOW1 INTER-GNCY AGMElUNTS
BA/I -, 3WI/C11DT CmNW OF JOINT 7ITACIV AND OHm FIANCI AROMENTS JBTIg)D Of PROCURmwT

5D LAmo 33k PI Peruvian 0 raton Luited U.S. ImbNeak. 6.75 for 7 Ye. (no grace Normal loan docuamentation between the Bank and Borrower
ha-ly Rbsbablitstion (Corporati piod) at 5.3/4 percent sbetests plus and bet.n.. xisbank and Borrower, incledteg crose-cosdittons

.5 disbursed under 1962 Lne of credit of affecti-enoss and default. Bank 'd Zx.*bk Agreements
March 13, 1963 Ouarentors Rpulic of ?ra ftich supported first year of four yoar required security of repayesot on principal and/or Interest

P6ogram. in form of Mortgage Agreement on savabie and imovable
$21.3 (Total cost of proge Joint financing a result of Govern- property of Corporation dated June 27, 1963, betwe Corpor-

bi"h began July, 1961.) must request to both the Bank and Corporation coctributions $1.0. ation, Industrial Bank of Peru, 10D, Azinbank and person
4L9.5 g-h-m for rinming of the for- or entity noted as "rereeentative- under the Mortgage.

feg seouhogs component of its fer- (Bank A oreeents sec. 5.04; U.S. 1i-bank Agreesnst Article
no TAM$ $"3.25 for 16 7., yewr rallay rehabilitation program.
including 4A yr. gace at ON
percent interest. lan Noblest Inter-agency Agreenent signed May 6, 1964 between rBRD nd
to reduction corresponding to the ftiabnk regarding adwiniatration and anforcement of Mortgage

mount the Corporation am gmm- noting that:
ate in mes of its working ospi- a) the *Representative" under the Mortgage was to act only
tal requirements. Opon the instructions of the IBRD;

b) the IMD Will give to the Representative appropriate
instructions in respect of the Mortgage s requeeted by
ErIdbank;

c) agreement that IBRD will conSult xibank before taking
any action related to the Mortgage and general agreement
to consult with each other on setters of comon interest.

Supplemintary Agreemont (dated July 5, 1965), between Cor-
poration, imLD. Exisbank, and Oovernuent, povided for uti-
ulnstion of funds from sale of Corporationle sovable and
limovable property, as required under Mortgage Agreement.

Bank procuremont on the basis of international onreitive
bleing excluding specLfied rail.s md fittings ad five
loconotives, which were to be purchased in the USA on grounds
of speed and standardization.

Diebursemnt against separate list of goods for Bank end
Exi'bank respectively, with xi-hank diobureemont
a) directly to a coemarcial bank in the U.S., designated

by the Corporation, to reimburse the Corporation for
expenditures made by it;

b) to reimburse a comrcial back in the U.S. for xendl-
turea nade by it under a letter of credit (opened upon
request by the Corporation);

0) directly to suppliers.

in fact 9alokank has never reimbursed the Corporatic
method 1a) above.

For additional IBWIDi 39int finanoing arrangenta with U.S. Ahisank as also undert "Il.V/A Joint Financing Operations with Too or More Co-londers:" 310GHM 548PA1.
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(iii) IRRD JOINT FINANCING OPERATIONS WITH U.S. ChIERCIAL BANKS
AND U.S. PRIVATE DIrERESTS

(millions US$ equt1elent)

tYPE OF PROJECT
AGNMWINT DATE SPECIAL PROYISICS IN LOAN/CREWT
TOTAL 00T BCROWER DCUMNTATION
FOREIGN EXCHANGE CaPGRIT GUARANTOR JOINT LOUN TERRA AND CONDITIGS DWER-LGUICY AGREEMETS
BANK/TM - LOAN/CREWT ORIGIN OF JOINT FINANCING AND OTHER FINANCING ARRAIBIMDITS METHOD OF PRCUR30 NT

IBRD Loan 161 IN Air-India International Corporation First National City Bank of lew York, $2.5 Normal, separste loan documentation between Bank cnd
Air-India Project Bank of America B.T. and S.A.. $2.5 Borrower and between U.S. commercial banks and Borrower

Guarantor, India The Chase Manhattan Bank: $2.5 with cross-conditiona of effectiveness and default. A
March 5, 1957 ircing Trust Co u'ry: $2.5 default under the Credit Agreent with tho banks, any change

Joint financing a raeult of Goverment The First National Bank of Boston $1.2 in the Agreement without prior agreement of the Bank, or any
$23.0 r1qeet for aeaiatanee In financing total: S.. for failure to disburse the loane provided for in the Agreement
*22.0 project and subsequent Bank indeticati up to 5.3/4 years, including 6 months grace were also stipulated as eases of default.

that if India could arrange financing after final delivery, at 5 peccant interest.
IBRD Loan: $5.6 for about 10 year for two-thirds of the cost, the BAnk Credit Agreement also conditional on IBRD making .an on
ineluding 6 year grace at 5.1/2 would inovide the resaining one-third. Air India: $6.2 a -firat in and last out" basis.
percent interest with subseqent increase in the lseB

of the original project. No Memorandum of Understanding between Bank and Aher -en

Procurement largely nngotiate4 due to limited soorer of
supply, otherwise normal Bank procures with disburnoIont

against aeparate list of goodSe, with other lenders folloing
their own procedures of diebursement.

IBRD I an: 272 J1 Japan Developmsot Bank (JS) for U.S. private Placetment $k.0 for 10 years Normal, separate loan docuentation between the Pack and
Third Kawasaki Project onlandrg to Kawacaki Steel Corporation. including 3 years grace at 7.5 percnt Borrower and Guarantor and between the Kawaseki and prLocte

interest. inveetars, including croes-conditione of effectieonsa.
Deetmbr 20, 1960 (as amended Guarantor: Japan, but April 2h, 1967 Provisions for repaymnt of Bank loan if Eawasaki ropay <E.
April 2b, 1967) Amendment Provided for JO to assume full U.S. Hanover Bank, $2.0 for 5 years

reaponibilities an Borrower and Japan to including 1.1/2 years grace at 6.1/2 percent Subsidiary Loan Agreement between JDM and tacceaki c' n
$23.0 be no loger obligated unde the Guarantee interest. considered a condition of effectivenese of the Ituk ino

Agreement of Dacember 20, 1960. and any default under it would be a default under tie Los
No foreign exchange eoponent DIoestic mortgage debenturee: $2.0 for Agrement. Thie Agreement remained in effect under the
eatimsted, but nature of project Joint financing envisaged from beginning 7 years including 2 year grace at 7.5 Amendment of 1967.
indicates major portion to be of Project as a result of (a) the percent interest.
foreign exchange coste. succeeeful experience of the JM in Bank procurement on the basis of intematona. oositice

financing the Mlborn Power Project (IBRD Interal cash geeration: $5.0 bidding where imported equipment was umpatitice.
IBRD Loan, $6.0 for 15 years Loan 220 J) by the utilization of a Bank
including 3 years grace at Loan and a Public Iseue floated in the Bank disburement against eeparate list of goods for S) 1(w pr
5.3/k perent interest. U.S. through the First Boston Corporation the oust of aspenditures retroactive to July 1, 1960, (-

and (b) desire to strengthen the JDB to 100% of the reasonable cost of imported goods made or to be
enable it to obtain its capital made, and (c) amounts including local expenditures, which
requirementa on the World capital market. have been otherwise expended, or which an to be erpended

on the Project, in such currencies and at such times, as
shall be agreed upon between the Bank and the Borrower.

Disbursement by other co-landers according to owen procomron.

IBiD Loan 273 JA Japan Development Bank with onlendirg U.S. Private Placeant $5.8 for 14 years, Dnoumatation an for IBRD Loan 272 JA, except that Dink
Second Sumitomo Project to Sumitomo Metal Industries including 3 yeare grace at 7.1/2 percent disbursement was solely for the foreign exchange cost of

interet. iqosorted goods.
Decmber 20, 1960 (as Amended Guarantor, Japan, but April 2k, 1967

December 20, 1967) Amendment provided for JM to assume Loan from Manufacturers Trust Co. of N,Yv
full responsibilities as Borrower and $3.6 for 3 years at 6.1/2 percent interest

$161.1 (Total Project) Japan to be no longer obligated under
$*7.3 (Bank Project) the Guarantee Agreement af December Domatic Loans, $26.1 for 5 to 10 years
$9.8 ( " " ) 20, 1960. including 1.1/2 years grace at 6.5 percent

intenest.
EBRD Loan, $7.0 for 15 years Origin of joint financing, See IBRD
including 3 years grace at Loan 272 Ja. Dmostic mortgage debentures: $25.0 for
5.3/k percent interest, 7 years including 2 years grace at 7.5

percent interest.

Retained eaMirge and depreciatien: $56.6

Old IBRD Loan: 201 JA $11.7 of initial
$33.0

Share isee $28.9

Total, $161.1
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WVMDk JOINT MNACMG OPERATrOK VITH PRECH AGOCIMI
(Milliona US eqivalint)

TPE O PSJET
ANimiNT DATE SPEIAL PROTISIONS IN LOAN/CREDIT
TOTAL COST SArM DOCUINTATION
POEIN 1CAI CampoT GUARANTiO JOINT LAN 8UN AND CODITIOS WOTt-AOUCY AGRgMMTS

."III- lNjalEDIT ORIGIN of JOINT FINAICOIN AM OTR FNAICING ARRADENITS wm or POCUROMT

18a1 Loan 030 OR 5omda lHserS do 110O.s Cairns Central* dw.U Prooece d h1tre-er, Nosmal, oeparat. loan doomentatin between the Bank and
y.Hong*-" Project (COaI0) $7.1 for 30 yr., toeddin 6 yr. grace at Brrcmmr/Ouarentorm, and between the CIles ':atrale and

3 percent interest. Borraoer, Including crose.omaditions of ef:ectivenese and
Juna 30, 1969 Goarantorns Bapublic of Prince default.

NRpalic of tmbon Private Shareholders' lanet $31.6
$Ne.9 Hp la at Congo tomorandum of Agreement between Caine Contrala and the
no ramep animange a cae*pa (Brastaville) Share capitals $1.2 Bak providieg for:
espresses, but by mature of a) exchange of inforwaton on disbursement* ande;
project mot moate were foreign JoInt financin a result of no- Cash generated by initial operaeionet $k.0 b) agreement that the Caisse Centrale would waive its
emunange costs. mal Freach cperat-s in Congo normal reqirnemnt of assignment of ore contracts as

and regest by CGaN.CG to the security on its loan until the Bank loa was aompletely
MID Loma, *35.0 Sar 15 yr., B* for OMLUIB1Oal tinancng repaid, except in the case of default;
inoluding Ia yr. grece at 6 pe- of project. a) agreement to consult on another before declaring the
tact Intereat for Mne ad Borrwer in default;
washing plant, bleW, "dl- d) Bank agreement tInt accelerated repaement of anmual
road, port ad general Meria". installents of the Caie Centrale loan under a clause

allowing such prepamnntes in anticipation of an expec-
ted fall in the borrowar's turnover in the following
twelve Monthe tithout pro-rats prepayment of the Bank
loan;

a) agreement to consult one another 1dth respect to the
amount of working capital reoired by tie Borrower
with the object of reaching comon agreement;

f) agreement to consult one another before consenting to
any ant of the Borrower proposed under their respectvo
loan AgrvAments.

Prcurement on the beais of International competitive bid-
ding as fat as practicable.

Diasiersmnt against separate lists of goods ath t Bank
dimbaraewnt for foreign ecbange costs of Imported goods
ad meritiee and limited to amounts equal to sagunt ra-
aelvd frm CIMILM shareholdere together with ed thdranale
theretofore made fim the Loan Account free tim to t4me
by my of advances as provided fr in the Loan Protocol.
(of. section 2.02 Bank Loan Agreement.)

I=D Loan 2k9 KA Soete Ame dams Mime de Coieco Centrale de Cooperation Beamnaaqet Normal, separate loan docentation between the Bank and
Iran Ore Project Fer do menritaie (31M U) $10.1 for 30 s., Semluding 6 yr. grace Borrower/Pearantora; between the Caie Contrale/Boerower;

at 3 pereent AnSereat. between the French Treanary and the Borrower, including
March 1?. 960 Goarantoras sevalte of France croea-coditions of effectiveness and default.

hs Eeio Roeu Share capital% 653.9
$M.3 of Maritact Memr-e- of Agreement betweo. the Bank and Caisse

French Trmaan Toan, $21.3 for 15 yr., Cntroel as in IBRD lan 230 tR.
No foreign sawhenge oqveeat Joint financing a result of AIPSA including 3 yr. geco at 8 percent interest.
expressed. but to naters of raquest to the Dktafor &aOstene Procurement on the basis of International eagaUitll
project most osts ere feiga in flu.naeng the project, d normal bidding as far as practicable.
agameo.e ests. seope at rench interest in the area.

Dibursetont against separate lists of goods with Back
10 Loant "6.0 for 15 ye., disburee..nt for foreign exchange mcats of d.ported goods
inclnding 514 yr. grace at 6 and services and limtted to an anount equal to the aggre-
percent internet for ems, rail. gate smaunt received frm tine to tine fre pald-in ahare-

W md part. holders' capital and draings an the Franch Treasury Loan,
together idth withdrawals theretofore made fem the Loan
Account, and limited farther to 65.0 until the Pranch
Treaeuzy loan wus folly drawn doo. (cf. section 2.02
Bank Low Agrement.)

INN loan 376 AL Cegota Algeria ns Methane Ceisee d'Eqeipa- pour s l~veloppament de Normal loan docuentat on betwean Ben and Brrwer/
Liflafld Gem Project liquide(CMiE,) lAgerie (CE)s 5.1 for 15 yra., inludirg Guarantors and between CEDk and Borrower, ltcluding crae

3 yr. grace at I Percent interest for firset conditions of effectivencee and default; also sbarebelars'
Ner 34, 1964 Overeatotre Napeblic of Algea and 5 yr@. and at 94 percent interest thereafter. Guarantee Agrment; Supplemntary lAtLeWe of Agrodert

several private interesta. an Assigmet Agrement.
09.1 Srhrehodera' bane, 01.a for IL yre. Ljcludizg

Joint financing a result of nonal 5 yr. grace at 6 Pront interest ad Bank Loan Agreement also included:
so foreign mhmags compoanent oparatdone or Fane and internalienal suaordinate to Bank lan ard Maintenance of a) prepayint reqairement in the avant that mnt profit, of
expressed, but to nature of oil coasioes in the area and the working capital. the Borrower exceeded a certain rcntage. (of.
project mst costs were formig project in particular, and raqvent of Section 2.08 Back Loan Agrenmnt);eschange oets the Borroe.r for asaistance in fimating Share Capitels $2.7 b) security %for the due payrent of the principal of,

the project. interest, nroam, ir any, on prepayumnt or redgtoimt,
MW Loans $80.5 for 32 yrs., CZDL grant, $3.0 and other charges on tha Loan and ti Bnes. in the
"'I"Alg 2 yr. grace at !h form of a assignment (dtlgaton) of any and all

percant interest. Other edtime w in lane to be Made to Borrowers rig t to aid clais for paymmts free British methane
63.5 for 5 yrs. at 6 porceat intereet. No Linited which the Borrower ne Ins a aay hereafter
grace period. acquire unter the PUB Sale Contrect. (Assign eet

Agreemnt referred to under Article 11 cf the Chin
Npaymmet by Societe d'tploitation des IWdro- Agreement and Sectlom 5.30 of the Bank Lose Agr-ent);
carteeg d'9as RN*al (SUB)s 126.5 in o) requirement that at Boak's request, or if CZVA elcte
accordance with tem a CAANSO Protocol its rights toider Article 20 of its Agreement, the
cf March S, 1962 for 3S3R to finance ame-third Borrower would furtish the Bank 'A th a mortgage an the
of the cst of facilities in exceange for Borro arts mosable and immovable property. (Section
CAHEL'0 agraimnt to espply SES with liquid 5.12 of Bank LoAM Agramnt)l
natural gas aneMtuig fa appoman teiy ant. d) as an additional swant of default, A dead by CQAU fr
third of the plante9 outpat. repayment in advance of Maturity of its loan (Section

5.02(J)).
Several aemstantial sareholde s' advances to
offset SkrrWare lose. The Aasignmet Agreement provided, anougat other things that

th~ eraholdera' Ouarantee Agreement would become Operative
if had nde a demand for payelnt wnder its nam
assinment (Section 1.03).

Aeaa betee the iSek and pri3esided for,
-en E a gw t required uw the. Assignet Agrmmt (er (b) aboe) between the Bak, CAIE, and ritis Methane Ltd. (3ectLon 1.02);

Is) Iaant to cosult each om with the dejeot of reading oster agreemet before mmeaetiAg to action of tie Berrower which sald insease his aedetedrease
c) agrement to cosmlt each ethe beAr. tai any =maire ich W envek the articles relaneg he defnlt orde tieir reopmetive Agreements;
d) axange of Information related to prepeputat rder Scmtion 2.06 of the ak Loan Agreement.

Prwoerm-et an the basis at interuatie-al cometitive bidding to falleet eetant practicable.

Xa1uerersamt against separat liste CC goods with Bank disboring owl a with the CEDM loan fr the forage encebge costs ftimported goals and services.

Fo odss dAide at d Cooperation (FAC); Caleco CeAtrale d Cooperatian Xoams (CCCE); Cais@c d' Eqeipoenot pr Is Developpotert is ld Algerie (CrAd).



(iv) ItRD/IDA JOINT FINANCING 
0
PERATIONS WITH FRENCH AGENCI3-ID

(Millions US$ equivalent)

PE IF PRWECT
1EEMENT DATE SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN LCAN/CREDIT

TOTAL COST BORRKWER DOCUMENTATION
P0REIGN EXCHANGE CO(PONENT GUARANTOR JOINT LOAN TERMS AND CONDITIONS & INTER--AGENCT AGREEMENTS
BASI'TDA - LOAN/CRETT OPIGIN OF JCINT FINANCING AND CTHER FINANCING ARNLtMENTS METHOD OF PROCUREMENT

IDA Credit 126 CD Republic of Chad Fonds d'Alde et de Cooperation (FAC): Normal IDA/Borrower documentation, no crose-conditions
Education Project Provided technical assistance in a grant of effectiveness or default.

Bank interest in joint financing equivalent to $1.65
August 29, 1968 arrengements in view of Chad's No Memorandum of Understanding, but close cooperation

poor economic position and depen- Government contribution: $0.55 with FAC for arra~gomennS covering bilateral technical
$4.0 dence of project on provision of LS.istance.
$3.65 technical assistance.

Normal Bank procurement ausi disbursement procedures.
IDA Credit: $1.8 repayable on
normal IDA terms.

IDA Credit 128 BIR Republic of Niger FAC tract: $0.16 for technical assistance. Normal, separate TDA/Borrouwr and FAC/Bormwer documen-

Righway Maintenance Project tation as in IDA Credit 126 C with only an infora L
Joint financing a result of Gover- Government contriistion $2.96 plus $7.50 understanding governing the FAC contribution.

3eptmbar 23, 1968 sent request to FAC to cover gap outside project to cover recurrent expen-
in financing part of the cost of diture during four-year maintenance pro- Normal Bank procurement and dioburoment.

$8.95 including $0.82 for continuing technical assistane. gram.
feasibility and engineering
studies.
$6.26

IDA Credit: $6.12 repayable on
normal IDA terma.

Proposed IDA Credit Republic of Dahomey FAC grant: $6.6, of which $3.0 for local loan documentation not yet available, but will preom:ably
Hinvi Agricultural Developsmnt costs. be normal separate agreements between IDA and Borrower urd
Project Joint financing resulted from co- between FAC and Borrower, including cross-condition of

operation of FAC and Bank in prep- In view of Dahomey's poor econcowc situation effectiveness and default.
Under consideration. aration of the project following and chronic budget deficit, FAC is financing

Government request to both agencies Goverment counterpart of $0.4 representing A Draft Memoreoduma of Underatanding between IDA and FAC
for assistance. In view of the equivalent of taxes and duties paid on indirect provided for each party to:

39.6 Soverneent of Daheney's reliance on Leports. 1- keep the other currently informed on the progress of
$6.6 (foreign exchangs component) French financed technical assistanco work; exchange views from time to time, and at least

and particularly to French financing every six months, keep the other informed of aggregate
of budget deficit, association with a-onts disbursed under their respective agreemnts;

FAC was regarded as essential. 2- exchange information with respect to parts of the pm-
IDA Credit: $6.6 repayable on ject which am each lender's particular concern rela-
normal tems, of which $1.8 for ting to the placing of contracts, orders for works and
local costa. materials, etc.;

3- forward to the other lender sujeary information con-
cerning "applications received for disbursement. on a
percentage basis," and inform the other lender of any
event etich would prevent such disbursement within
agreed periods;

4- carry out its own separate supervision, with agreamont
to inform the other lender beforehand of my scheduled
misaion) afford the other opportunity to participate
therein, and exchange views on the results of much
inspections; inform the other of any event liable to
threaten carrying out of the project;

5- consult each other, to the extent possible, prior to:
a) demanding prepayment;
b) taking my action which may result in auspenaion,

cancellation, termination;
c) making anmiments in each respective agreement;
d) agreeing to changes in the project, with the object

of finding a jointly suitable solution;
6- advise the other before giving individual consent to

any request of the Government under their respective
agreements.

Normal Bank procurement and disbursement for 100 percent
of cost of all directly imported goods and equipment.

Local and franc zone purchases of imported goods to be

entirely financed by FAC.
Joint percentage disbursement against common list of gooda
for all remaining items in be procured under normal Bank

Sprocedur-es.

Proposed IBRD Loan SocistA des Palmeraies de Mbongo et FAC grant: $1.8 to Soversent. Normal, separate draft loan documentation between the
Cameroon Oil Palm Project d'Eseka (SOPAME) Bank and the Borrower/Guarantor, including cross-conditions

Caisse Centrals Loant $1.8 proposed for of effectiveness and default.
Under -onsideration Guarantor, Republic of Cameroon 21 yre., including 9 yr. grace at an

average of 4% interest to SDPANE, the Meaorandum of Understanding between the Bank, Cais
$16.1 Joint financing a result of Govern- executing agency of the project. Centrals and FAC and draft docuiant follows pattern adapted
$ 7.8 ment request to Bank, FAC and Caisse from the Dahomey 011 Palm project.

Centrale for assistance in financing Govesrnent contribution: $2.6
IBRD Loan: $7.9 for 30 yrs., foreign and local coats of project. Bank procurement and disbursement for 100 parcent of coat
including 10 yr. g:.ace at Project prepared under joint guidance of all directly imported goods and equipment will be in
6; percent intereat, of Bank and FAC on basis of FAC-finan- accordance with normal Bank guidelines, with the exception

ced feasibility study. of one oil mill, the costs of which are to be financed

entirely frm French funds on the basis of competitive
bidding restricted to the franc zone.

Joint percentage disbursement against a common list of

goods for all remaining goods and services procured local ly.
(cf. Sec. 2.03 of draft Loan Agreement.)

Proposed IDA Credit Republic of Upper Volta FAC grant; $0.122 Normal, separate documentation expected, with informal
Teleconnunications Project assurances froo FAC concerning the continuation of

No joint financing but FAC expected their on-going technical assistance.
Under consideration to proeide ongoing technical

assistence. Government contribution, $0.63 Procuremmt is expected to be on the basis of international
2 competitive bidding wherever warranted.
8

Diabursemot expected in follow normal Bank procdturee.
CiA Credit: $0.8 on normal

IDA terms.

1/ Fonda d' ide et de Cooperation (FAC); Caisss Centrals de Cooperation Economique (CCCE); Caisse d'Equipement pour le Devaloppemfot ds l'Algerie (CEDA).



sDW/MA JOINT FINACINO OPiRATIONS WMi PREM0 Acs CI
(MIllions US equivalent)

TYPE OF PROJECT
AURNENT DATE SPECIAL PkUVISj(JS IN WAX/CREDIT
TOTAL COST BMROM DOCUMENTATION

Fl Cl34hEU CXIMPWEIT GUARAIR JOINT LOAn TE AM OMDITIMS DfITER-ENCY ARmlEMiTS
BAIL/TDA - LOAR/MDIT ORIGIN OF JOINT FIANCINO AND OTHE FDAWICMI ARRANEENTS METHOD OF PROCIREMNT

Proposed IBID Loe/IDA credit Iblic of Senegal Goveraent contributioni $2.72 md on-lAding Normal Bank/IDA documentat on.
AgriOultural Credit Project In of proceeds of loea/credit to S for lk yr.,
Sonegal Present project does not involve Including 4 yr. pace at 3% perent interest. Normal Bank/IDA procurement and disburmient procedures

joint fiancing. Originel 0overm- wspected.
Awaiting signature'ent mre st ma for ID asist c. Bon National& 4. DOVeloppeOont dI Senegal (END)S

in financing the contimation of a $8.0 of its own resmarces And on-landing of pro- For additional joint financing operations lath France
$2.15 five-year gromoduat and millet I.. coeds of loan/credit received from the Govern- see also under: '"1hf/IDA Joint Financing Operations
$ 7.0 provement program ineolving a costly sent. BNDS en-ldin through oeperatives to wath Two or More Co-landers, * IMD toan 548 PAK,form of external technical assistance. farmers expected to be at 5 to 5 perent inter- 568 TU, and proposed Oil Palo Project in Ivory Coast.
IBMD Loan: $3.5 for 30 Yre., Project ma began with the assistance est over various time periods from 1 to 5 yrs.,
inalvdng 10 yr. graes at the of the bropeM Economic m inity with no grace period.
ourrent rate of interest shen (ME), and we later financed, on
the Loan is dram dm. Bank an interim boet, by the CCCL Bank Farmers: $3.8
Loan not to be dram down until appraisal missions have assisted in
iA Credit in fully dram or stre.lining and redefining the Bank

committed. project by separating certain els-
ments for independent financing by

IDA COrediti $6.0 on normal IDA CCCE and FED.
terms.

Fo ods d' id. at do Coopirathen (PAC); Caise Central* de Coop5ration Econamique (CCCB); Calese d' Aquipement pour I. 06veloppeoment de 1 Alghrie (CZlA).



IFRc 0 A I lIST F1 NAACING OPYFRAk 01 WoITR GERANY -
(Millions US$ equivalent)

*NT ATE SPECIAL PROVISIONS TN LAN'CPEDIT
CcAl LTTI B,RR b In CUIENATION

F1RF1GN EICANGE COMPONENT OUARANT)R 'GIa LOAd fDPms AD iNDiTICi TNTER-A0DICT AGRE9MENT
LANK IDA - L-AN 'REDIT IRI1 OF ;0ENT FIBANCIED AND OTHER FNANC110 ARRANGDENTS MZEIOD OF PROCUREMIT

IBIRD .oa 23 1 tnyutl, of Suda- Germany (KfW): $18.L untted) for 25 years Normal. separate loan Jo etation between the Pank a I A
IA Cre-t 2 S Ineluding 7 jeers grace at L-3,L pereant and Borrower and between Kf and Borrower. incriudin. ros

Taint financing a resu:t of interest. conditions of effe-tiveness and defoolt.
lure it, 111 Goveenmet nquet- to the Pank to

exaine the tehnial and eononie eovernsent cont, btion: $127.3 Administration agreement between the BaneI A. VW and
$11.2 uspeets of the pro ect as early ae Borrower which provided for:
$l. l58. cno subsequent Bank initiative (a) methods and procedures of procurement to be deiermiced

to obtain additional financing of the by the Borrower and the Bank (2.02) with the ronrurren-
IBRD lAwn: $l.5 for 25 years preect fn oantries interested in of the Association and KfW;
including 7 years grace at the developent of the Sudan. (b) the withdrawal from funds provided In all three iendino

5-3/,4 percent Interest. Agreements to he eade on application of the Borrower

Tak Credit: $13.0 on nonmal rn& 
(for reimbrsement) to the Bank, which would apportiot

tems r 
the amount so requested:

35% IBRD

30$ Ilk-- - - --- 3U% TIW

approcal of codrsmnt ner teBc -e 35% iN-
dibarsertner the Bank Agreeent to be notified te the >ther lenders, which would then lisbursa their respective portion according to their ere'tcive greement3;

(d) each lender to retain thei r indepenvent rights of decision and action onder their respect-ce Agrement. but the lenders agreed to close collaboration in matters relating to the
execution, administration and superviesion of the project.

Memorandum of Understanding between the Bank, IO and iN regarding Section 5fQ c the Administretion Agreement provided that in "special circumstances, upon the reouest of Sedan, and upon
such terms and conditions (Including q'ecial commitment charges or other special charges, if any) as shall be agreed upon by the Parties hereto, the Bank may enter into special coessteente,
for the respectire accounts of itself, Kreditanstalt ana the Assoclation, to pay amounts to Sudan or others in respect of the cost of goods notwithstanding any subsequent suspension or
rAncellation of any of the Agreement".

Procurement and disbursement a cording to normal Bank/IIA procedures.

IBRD Loan 370 TH Industrial Finance Corporation of KN: Loan datni December 20, 1963 for Normal, separate loan documentation between Bank and
Industrial Finance Corporation Tiniland DM 11.0 million (eqivalent) $2.75 for Borrower/Guarantor and between the EfW and Borrower, wite
of Thailand (IFCT) Project 15 years, grace period not know, at 55 no cros-conditions of effectivenees or default.

Ounrantor: Kingdom of Thailand int-e.sI.
Unroh 11, T les tic and foign (U.S., Grmanty, Japan, No Meorandum of Understanding between the Bank and AN,

Joint financing wrose from the fact U.K.) shareholders: $0.9 increased by $.6 but informal agreement to work together as closely on
Porig exchange cost not that O-many had already signed a million to $1.5 million equivalent as a possible. IT? has recorded understanding that it wi ll

evnilable since objective of loan agremant, Decmber 20. 1963 resut of opetion. use its beet efforts in draa down both loans at lee same
prolect :as to raise resources of for the sane prcteot. rate.

IPrT f ro. $3.2 to $q.5rae
Normal Bank procurement and disbursement procedures.

on: $2.5
lation $1.45

5.L(T for a maximum of
15 years with grace perious and interest
retee determined at time the loan was
creditd for qualifying saub-projerte

IDA Credit 68 AF Kingdom of Afghanistan UNICEF/UNESCO technical avistence in Normal Credit documentation between the Bank and Borrower.
:.u-ation Project the equivalent of $0. including requirement that arrangemen.s satisfactory to the

Noint financing arose from UNEsCO Asociation be made for UNICEF/UNFZPlr and Onen gratte,
Noesber 23, 194 participation in appraisal mission KfW grant: $i.h before Credit became effective.

$5.0 and Gemany's existing interest in
providing technical assistance to No Memorandum of Understanding between III and UNICEF/UNF 1

$7.35 Afghanistan. or Germany, but close informal ooperation daring apprisi1

iIA Credit: $3.5 on normal CIA tem. ad administration or project.

Procurement on the basis of international coespetitive bid finc
where possible.

Pirburseseet will be for 100% of the foreign exchange cost of goods and services for the pro et; with the "equivalent of a percentage or percentages to he established from time to te
by ogreeesnt betwnen the Borrower and te Association of such amounts 93 shall hane been expended for the reasonable cost of goods required for carrying out Part B of the Project;" (school
contruetion).

The IG hgreement amended Credit Regulation 1, dated June 1, 1961, section 3.01 so that withdrawals from the Credit Account could be made "on account of expenditure in currency of the
Borrower or for goods prodaced in (including services supplied from) the territories of the Borrower, in Such currency or currencies as the Association shall from time to time reasoably

select".

1/ Kreditanstalt fNr Wiederaufbau (Kfw).
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(vi) I /I0 JOINT IVAENCIIO OEAIIONS WITH SWMD
(Miliucs U36 equivalent)

TIPS W IEJUT
dAll ? SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN LGAM/CINDIT
201L OT DOMOM DOIUMEUTATIOIN
FGFEM NANECaM COWVMWT UAAXTO JOINT LOAN TEID AND COND1TI OIS INTtD-AogCy aMREi9ETS
mAs/Mi - LO /MET O0101 Or JOINT FINAECI1 AND OTE FINAMCING ARRANGEMENTS PMD OF PROCUREMEIT

IDA Credit 83 PAK Isami Republic of Pakistan Sumdan $4.8 (antied) for 20 yr8. incla- Normal Ioan/Credit documentation betwsen IDA s. Bor-
Foodgrain Storage Project ding 5 yr. grace at 2 percent interest. rower and Sweden and Borrower with croaw- ori ons of

Joint financing a result of Swedish effectiven-so aid default.
Februesy 10, 1966 interest and IotIAtiva in promoting Seedec to provide foreign ischange finan-

joint finansg and utilizing Bsk/ oing only. Procureanot on the basis of competitive biAWo utth
$39.0 IL appraisal services. percontage disbursement againat a joint list of goods.
$24,0 overnumnt, $15.0 in local currency, plus

(At Im initiative, a pendin eXtda- proceeds of Credits to be relent to ibe A-nlotration Agreeent between IM/Swedsn/Borrower
IM Cradits 419.2 an normal ein of this project involving an Province of Eat Pakistan an 110 terms. which provided for,
IDA terms. additinal sio is to be financed by a) methods and procedures of procurement to be determined

esiden, tim increasing total ost by the Borrower an the Association (2,02), with an-
and Sumdan's percentege ohar in currence of Suden (2.04);
total financing.) b) the withdrawal from funde provided in both Credit

Agrements to be made an application of the Borrower
for reimbursement to the Association which would appor-
tin the &mount so requested:

SO% IDA
20% Sweder.

0) approval of disburseent under the IDA Credit to be
notified to the Sweriges Rikabank, agent for Sudean,
which would then disbure. its portion according to the
Swedish Credit Agreemnt;

d) each lender to retain Its respective independent
right. of decision and watian under its respective
Agreement, but the lenders agreed ta claes collabor-
alien in matters relating to the executin and adm.n-
istration of the Project; IDA leadership in amhias-
tratio and supervision of the project ma recognised
by Seden.

M Credit 106 PAK Islamic Rapoblic of Pakistan Seden, 1.75 (matiad) for 20 yr.. inolu- Documentation same as for M Credit 83 PAK except:
Labore Water Supple* Saewrage ding 5 yr. grace at 2 percent interest. a) Administration Letter between 1M/Smeden replaced the
and Drainage Project Swedish interest and initiative in mare formal three-party Administration Agreement;

promoting joint financing, bet dith- Government of Isleaic Republic of Pakiatans b) SuppLmentary Letter between the Borrower and deedan
Pay 12, 1967 in the franwork of Bank/Swedieh wa- Proceeds of EX/Swedish Credits to be re- acthorising the Association to act on behalf of IwedAn

changes on project possibilltie. lent to the Province of West Pakistan on with respect to supplemantary agreemento or arrange-
$5.8 terms similar to theme specified in the IDA ants regarding the joint list of goods for the pro-
$2. and Swedish Agreements respectively, acept ject, the share of the Swedish contribution, ad wi'

that repayeant to the Governant by the Prow- drewal procedures;
IDA Credits *L.75 an normal 1ON ince was to be in rupees. c) percentage disbursement:
term. 54 Ina

Parther relading of the proceeds of the M/ 50 Sweden
Swedish Credits by the ProvInce to the Lshare d) disbursesnt provLsions in iM/Swedieh CredLt Agree
Improvement Treat (LIT) (br 25 Yro. including sents provided for an agreed .aount of local currency
5n year grace at A percent interest. expenditure to be disbursed according to the percent-

ages:
Provire of West Peklttan to provide the bal- 251 I1
ane of local corrancy financing: $2.!3 equiv. 25A Sweden

71D Loan 523 IT spire of IMIdep Sweden. $5.8 (ntied) an normal IM tems. Docnmsntatln sae an fur 11 Credit 106 PAK wocopt fors
IDA Credit 1M1 ff Parcentage disbursement:
Fourth Nighl Project Smdiah interest and initiative in Government of Rtblepin: $11.14 local currency

promoting joint fie-oint, but within finamdng-. Par C and
Jinary 25, 1966 the fraework of bank/Sumdias moh--- e.tn A" IJ

ge an project posibilitias. 26.00 IDA 28.5%
$38.4 15.0% Sweden 21.5%
$27.0

ImD Loans $13.5 for 24 yre. inclu-
ding li yr. grace at 6% percent in-
terest.

11 Credits $7.7 an normal IDA terms.

im Credit 117 PAK Is.ic Republic of Pakistan Sueden, $5.0 (untied) an normal im terms. DeOGmataUn a.i as for IDA Credit 106 PAK aeept for,
Secnd Agriculinral Da1loWt Bank Peroentage disburseoent
(AIM) Project Originalappraiaaof Project justi- Government of Pakisutma Proceeds of Credit. 66.2/3S 110

fled a larger credit, but problems to ADB for 20 yre. Inciding 5 yr. grace at 33.l/% Swedn
June 13, 1968 of ID replanishment precluded this, i percent interest.

$18.0 ID sought additional for- AIM. Further rela-Mnd of preeseds of Credits
$15.0 sign currency financing within the to agrioultursliste for 18 months or lager

frmeork of bsak/mdimh echanges at 7 percent interest, ploas $3.0 in local
IM Credits $10.0 on nomal iDA term . an project poseihlitlaws. currency from its own rmorces.

IDA Cred t 129 E Dopoblic of Zenpa Jveden $3.6 (-ntied) on normal IDA teors. ilacumantation oac an for IlA Crmdit 106 FAX es-apt bar
Livestock Development Project Swedish intereet and initiative

in promating joint financing and Governmat of Ienya, Proceed* of Credits to be a) procurment of -quipmont ad applies from proceeda
Septesdior 26, 1968 utilizing Donk/IDA appraisal services, relant to the Agri.lteral Finance Corporation of QrOlit& to a Lhrou ordinary :owmar1ial chaenaL,.

but within the framework of Sbuk/ (AFC) in local cirrency for 18 yrs. incluang (Im Covvenamt agrved to notify lib of any .hacn n
$11. Swedish exchanges On project 5 p. grace at 3 parcest interest plus $3.6 the OiPetitive *"uatln 811 Mapplisra in XMY4.
$ 4.4 possibilities. from its own resoorces. The Borrower was to utilise its normal competitve

biddita ProcOmreo Cor A.loattg civil worka cotrsvtoIDA Credits $3.6 an normal IDA ArC, Proceeds of all loons to be relent to to be financed ",r te projeo:.
term participating rench enterprices for 32 yearn,

including 4 p. grace at a mininum 72 percent b) hand. .tvelopest .
interest. lOg-torn loon, d workler .piidl i.A lIt We'

technical serviJ-s L 'A )OX
Ranching daterprias 63.ts to local currency Livesto'A a e..A t " 1
for their on resources. $awe aurvrey at -levelopoesnt 1A 301

Ancilliary tehnscxal sevIces I"A ti 'A I
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Millions of US$ equivalent

or PROJECT

QQC DATE SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN LLgK/CREDITLCOMST BMRRAME DCMXKAIN
amNENT GUARANTOR JOINT IDAN TEOM D CONDITIONS INTER-337MW CT W RXirSBLWX/IDL - LfDAN/CRDIT ORIGIN OF JOINT FINANCING AND OTHER M3ANCING &RRAMM MT MRTDD OE' P20CUDOWN

IRD Loan Societe Nationals d'Eoplitation et Sweden: Proposed $5.0 (ontied) - IM terms. Dtocmentation (draft) same as for IM Credit 106 PAK
Tunisia Water S0pply Project de Distribution dee Ease ($0gE) except

SSweden would lend dire tly to the Republic of a) procurement on the basis of international cometi-
fagotiatigs oleted, but w Gurtor: Republic of Tunisia Tuniela for on-lending to SOEM on IM terms. tive bidding with 15% preference for locally pro-
formal agreement oo teri eoc duced goode, or an amount equal to the actual nus-

The 0overnmont of Tunisia approached 3DNEM To provide balance of local currency t"a dutes paid, whichever is lower;$3.2 the Government of Sweden and the Bank anpAnditire. $13.2 b) Peroentage disbureement$17.1 as early as 1966 with a request for 75% IM
local and foreign currency fInancing 25% Sweden

Proposed IRD Loan: $15.0 for a major water devlopmenit progran.
For 25 yre. including 54 yr.
grace at 6t percent intarest.
---------------- ------------------------------------------------ ---- ----------------------- --------------------

Propoed IA Credit and IMD Loan Republic of Tansania Sweden, Proposed $7.5 (antied) n IM terme, No documentation yet available, but likely to follow
Tnsnania Second lighay Project plus a "soupplementary interim contribution" of normal procedures noted in IM Credit 106 PAK -

yai-ogro aectin of Tan- Sweden eepressed "keen interest in up to $7-5 subject to IM Executive Directore't Eecutive Directors approved in principle of proposal for
RsAH y participating in financing this pro- approval in principle of IM refinancing Swedish refinancing which will be requested in the President's

ject jointly with IM" during the suppleentary credit to Tansania if and when EM Report.
Corently under consideration. normal exchanges of Bank/Sweden pro- replenishmet is achieved.

ject possibilities as early as March
1968, and before the replenishmet iccernment of Tanzania: $8.
problem became acote, but due to this
problem IM also sought additional

Financing still under consider- foreign and local ourrency financing.ation, but project appears ea1table
for external financing up to 80% of
total cost, i.e., $50.0. Due to
IM repleniammt problems, proposed
IM credit limited to $8.0 with Bank
loan of $7.0.

Propoeed IBRD loan Imperial Board of Telemorunications Sbede : Penponed Credit cf $4.5 for 25 yr.. Documentation not yet available.
Ethiopia Fourth Teleccnunications of Ethiopia (IBTE) including 10 yr. grace at 2 percent interest.
Project (Utned) Project represents a part of the sector program.

Quarantor: EMplr of Ethiopia List of goods will presumably identify part of the program
Ready for loan Committee IBTEi: 32.84 from proceeds of Bank Loa 4l ET, to be Included in tim project, for which the foreign exchange
considration Joint financing result of recqset of plus balance of financing required: $13.16, component would be financed by Sweden, 50%, and thn Bnk, 50%.

Goosrerent and expressed interest iluding local currmq component of $9.0. The Borreier preferred that the masider of the project should
$25.0 by Sweden during normal di cosseo ns not be sbject to international competitive bidding in order

. th T on project possibilities. IBTE proposes to finance $1.1 of the $13.16 to cave time anl to benefit from etandardioation.

Proposed IB loon: $L.5with a espplier'o credit at 6.5% repayable

I yre. including yro. over 8 years with no grace period.

at 6;g percent interest.



(vii) IBRD/IDA JOINT FINANCING OPRATIONS WITH THE UNITED KING AND ITS LENDING AGENCIrE-
(Millions 1)$ equivalent)

TYPE OF PROJECT
AGREEENT DATE SPECIAL R0VTSi131i IN LOiCuAN EDiT

TOTAL COST BORROWE DocirMNhTATlIN

FOREIGN EXCHANGE C(MPONDIT GUARANTOR JOINT LOAN TERMS AND CONDITIONS INTER-AF7C0 AGhFIENT,
BANK/IDA - LGAN/CREDIT ORIGIN OF JOINT FINANCING AND IBOiOhTO FnIANCING ARRANGEEff3 HEHOI Of PRCURMf

IBRD la- 15 RN Original Borrower: Federal Power 0DC: $12. (untied) for o yrs. for each tranche, %orsmal, separatc oa documentcton octaeon Ye- nd

Kariba Project Board (FPB). dating from March 25 of the year the installmsent -orrower/,uartoc and bet.o Borrower aId 'Ie V -

Guarantor: Dhs United girgdom until was advanced, including o yr. grace at interest lenders. Bank ,oon igrercnt -au mad, .
June 21, 1956 1964, the Federation of Rhodesia and rates averaging 7 percent per annum. a1 other financing arr -"nt.

lyasaland .
Total Coat of entire gariba Borrower under the Loan Aesumption CDFC: $8.11 (untled) for 25 yrs., Including 6 yr. No Memorandum ' indertii,,s betwc, '- :acc a' -
Program: $322.0 Agreement dated Deceter 30, 1963: grace at 6 percent interest. co-lendors.

the Central African Power
Total Cost (Bank Project: Dam, Corpration (CAPC). Various Copper Mining Interests: $56.0 to the loan Acumpt!on Agren-c ,t wen the 'r ,t -c ' c-
Power plant, trenfmiasion lines) Govrnent for 28 yre., including 1 yr. grace the I.K. ehi:h:
$226.0 After 1st January 1964 additonal at 14 fervent Interest. a) recognized the tccinfer of oblIgation- u. he F' iJ-

guarantors, the loon Agreement .f 1)b, to the 'Ai'.;
Foreign exchange component not The Territory of Northern Rhodesia; British South Africa Company (BSA): $11.2 to the b) pro ted for the -odii in of the twoea uurantors
specified, but Bank Loan to be The Colony of Southern Rhodesla; Government in four trenches for 20 yrs. froms date c) odn irs-conditlot. cf lefoult for tho fo unto
used for financing only foreign each tranche (with no grace 6 eriod) was received Agre

exchange costa. by the i'H (lAf) at 5 percent ictoreot.
Joint financing a result of requests

IBRD Loan: $80.0 for 25 yra., by the U.K. and the Government of TCo priootc banks: Narklay's D.C.N. -1ci tandard Procoremet, a on the rai, of in' crnci ..n -opet:.v
including 6 yr. grace at 5 per- the Federation for aecietanee Ie Bank of loath Africa: $5.6 cach to overoent for iding.
cant interest. financing the project. 25 yis., including 5 yr. grace at 5 percent In-

terest with grace period beginning from time last lank procureme~t arci ILoiursev.nt agai: -p,,ar C

installment of each loan paid out. tiulvidually. goods for -he forel, enhuge buts ci go.:-, :! -:'c. -

for the en pr.: .
Governmot ontributi 'a: 412. 3 for aPproxI.ftly
20 yr. cith varying grace periods from 0 to 12 Disbur ra~nt c ovc . - nioleco Ini'wad tior own.
ys. a' n average of 5 percent interest. 0overn- -popet- joe -r. ,
ment on-lent to FPS proceeds of loane from the
copper interests, the 0SA, tho private banks and
its own nontributioc on the -ne tes It in-
ceiod, except that In the I0e. of the luan from
the copper interests, repayment frm fP included
a 5 yr. grace period.

lalance of M.9 was to be obtained from Internal
caa' genration.

IBRD Loan 210 MA Central Electricity Board (CEB) of Colonial Development Finance Company, Ltd.: Norieal, aeparate co 'cmontatno nelson: :en0 .<nd

Cameron Highlanad Project the Federation of Malaysia. $1.4 for 20 yrs., including 10 yr. grace at Borrower/Ouarant-r, betwe:n tFC and Borrow- id cax--.
6.3/A percent interest. CDC and Burrower/ucracter, inluding 7rc s--,n

September 22, 1958 auarantor: Federation of Maleysia. Goverment Loans to CEB: $12.7 for LO yrs. at 5 of effentivens- and default.

$51.2 Joint financing a result of Govern- percent interest. No grace period. No Memorandu, of Orlerstanding, but lose cooperatiu
$35.6 ment reqest for assistance in fi- with CDFC ed CD. thoug.cL negotfaton ard adsi:.Anit-

nancing the foreign exchange compo- CE9 contribution from earnings: $1.5 tico of project.
IBRD loan: $35.6 for 25 yre., nent of the project and normal CDC

including 5 yr. grace at 5.3/4 and CDFC operations in Malaysia. Bank reqtred that CEB make firm arrangesents for Norual Ban procnraevnt aod dioorsaenni c pcduren

percent interest, for Stage I financing capital works of program not in project a separate list of goods for foreign xchange cst
of Cameren Highlande Scheme. before negotiations were to begin. Subsequently, Stage I of aeon Righland Pr:ject.

with Bank representatives present, CEB/CDC/CDFr
egred in london in 1968: Procurement and disburemnt of co-lenr co crs to
o) that C7 sould release immediately the charges their own procedures.

it had on the asset, of CEB to secure out-
standing debenturee due in 1960 aed 1963
totalling 19.82 in exchange for a Covermnent
iuaruntee and;

b) that C)C weald make a fresh loan to C01 upon
the fEB redeosing the debentures, in the same

amount over 25 yeors at 6 percent interest.

IBRD loa 303 KE Initial Borrower: Colony and Pro- Original floengg arrangements (1961) Normal, -eparate loan iomcentation bet::. the h-,c ad
Lands Settlesent and Developisnt tectorate of Kenya. Borrower, the IT' ard Borroer, crI the CAP ;:.- Voreow-u
Project. U.K. Exchequer Loon, $6.5 (untied) for 30 yrs., including cross--conditiono of effeotivernc.

tuarantor, United Kingdom including 1 yr. grace at 6 percent interest.
Nioener 29, 1961 Supplemental Agreemerni datcd Apri' b, L et ee ! aI

Final Borrower under Supplemental CDC Loan: $L.2 (untied) for 25 yrs., Including Bank, the Borrower and the U.K., proIded for th, hw..g-
Original Project (1961) Agreement, Kenya 5 yr. grace at an interest rate between 7 ard of Goererment in Kenya (formerly the :oIuny -d Protecr,.

2 8 percent. of Kenya) crd the change in project, and frojer I si.
$ 8.1 Guarantor: United Kingdom Under the .hpplemenoal Agreeeent, the Back crntribu: 10

CDWF Grant, .3.95 remained 29.1, even though only 41. was se ted -: be
IBRD Loan (1961), $8.4 for 20 yre. Joint financing a result of re- withdrawn under tee revised project. The remainlog 5
including 4 yr. grace at various quest by the U.K. and the Govern- Overdraft by the Land Development and Settle- was left for roltle fincocing of additlA. 1 eollfyu:g
interest ratee to be notified to ment to the CDC and the Bank for ment Board, the executing agency, for 40.501. sab-projecte, but cas nosequently c-cci .
the Borrower as loan draw: down. aseietance in financing the pr-

ject. Financing gap of $1.0 expected to be covered No Memorandum of orlercanding, but -lon o rLior

Revised Project (196) by fansere' repsyments of loans. between co-lender, during eppr--sal, ovgoti tions cl
116 .0 adminltration of project.
$ 1.6 Financing under Supplemental Agreement (1964)

Procurement on the bacis of into.Lmdonal .ongiT cc
IBRD Snplemental Agramet (1964) U.K. Exchequer Loan: $3.7 (untied) for 30 yra., bidding 4ero poosible. Bank procuremant cr diOto
to original Loan Agreement: including 1 yr. grace at 6 percent interest. ment against a list of goodS for oeb-prvJe't .ocn

$8.1 approved by the Bank and "D" in tie fiel Se-tor or ic
cancellation: $3.8 CDC Loan: 32.3 (untled) for 15 yrs., including over-all program wth disouraeent oc a percntage
A iTTa SITni$. for 17 yrs., inclu- 4 yr. grace at an interest rate between 7 and 66.2/39 I 3R:1

ding 1 yr. grace 8 percent. 33.1/3% CDC
at various interest
raee to be noti- COWF Grant: 31.37 Remainder of projss roads, land p-rchaoes, buildlc-

fied to Borrower as financed by the overnment and long tern loan Sbn i Icon
loan draw down. Overdraft deleted with dissolution of Land 1.K.

Developeent Board.

Financing gap of $1.0 to be provided by the
Government of Kenya.

1/ (Colonial) Cossanwealth Development Corporation (CDC); (Colonial) Comonwealth Development Finance CompaW, Ltd. (DFC); Colcnial Development and Welfare lund l:)d lv lo 'r ci

U.K. Export Credit Ouarantee Departament. For convenience, operations involving participation of British comercial banks are Included r4r ti: ceitno.



IBRD/IDA JOINT FINANCINJ -:PrOTt >NI WIT' THi 1t.1T, KINGR)5 ANI' ITS LENSIING AGENCIES
(tillione 31-4 equivct)

' F PROJD'ST
AGthMMENT DAr" oECIA1. IROVISIONS IN t.AN/'IFJ)I
TOTAL COST IR'i0WF.R fOYIUMETATTIN
PORETIGN R.RAMIE COMPONFT GUARANTO JINT LOAN TETMIS AND CONDITIONS INTE1-AGECY AORFFMtNTS
BAND/IDA - LOADCREDTT ORIS SN 0 JOINT FNANCTNG ANt OThER FTANhINO BBARINGIENT MFTOD -IF PROCURFVFN'I

IBRD Loan 135 'T Electricity Authority of Cypras "1K. EAport Credit Quarantec Deportmnct: $5.6 Nomal, separate Ion documentation between the -k
Power Project f FAC) Itied), for 2' yrs., including 5 yr. grace, Borrowrr/Ooorantor and between the UK. and Borrow-r.

however, U.K. financing was dependcnt of the No coss-condition of effectiveness or defauie, i, '1,-
April 17, 1963 Iuarantor: Republic of cypeno results of international cnepetitiue bidding Loan Agreement offectiverese contingent upon Borrowi

and on the rate of Ontcesst on U.K. funds making arrangements satisfactory to the Bank for fiancing
$30.0 oint financing a result of Govern- being les. than interest on Bank Loan Funds. the remainder of the costs of project.

ment r-quest for assistance in fi- Thus, only $0.54" was drawn down at about
nancing part of the foreign exchange 5.$ percent intereet. No Memorandum of Understanding between the Bank and thc

IBRD Loan, $21.0 for 20 yrs., component of the project. U.K.
including 4 yr. grace at 51 PAC Contribution: 9.1, including locally
percent interest, bat subject arranged loan for $6.2 for 20 yir., including Bank procurem.nt and disbursement accorting to no-al
to cancellation depending on 3 yr. grace at 6.3/8 percent interest. procedures.
how such of Ut.K. Credit mse
atilied. Cancellation
amounted to $5.732, due mainly
to readjustment and savings on

project.

IDA Cresdit 6 KE Republic of Kenya CDC: 12.52, of which 11.96 for the first stage Normal, separate loan docosentation between TDA and
Kenya Tea Development Project of the project for 15 yra., including 10 yr. Borrower, CC and Itorrower and between kfW and Borrnor,

Joint financing a result of Govern- grace at between 7 and 7 percent, except that including crosa-conditions of effectiveness and default .
August 17, 196L ment request for IDA assistance in the first Installment was to be repaid over

financing foreign aid local costs 15 yrs., Including 11 yr. grace; and .0.56 for IDA Agreerent also remqired as condition of effectiveones
$8.96 (includes field sector and of second stage of tea development second stage (Bank project) for 16 yrs., in- a 3ubsidiary Loan Agreement between the CDC/Borrower arsl

factory sector) project begun with the assistance cluding 8 yr. grace at between 7 and 7 per- KTDA, and normal Project Agreement between IDA and MTIA.
$2.84 of CDC and Kreditanstalt fuer cent.

Wiederaufbau (Kf) in the late No Memorandum of Understanding, but close cooperation r-A
TIDA Credit: $2.8 on normal IDA 1950'. Comeercial loans and equity capital to Kenya exchange of information between Sending agesd es during
terms, to finance both foreign Tea Development Authority (KTDA), the Goves- appraisal, negotiations and administration of project.
and local currency costs in the ment executing agency, for the factory sector
field sector of the project. totalling: $1.31. Comesercial loans were for Procurement on the basis of international competitivo

18 yrs., including 5 yr. grace at 8 percent bidding hiere possible.
Interest.

IDA disbursement against notification of expenses madr It.
Tiece7lanenas Government Loans to lTDA: $0.854 field sector for foreign and local currency sxpenditre
t.ctal, of which .0.59 was from proceeds of with the following linitation (section 2.03 IDA Cr-dit
GersIan loan (Kit) to Governesent for 15 yr., Agreement):
including 5 yr. grace at 0, percent interest a) withdrawale shall be limited to the leser of (i) that
al relent in KTDA over the same period, but portion of the excess of KTDA's payments over its
at 4.5/6 percent interest. In addition, the receipts in respect of the field sector of the Progran

Cosernment also relent the proceeds of the which is not financed by CDC or (ii) the equivalent of
IDA Credit to KTDA for 16 jre., including specific amunts noted in section 2.03 through Jne 30,
8 yr. grace at 56 percent interest. 1965-68;

b) no withdrawals shall be made on account of expenditures
KTDA contributions 0.144 incurred prior to July 1, 196;

c) no withdrawals shall be made unless by the time of
such withdrawal ITDA has drawn a total of $0.420 of
the loan from CDC referred to in Recital C of the IDA
Credit Agreement plus 40.112 of such loan for each

completed three month period subsequent to June 30,
1964.

IDA Credit 109 iD -public of Uganda Government contribution. $2.2 Inclusive of amall- CDC: Lan to UTGC of $D.84 for 20 yrs. including 6 yr. gow
Uganda Tea Growers Corporation holders' contribution and UTGC far 20 years., at ha percent interest for the first 7 years and approx.
Project Joint financing a result of Government including 6 yr . grace at 5 percent interest. 8 percent interest thereafter. For the factory sector

request to CDC ad Bank for additional ($).8 balance of IDA credit to be Sed by which Is not financed by IDA, CDC expressed willingness tc
September 15, 1967 fiaencing of Tea Development Program Goverersmt to pay for technical staff it was to contribute up to a maximum of 32.5 towards half tie cost

long lines similar to those in Kaysa provide to UTOC). of the factories as ed when required, the other half

Total Cost (entire tea developet (cf. IDA credit 64 KE). Bank appraisal comirg frem the Gomernment.

program): $11.6, intluding field based on earlier study by CDC updated

aid approximate cost of factory by Bank mission. inan documetation as for IDA Credit 64 UE, inclmding cros-
sector orditions of effectiveness and default.

IDk disbursemnt up to K2.6 against simultaneous notification to Tug aid CDI of expenees ade in the field sector of project for foreign and lc-l

Total Cost (Bank Project): expenditure for amount equivalet to 75% of such amounts an shall hen been expended by UTOC less the revenues of UTGC during the porioi of such
$6.4 (Field sector) expenditures. CDC would simultaneously disburse 25% of net expenitures of UTC as computed above.
$1.2 (foreign exchange component)

IDA disbursement of up to 3).8 in amounts equivalent to 80% of such asaoants as shall have been expended by the Governent on staff for Part B of Bark

IDA Credit, $3.6 repayable on project. (cf. section 2.03 IDA Credit Agreemet and Schedule annexed thereto.)
normal IDA terma.

2/
IDA Credit 110 UG Republic of Uganda Commercial Banks- : $0.948 loans to ranchers Normal, separate loan/credit docomentation, between 02A
Beef Ranching Developsmet Project and ranching enterprises directly for 10 to and Borrower and between the Uganda Coamesrcial DoAk (lBa )

Joint financing a result of (overn- 12 yrs,, including 3 to 4 yr. grace at 8 to and Borrower with Project Agreement and Subsidiary Loas
October 5, 1968 meant request for assistance in fi- 

8
i percent interest Agreement. The Project Agreement provided br Adminsts,-

nancing project and Bank's efforts tion Agreements between the UCB snd the Participating
$5.1 to broaden the project to include Ranchers: $0.967 Banks. (cf. section 2.02(b))
$3.0 the comesercial sector and addition-

al sources of financing. Government contribution: $0.190 and on-lending No Remorandurs of Usierstanding between IDA and the
IDA Credit: $3.0 on normal IDA of $2.8 of IDA Credit proceeds to UC (Ugainda Commercial Banks.
terms. Commercial Bank) for 10 to 12 yrs., including

3 to 4 yr. grncn at 6 to 6 percent interest. Procurement on the basis of inttrnatiunal ooepetitive
Balance of $0.2 of IDA Credit to be retained bidding where possible; otherwise local purchasing on
for teebhnical assistance provided by Govern- competitive basis.
ment.

IDA disbursement on a percentage basis, i.e., '75 pee-T
of such amounts as shall have been dioburend by the U'S

or by the Participating Banks under the ranch devolopment
loans described in part A of Schedule to this Agreement,"
and for "the reasonable foreign exchange costs of goodo
required to carry out part B of the Project." (cf. seccior
2.03 IDA Credit Agreement.)

olonial) Cossonwealth Development Corporation (CDC); (Colonial) Comonwealth Development Finance Company, Ltd. (CDPC); Colonial Development and Welfare Fund (CIDF); Exchequer, and
U.K. Export Credit Guarentee Departent. For convenience, operations involving participation of Britisb commercial banks are included under this heading.

2/ These banks are at present Barclay's D.C.O., National and Grindlay'e Bank and Standard Bank Ltd., along with their respective development corporations. These financing arrangesents
were devised during negotiations when it was determined that the Government could not on-lend the proceeds of the IDA Credit to any financial institution that was not an approved body"
under the Extarnal Loans Act. Under the agreed arrangement, UCB would lend directly to ranchers on its owe account and to ranchers and ranching enterprises through other participati 0
commereial banks which would act as its agents.



IBRVDAf JOINT ?mANC:Ic OPERATINS WITH ISE UNIT9 913M AND ITS LENDING MANDIOV
(Ilclans u$ eqivalat)

TTfP U PROJET
A01EIRENT DATE SPECIAL PROVISIOS IN DAN/CR[DrT
TOTAL COST BOAROEM DOCURANITATIM
FORIS 23 RAXOE CPUINlT GMARATOR JOST LOAN TWO MD CNDIMNS NTMR-AOIcY AOREDENTS
BANL/IDA - MAX/CRZDIT ORIm Or JOINT PXANCIINO AND MUMW1R FMhAIM AkRANOWZIWS METHOD OF PIOIUREMPI2T

D Loan 563 ?A Depebllc of ?.bia U.K. granti $2.2 already eapnded. Yonal, separate loma documentation beotuen Bank ad
Second Iiigmy Project Borrower.

Joint financing of successive stages, Govermet contrlIktions Va.1, including 80.2
October 5. 1968 with U.K. floaaiing expenditures up already expanded prior to Pawvh 1, 1968. Mo Nomorrutum of Understanding.

to Parch 1, 1968 frome a grat of
$17.0 (inbn0i4 $2.4 already $2.2. Mormal Bank procuremnt. procecares A th dlsuroement up

a)lI prior to areb 1& to 70 percent of project costs, representing Lka esti-
196 ) mated foreigm exchange cmponent. aitroactive ftncing

$10.7 to Februar7 1 1968 mee provided in the Wnan Agren t
(Section 2.03), except th.at no ithdraala -re bD be

IED Loans $10.7 for 20 ymi.. made an accont of initial expenditures on the project
InalsdAft Zyr. grace at 66 per- omNtig to the eqOiTalent of $2.2.
east interest.

For additional joint financing arrangements tth 4e U.K.
se also "IBRD/IDA Joint Financing Operationw at% Two
or Nm Co-leader" Loan/Credit 266 P&K/60 PAKI Lans
51.8 PAX, 310 OH, 363 UNI, 568 1.

(Colanial Commonwealth Demeipmt Corporaticon (CDC)2 (Col2a1) Cmnwealth Development Plnance Coman, Ltd. (CDC); Colonial Development aid Welfare And (CMF); Exchequer, ao
U.K. Export Credit Gwareata. Department. Per conveniw e., operations involvifg partioipatlen of British eacimnal banks aem incisd under this heeding.
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(clix) IWD/IDA JOINT FINANCING OPlitATIOHS WITH THE INTER-ANERICAN DEVELOPMEDT BMNI
(Million US$ Equivalent)

TYPE OF PROJECT
AGREMENT DATE
TOTAL COT BORROWER SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN WIAN/CREDIT DOMIUMETATION
FOREIGN ECHANE COMPOENT GUARANTOR JOINT WIl TOMS AND CONDITIONS INTU-AGDNCY AORIEHMNTS
BAE/IDA - IOAN/CMEIT ORIGIN OF JOINT FINANCING AND OTHER FINANCING ARRANEMETS METHOD OF PROCUREMENT

IDA Credit 1 RD Republic of Honduras IDE Loan: $2.25 for 20 yra., including Normal loan/credit documentation between IDA and Borrower
Western Highway Extention L yra. grace at 4 percent interest from with cross-condition of effectiveness and default.

Borrower requested IDB help in PSO reourcll vith incal cnrrnncy cil-
May 12, 1961 financing its share of the pro- ing f $0.75.- Bank agreed informally that Borrvwer could finance par'

jeot costs under separate arrange- of its share of project cost. through IDB loan before the
$13.5 sents. Governmest contribution: $2.25. Bank signed its credit.
$ 8.0

No Memoranda of Understanding. Arrangements for pro-
IDA Credit, $9.0 on normal curement, disbursement, etc., were worked out on on ad hoc
IDA terms. basis as the project progressed.

Procurement on the basis of international competitive bl-
ding.

Separate disbursement directly to contractors by IDA/IDB
respectively; in foreign or local currency as required.

IDA Credit 61 B0 Republic of Bolivia IDB toan: $3.1 to Government with ESpresa Normal loan/credit documentstion as in IDA Credit 1 D,
DIDE Pwer Project Nacional de Slectricidad (EWE) as secu- with the following additions:

Joint Financing a result of Govern- ting agency (END repays principal and
July 24, 1964 ment initiative taken to obtain interest) for 25 yra. including 5 yr. grace 1. Standard BRnk/IDB Memorandum of Understanding based on

additional local and foreign currency at L percent interest from FSO resources wrrangementsorked out for IDA Credit 1 90 includedr
$15.1 financing to compliment Bank contri- with a local currency ceiling of $0.4. a) suary of financing arrangements and details of
$11.1 bution. cmanon list of goode and services;

Government of Bolivia: $2.0 b) agreement to cooperate closely in administration ani
IDA Credit: $10.0 on normal supervision of the project, and to exchange info-ma-
IDA tense. Original overall project divided three ways: tion periodically and consult on appropriate action,

(I) Bolivia Power Company project financed especially in the event any condition arises which
by IDA Credit 62BO for $5.0 and Borrow- affects or threatens to impede progress of the pro-
or $2.7; ject;

(ii) financing of separate project with AID c) agreement to consult each other before taking any
loan of $5.6 for 40 yrs. including 10 yr. measure of common interest, especially in the exer-
grace at 3/L of 1 percent interest; cise of any rights under the separate loan agree-

(iii) ENDE project jointly financed by IDA/IDB ments; and, in event of difference of view about
and Borrower. what action ie to be taken, agreement to use best

efforts to reach a mutually acceptable resolu ti on:
Government contributed proceede of IDA Credit d) IDB acceptance of IDA leadership; including IDA re-
to ENDE a. equity contribution. view of matters of common interest 'with a view to

suggesting appropriate action in such matters as
approval of consultants, award of contracts, end-ue
inspection" and other matters, subject to the inde-

pendent right of each lender to receive reports,
inspect the project and make decisions;

e) procurement and dieburement procedures.

2. Procurement was on the basis of international competi-
tive bidding.

3. Disbursement was against a joint list of goods on the
following percentages:

76% IDA
25% IDB

IBRD tan L0 LN Republic of Honduras IDB toan, $10.1 total, of which: $2.1 from Normal loan/credit docmventetion and standard Memorandum of
IDA Credit 71 IN Ord3nary Cpita resources, for 25 yrs., in- Understanding between the Bank and IDB as in IDA Credit 61 Bl,
North Road Project In view of Borrower'e fiscal ciding j y.race at 6 percent interest. except:

situation, the Bank consider-
February 2, 1965 ed external financing of up $8.0 from PSO resourcee for 25 yrs., inclus- 1. IDB insistance on including in its Loan Agreement certain

to 80% of total cost of the ding 6 yr@. grace at 6 percent interest, in- "Conditions Precedent to First Disbursevent" which de-
$23.6) including $0.6 for previously project justified, but was un- cluding $0.6 for previous engineering studiss. laysd effectiveness of the Bank/IDA-Loan/Credit Agree-
$1h.0) completed engineering studies willing to contribute the full Local currency ceiling was $2.i sects. These csndition included sotenteeon to IDB ty

samnt and eought additional the Government of plans for improving and modernizing the
IBRD Loan: $6.0 for 25 yrs., inclu- local end foreign exchange fi- Government of Honduras: $5.0 highway coat accounting system, the Planning Unit of the
ding 6 yre. grace at 

51
c percent in- nancing from IDB. Ministry of Comimnications, and specified items in the

terest. highway program ae well as proof of the allocation of
Government funds for highway maintenance, evidence of

IDA Credits $3.5 on normal IDA prior acquirementof rights of way for specific road snec-
teras tione, exclusion of import for the project from taees

and duties, and a signed Memorandum of Understanding by-
tween the Bank/IDA and IDB approved by the Borrower.
Some of these conditions could have been included as
covenants in the IDB loan agreement, since they were not
necessary preconditions for efficient technical executirn
of the project.

2. Special Promisione in the Memorandum of Uoderetending:

a)eminniun of section acknowledging henk loadership, and
insistance by IDB on equal responsibility for project
supervision and administration;

b) provision for Bank to cover any excess local currency
coats ever the ceiling of $2.5, with further ureemnt
that IDB would then cover foreign exchange cost which
otherwise would have been paid by the Bank;

c) agreiment that expenses for project supervision and
inspection stipulated uider the IDB Agreenent would
be borne entirely by the IDB and not subject to joint
financing.

Dinbursament against a joint list of goods for the Bank/IDB
in the following percentagest

40% IBRD/IDA

40% IDB
2"3 Goernment

1/ IDB "ordinary capital" resources, until January 1, 1968, were available for procurement on the basis of unrestricted international competitive bidding, except that the use of the local
currenry component of the paid-in portion (then is a "callable portion as well) could be limited, at the option of the contributor, to domestic procurcment. In practice only Guateala
and Mexico invoked their rights wuder this option. Until Jenuary 1, 1968, PSO resources were partially tied and partially untied, the portion of tied resources increasing with successive
replenishments in local currency (particularly in the case of U.S. contributions). By the and of 1967, the untiod portion was virtually exhausted.
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(Ili1ioa 115 baalvalmnt)

To o IWAMIS
lO.MMUT I/TZ
WmL COST POm WMU 3SPM& JADIbllm IN L N/MoT DmOIMlTTIO
WCMEM UCILMS OMMN -2GUAIgAngTa MINT WOA TMe AMD COMTMON 1rtE-3MCT amlmmm
ANK/i - IMM/M T mi)U Or JOUT rDIAUC1 AN OHIR FIMAGUEC A&MANGDUU mTb OP 1RMWI

Bait. leabal Srojeat in bNOUVJA. apubl:c of BOliVia 0 , us paed to tlamts8 up % 3.0 I s f inancing ftopctiASto $. . including681.5 in1--cel OUMzaC7. M R." Jr.%etom n n procurment policy effective
Uoda- coaolderation. In vimW of IS rpl smit Jinvary 1, 1968, which liaita procuremnt to the

probI1-, ID oemsto4b"uoo re- Proposed Goverent oestributions $2.0 V.S., Latin Anwari; and apecific contributing non-
.10.2 striated to famign in 1mga iMn Coaiot6ea;
$ 6.1 aost, and Mie ost aditional b) IDB stipulation that it participate in finaneing

local corranoy fiancing. part of foreign exchange coste, and only a part of
Fropomed IM Credits $6.1 local curuency costs leaving a shortfall in local

currncy for IDA to finanoe. Dum to scarctyp of
IDA reasurces and restrictions on loc currency
financing, IDA found this difficult to do;

c) IDB deaira to make separate and independent appraisal
Mission which IDA believes impractical;

d) IDB reluctance to be Influenced in its linding opers-
tione by IDA perfornmane criteria, especially dith
reapott to quoetionA of overall fiacal policy and debt-
servicing problems.

Pbr additional Bmk/IDS joint financing asangemant. sea, IO Loan 319 E'/IM Credit 51 SC mr Joint Financing with Two or Yra Oo-midra.-
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(is) TBRIDA JOINT FrNANCIN OPEATIONS WITH THE
EUROPEAN ECOOMIC COMMUNITY /

(millions E equivalent)

'PE OF PROJECT
OREWW(JT DATE SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN LCAN/CREIIT

TOTAL. COST BORRWER DDCUMETATICI
FOREIGN EICHANGE COMPOENT GUARANTOR JOINT LOAN TERMS AND CONDITIONS OTE-AGENCY AOREEMENTS
B6E/IM - LDAN/CREXT ORIGIN OF JOINT FINANCING AND OTHR FINANCING ARRANIDMNTS METHOD OF PROCUREMET

l'A Credit 69 MAU Island- Reoublic of Mauritania FED, $3.22 grant. Normal docusmentation between I[M and Borrower, and separate
Roed Proiect documentation between FED and Borrower, including crone-

Joint financing a result of Government Government Contribution: $0.08 conditions of effectiveness and default.
December 28, 1964 request for assistance to IM for

assistance in financing the project. Adinistration Agreement between IM, Burrower and FED
$10.0 In view of acute fiscal ettuation and which provided for,
$7.0 need for alost 100% financing, Bank/ a) Bethod. and procedures of procuresent to be deterinied

Governent sought participation by FED. by the Borower, FED and Association, (2.02), with
IDA Credit: $6.7 on normal IDA ters. Engineering etudies were completed by modification thereof to be rde by the Borroer and the

French technical aseistance. Association with the concurrence of FED (2.04);
b) the withdrewal from fImds provided in the SM and FED

agreements to be made on application of the Borrower

(for reibursant) to the Association, which could

apportion the amount so requested;
c) approval of dieburemant under the Ilk credit to be

notified to FED, which would then disburse its portion

according to its own Agreement;
d) esch lender to retain Its independent rights of decisimn

and action under its respective Agreement, but the lendre

agreed to close collaboration in matters relating to the
execution, administration and supervision of the croject;
IM leadership was recognised by FED.

IM procurement was on the basis of international competitive bidding where possible, with FED funds restricted to procurement in the EEC countries.

Brnk disbursement was far 100% of final design and engineering costs, with disbursevent for oste of road construction on a percentage basis: 65% IDA
35% FED

The IM Credit Agreement meded Credit Regulation 1, dated June 1, 1961. section 3.01, such that the proceeds of the Credit shall be withdren from the Credit Account "on account of
expenditures in currency of the Borrower or for goods produced in (including services supplied from) the territories of the Borrower, in such currency or currencies as the Association
shall froe time to time reasonably select". Section 1.01 IM Agreeneet.

IM Credit 74 So Republic of Somalia FED grant: 5.15 plus $0.3 in technical Documentation as for ID Credit 69 PAU. except that:
Roed Project assistance. a FED financed 100% of final design and engineering costs;

Joint financing a result of Government b) FED financed 100% of cost uf maintenance equipment and
Merch 29, 1965 request for aesistence to SM and in UN Special Fund grant: $2.15 Bighmy Deprtmsnt Offices;

vim of fisecal situatio and need for c) UNIP financed technical assistance;
$14.2 (revised to $17.0 in .960) almost 100% financing, IMA interest Government contribution: $0.7 (original) d) Percentage diobrsanemnt on road construction was
$11.1 (revised to $13.0 in 1968) in associating other co-landers in Government contribution: $0.5 (Supplementary 22.5% FED

TM Credits 62 an normal ID financing. Credit) 77.5% IDA
term, plus Under Supplemental Credit, IDA was to meet for 82% of the
Supplementary Credit cost overrun of mad construction.
123 So dated June 26,
1967 to cover increased
costs of project, for
$2.3

IBRD Loan 490 CM Borrowers EEC Loan (with EI acting as agent for Normal, separate loan documentation between Bank/IDA and
LOA Credit 100 CM EE): $6.4 fbr 22 yre., including 10 yr. Borrower, between gEC and Borrower, and between CDC and

Plantation Project IBRD Loan: Cemeroon Develeopent grace at 2 percent interest to the Borrower, including cros-conditions of effectiveness
Corpration (CANDEV) Government. and default.

March 28, 1967
IDA Credit: Federal Republic of CAMDEV contribution: 310.6 Management agreement between CDC and CAMDER.

Total i96 - Pro a Ceeto: Cmeroun
$l.5Olncludi .iOr Joint agreinnt that previous loan of Memorandum of Understanding between the Bank/TIA and CDC
equijment after 1974 necessary Guarantor: (IBRD Loan) Federal $2.8 fros Conweealth Deselopment regarding:
to bring imature areas into Republic of Cameroon Corporatimn (CDC) to CAMDEV will rank a) exchange of inforreatien relating to denands for repay-

production. pI- ! with IBD and EEC Leans, ment on any pert of their respective loans, the taking
Joint financing a result of Bank . or 18 yrs. including 3 yr. grace of any step to enforce any guarantee of their respective

Bak/O Project Total Cost: interest in coordinating admin- at 74 percent interest. loans, prior consultation and approval of any proposed
11.0 istretion of two separate CANDEV legislation affecting CAMDEV;
$1B.5 (foreign exchange projecto for which the Governomet b) prsr Ra iset relating to CAMDEV'e incurring any new

component) had asked assistance in financing debtcreting any mrtgage or lien, or peysent to the
froe the Bank/IDA and 9C respec- Government (except taxes or rent) or to the Federated

TBRD Loan: $7.0 fcr 30 yr.., tively. State of West Cameroon;
including 8 yr. grace at 6 c) consultation with CC relating to managemant of CANDEV,
percent interest. Disburse- and any ectio which might or would result in suspension
rest of Loan to begin only after or cancellation of the loan/credit;
DA Credit fully disbursed. d) CDC agreweent to consult with Bank/TD relating to ter-

mination or amendment of its loan agreement, termination
IDA Credit: $11.0 on normal IDA of Maageaont Agreement with CAMDEV, surrender of any
ters. right to be represented on CAMDEV Board during contin-

uance of Managainant Agreement.

Memorandum of Understanding between Bunk/IDA/EEC and EEB
(acting as agent of EEC) regarding: coordination, exchanpe
of information, consultation and mutual consent as in Memo-
randum of Understanding between Bank/IDA and CDC, plus
agreesent to exchange information with respect to disburse-
ment made against individual loan accounts at least every
sI. monthe.

Normal Bank procurement and dinburseenet procedures against

separate list of goods.

_/ Fends Europien de Dlveloppeient. See also Ivory Coast Oil Palm snd Coconut Pro ect under "IBRD/IDA Joint Financing Operations with two or more co-lendero.
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(X) MD/ll JOINT rIEANCING MPATVD S WITH THE 9MEPSAN INVCSTPMT BM
(Nijllons US$ equivaluot)

TYPE 0? mPJ02CT
A01MNT DATE SPECIAL PRUVIS 18S [N LAI/CREDIT

TOTAL COT SOMMOVIR CUPIETATION
F0R35R1 EDChANU C31(M8M NVAT3 JOINT LDAN TEDS AND CONDITIOS mTSR-AaEMCr AGOEDENTS
BANK/M - wAN/CDT OMIN or JOIT FNrANCINo AND OTHER FIMCIMO ARRAEMORITS MEETDD OF PECUREMEN7

IEM3 loan 224 IT Case per 1i leassoglorno (Cassa) SID lean $20.0 for 20 yrs., including Normal, separate documentation between Bank Ann Boroaer/
Southern Italy eveiopmant 4 yr. grace at 5.5/6 percent intersat. Ounrantor and between MI1 and Burzower, in-uding cxsoa
Projects - 1959 Ovarantor, Depebli of Italy conditions of effectivenes. and default.

Public lease.4 Sj1.O of which, $20.0
AWil 21. 1959 Joint financing uses aooepted by the through Pnrgum Stanley Ad Company with Morgan Stanley and Co. waived usual ra r - mt of

bk In vim, oft several investment befts, providing 9sA simlta--a offectiveness of ttair , witi M1/1.:8 oan
$90.0 (ap s'ximatey) a) 518 expresed interest in iking pret kinkbg frnd bonds maturing in and Wosued bonds before ths Bana sod LLB LIlans.
No foreign axehange oa.onent expressed. its firet investment (BB wa 15 yr; and
ISD loan, 120.0 for 20 ye., Jst neay Itah he 0n the $10.0 issued by "ran Stamly only, No Memorandum of Understgang bettese. Base ad US, but
indin U yr. gre at 5-3/ .. project as, and in aseoiatioo of which, $5.0 in 4.3/4 t.nt bonds close cooperation with EI8 and detailad exchange OX lettera

percut iteret. with the DMnk. maturing in 4 yr. and .0 08 4.3/4 bateen 18D/k.IB throughout priod of &Mrmloal, magotiAxin,
percent bonds maturing in 5 yro. and -4-m stration of projec .

loan to assist in financing
two industrial ad one poer Cocsa to povide balance of $20.0 P nroment for IBRD/EIB on the basis of Internationaol
project in Southema Italy, but competitive bIdding.

est of pogram financed by I and 1IB loans were made concurretly
publio loan Isse. with the offering of a $30 million bond Isse Diburmont against a commn list of goods upon ppiW&U

by the Caua per i kessogiorno to assure for retsbkseoent from tie Borrower to the 18O A 11
success of lame on Now York market. Proeeeds individually. Diaburomtnt on a percantage basis:
of issue were to be used for the general
developmet pr mrom of the Cassa. iercure Power Project: 35% iBRD

35% BIB

Siecat Indutrial project: 27% 18D
21% BIB

Colen Industrial Pojoct; 27% IRD
21% KIB

MD loan 180 COB Oee-a dan Potatses da Congo E31 Loan: $9.0 for 17 yre., Inoleding Normal loan doctemsntation between Bank and Borrower and
Potash Project (C) 4 yr. grace at 7 persent Interest. betwsen SIB mad Borrower including cross-conditions of

.ffectivgness and default, excepts
Jaumary V, 1967 Ouarantorst Republic of the Congo Shareholders edvances: $26.7 equivalent 1. that in event CPC becomes highly pofitable, Bank'S[M

(b-assavAlle) and shareholders. With rep8ms0 mot to start prior to agremants include an accelerated repaymnt clause,
$81.8 January 1, 1977, os after fell Per- whirc4 states that until te mounta outstanding on Ara
No Foretig Mohanfe Cmpnmt Joint financing a result of Bank must of MW Le, ivhaseer 1A later, Bank Loan in total and for each maturity, shall h4
alaeaed, but most costs we interest In broader participation at 6.3/k paromat interest. been reduced to the amounts due on the KIM loan, a
for11 w-hengE ots. of foreign intereats in the f loan- such accelaratad repayments would be solely appli.

clog of the project. Shareholde septtal: $10.1 the Bank loan, and thersafter on an equal basis t
oD an: $30.0 for 17% yrs., IBRD;

including 4 yr. grace at 6 Banque Battemsle de Pasts (1P). 86.0 2. RIB required Shareholders' Suarantes Agreemnt to be
paroent interest. for 10 yre., incldiang 5 yr. grace at unconditional, while Bank subjected Its Shareholders'

7 percent Intepspt. Obtained under Ouarantes Agreement to a "force majeure" clause, the
separata arraogmtes with shareholders eventa of "forn. aajeuo sugpgnding or termoinatig
and hot calling for any particular a*- the shareholder guarantors- obligation. Thes event.
ordination with retppet to the project. would be events or default and therefore engage te

responsibility of true Republic of Congo under the Govers.
mast's Ouarantes Agreemen

t
. Tha BID was not party t

a Guarantee Agreement with the Governmeont.

Memorandum of Agreement between 1RD and EIB dram op with
the purpose of "receiving from the other, authority to de-

vote Its attention to the supervision, administration and
Inspection of a specific portion of the project In geral.
9in was delegated supervision of port and transport tave'.-
ment; IBM, mining Ltvestuanta "

b
oth under ground and in

the surface as also 0n the matter of my other investamta
that did not form part of those belonging to the sphere of
competence of 51B."

Each institution was to.
a) exercise supervision -5w. Its sphoro of conpetanre M

"acting both for its own account and on behalf of LAI
other Institution, shall &bide by the arrangsnte siwc.-
fled for the carrying Into effect' both Ioan agreAes :

b) "receiva and ooanlne applications for dLobAirsease~ -1.
forward to the other Institution all information yer
Ing the carrying out of Ito portion of the disbarsesnrt

c) Inform the othar Institution with respect to ewecut i 4n
of the project, results of visits paid t- sit8. ins'.1
4ions and works;

A, d) Atchange views with the object of "achieving the n14.
collaboration possible" and coordinate their requee.t. I
information from the Borrower, "whether these relat,
himaelf or to the project;'

e) Inform ech other of any event which will hamper or 'm.;edo
the project;

f) cossult one another with respect to any amadments 1A
agreements, project specifications, atc., ultn te
of finding a suitable solutIon by their joint efforts

g) consult one another regarding Mny measure. to be taken
with respect to accelerated repayment, disburseant, -a.
cellation, suspension; or sale or tranefar of snares r
the Borrower;

h) consult one another 'before their consent to any re7uP.
that the Borrower may put foroard wItoin the freamwrk -
sections of both Louxd Agreements relating to addMtIMSl
projects, incurring additional debt, accelerated i
ment, crestion of any subsidiary or prepaymant o
Inan.

Pronor mnt was on the bass of international competIt cc
bidding for 1BRD and US8 loan.

Disborsement was against a common 119L of g-hde to . - m
to the contribution of each lender, i.e., 10:3 for .o RIi
BIB respectiely.

Per actbtional WM joint financing arrangemnts with EIM Ase also under AmIWII Joint Pionneg Operations with Two or Mom Co-landers' 5T"G.
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(x) TBRD IDA JOINT FINANCING OrERATINS WITH NO OR MORE (O-IZMUFRS
(Millions US$ equivlent)

Er PROJECT
NMENT DATE SPECIAL PIOVISIONS TN LOAN'CREDIT

.TAL COST BORROWER DXCUMENTATIMN
POREIGN EXCANGE COMPONE!NT GUARANTOR JOINT WAN TERMS AND CONDITIONS INTER-AGEICY AGREEMENTS

BANK IDA - DAN 'CREDIT ORGIN OF JOINT FINANCOI AND OTHER FINANCINO AMANGDENTS METHOD OF PROCUREMENT

IBRD Loan 266 PAK Islamic Republic of Pakistan Grant Funds: Normal Bank iran documentation between the Bank and Borrow--
Indus Basin Project 196C 196 (Supplemental) except for reference to the Indus Basin Development Fud

Joint financing an outcome of: T$ equiv.) Agreement (or:
September 19, 1960 a( settlement of the complicated Australia 15.6 11.2 a) use of the proceeds of the loan and the method of pro-

dispute over the waters of the Canada 23.0 15.6 c-re-ant and disbursement;
ID Credit 60 PAK Indus River between India and Germany 30.0 20.0 b) certain conditions of effectiveness and default.
Indus Basin Project Pakistan; New Zealand 2.8 1.4

b) joint collaboration with the United Kingdom 58.4 37.7 I& Credit (1964) documentation normal except for reference
July 2], 1961 Pakistan Corsortim. U.S.A. 177.0 118.6 to the Indus Basin Development Fund Agresont and oe Indu

Basin Development Pund (Supplementai) Agreement (1961) for
Initial estimated total cost of inane: (a) and (b) above.
project: :4e
Initial estimated foreign esohange U.S.A. DLP (1960) 70.0 repayable in rupeca The IBDF Agreement: Bnder tho iNCH Agoeeot and the ioppM-
nst: $l over 30 yrs., including 10 yr. grace at 3 mental Agreement, the Bank wae designated Admniostrotor o'

percent interest. The U.S.A. was also to all resources. All of these resources are avalable for
Peised i961 estmated total cot contribute in grants and/or loans an squiv- procurement on the basis of internatioai competit-o hit.:!,

of prject: $1127excluding Tarbela) alent of $235.0 in rupees. Disbursement from the Fnd is ccried cot under normal Bonk
Revised estimated foreign exchange procedurco by the Adhinistratnr.
cost: $730 (excluding Tarbels) U.S.A. AID (196L) iuppleamental Loan contri-

bution: $51.22 which "will be in the fTer of Payment of coetriutin into the Fund: Except for Pakies,-
tBND loan: $90.0 of which $80.0 wan the proceeds of a B.5. dollar loan to Pakistan and New Zealand, whn paid-in epecific ucountv as oted :0 -.

for the project and $10.0 for inter- on terms to be agreed between Pakistan and the Pund Agreement, payments are dividd between grants and to-
est and .ostment charges en the United States." (Sec. 2.03 Indus Basin Devel- in the ratio of 65 to 35. Grant contributions are appor-
loan. Repayable ever 30 yrs., in- opsent Fund (Supplemental Agreement.) tioned according to the following percentages:
cluding 10 yr. grace at interest
rates to be determined as the loan Government of Pakistan: 1,9,850,000 in rupas (196C) Australia 5.13%
hs drawn down, contribution and .Llit000 in pounds sterling equin. Canoad 7.63%

to $27.6 and $12.1 respectively. Germany o.86%
IDe CredIt, $58.51 on cereal Under the 1964 Supplemental Agreement, the United Kingdom 19.20%
ters. Government wan to make all rupee requirements United States <5.18%

available as the Administrator determines.
Loan contributions are apprtioned between the Bank/IA aroi

India, under The Indus Waters Treaty 1960.was the U.S. in the ratio of D to 7C, or such other ratio as tn-
also required to pay into the Indus Basin Bank and the U.S. may agree. All payments are made half-
Developnet Fund an amount of L.2,060,000 yearly, except as noted for India, shore.
equivalent to $175.0 in ten annual tentallments.

The Supplement l Agreement provided that the 1360 D3DF Agr-
meet remain in effect; and that a nStudy of the Water and
Power Resources of West Pakistan" be undertaken, and notod
further that if the study indicated the (Tarbela) project
feasible and justified, any balance of foreign exchange
available to the Indus Fund would be used to met the
foreign exchange costs of the Tarbela Project (cf. TBRD loan
548 PAK).

I Loan 568 PAK Islamic Republic of Pakistan Residual amount from the Indus Basin Develop- Normal ioan documentation except for reference to the
'ela Project ment Fund: $321.0 (estimated) untied. Tarbela Development Pund Agreement for:

Joint Financing a result of a) use of the proceeds of the loan and the method of pro-
July 10, 1968 arrangements worked out within Canada, $ 1.6 tied loan, interest free, cureent and disbursement;

the context of the Indus Basin for 50 yrs., including b) certain conditions of effectiveness and Default.

$830 (approximate) projeet following the conclusion 10 yr. grace;
$192 (approxLiate) of studies carried out under the - The Tarbela Develofnt .Nd Agreenent: Tarbela Deoel.c:

IBDM Supplesetal Agremeat, 1961. france: $30.1 untied loan (terms not Nd Agreement was drawn up on lines similar to the indu
oD L ,an, $25.0 for 25 yre., (f. IBRD Loan 266 PA/IDA Credit available); Basin Development Fund Agreement, i.e., with the Bank as

including 10 yr. grace at an 60 PAK.) Administrator and contributor with procurement and disburse-
interest rate current at the Italy: $10.0 untiled loan (terms not ment according to normal Bank procedures. Signatories wer
time of first withdrawal. available); Canada, France, Italy, the U.K., the U.S. and the Bank. (ci.

266 PAK/60 PAK.)
United Kingdom: $24.0 tied loan, interest free,

for 25 yre., including Payment of C !tributons into the Tarbela Fund: Tarbela
7 yr. grace; kgremnt stated that the residual of the Indus Pund -nJ:l

be transferred to the Tarbela Fund for use as working capit .
U.S. Eximbank: $S0.B tied loan, 6 percent with contributions of tied aid (Canada, U.K., U.S.) being

interest, for 14 yrs., paid to the Tarbela Fund on a reimbursement basis as evidnc
including 4 yr. grace. of expenditure in the lading countries Concerned is pro:iv d

by the Borrower. Untied contributions would be drawn dcc.:
The U.S. Eximbanik and the Bank contributions are in the following manner:
"residual financing

0 
to be utilized only if all 1. First, up to $100.0 of the Indus Fund balance would be

ether funds are utilized - specified under Art- used;
icle IV of the Tarbela Development Fund Agreement. 2. Next, $140.0 disbursement divided equally between the

Indx Fund balance on the one hand, and France and I'a)
on the other hand, with the French and Italian contri-
butioes providing a total of 50% apportioned iin thn raj-

of 3:4 respectively;
3. Next, disbursement of the last of the Indus Fund;

4. Finally, the Bank contribution would be drawn down.

INRD Lran 310 GH The Volta River Authority. U.S.A. AID (tied): $27.0 of which $20.0 came Nvfmal emsprat loaens dtemntttai etrma k and bnrrmmr
Volta Project from funds available to AID from its prede- and between co-landers and brrower with crosm-condition rlf

Guarantor: The Republic of Ghana. Ceesor agency, the DLF; $7.0 came from AIs default. Any default under concession agreement also a
February 8, 1962 own development loan funds. default under Bank loan.

Joint financing resulted from sine Entire amout was for 30 yrs., including 6 yr.
$196.1 of project and external financing grace at 3 percent interest. Memorandum of Understanding betwaen the Bash and AID;
$118.0 required, political interest of standard except for the following:

U.S., following discussions between U.S. Eimbank (tied): $10.0 for 25 yrs., inclu- a) to the extant AID funds were not utilized after the
INND Loan: $57.0 for 25 yre., Presidents and historic interest of ding 6 yr. grace at 5.3/4 percent interest. aliecation of contracts on the basis of international
including 6 yre. grace at U.K. in the country as well as the competitive bidding, the AID would owe these funs, up 4c
5.3/I percent interest. project. United Kingdom Export Credit and Guarantee the total of $27.0, for financing local currency

Department (tied): $1.0 for 25 yra., Inclu- expenditures;
ding 6 yr. grace at various interest rates. B) recogniing the desirability of coordinating their die-

burseaants for the Project, AID end the Bask undartonk
Government contribution in local and foreign to review together the Authority's proposed procuremant
exchange: $98.0. plane for the entire Project ... and to ansult with

each other oncerning the portions of that procurement

each mwi fiance.
Procurement was on the basis of international competitive biddig e.

reement by the Bunk was for 100% of the foreigV exchange mests of items for which the Bank was responsible as indicated on a imster List of Goods.
irmeal from 1im loan account only permitted when the amount requested for withdrawal, together with all trevious with drawals hrem theloan account, and all withdrawals from other external

landers, totalled not m- than 50% of the agrregate amount theretofore expended an the Poject (Section 2.02 Bank Loan Agremeat). Thia was verified by a statement from tha Brrmeer on a
quarterly basis, and checked by th, Bank with the other lenders fwma time to time.

Diabursomeat by joint lenders followed their own procedtre.

----...---- ..---- ...-- ...- - - --. -.. -. == -. -- .------------ -.. -. --. ---- -.-.. -.. --... --.-.--- ----. --. -. -- --.. ---.--- - =- .-- ..-- ===-- --...-- .- .-- -. -... -..- . --.- - .-.- - -... -m - -.--,...-. ....- ...- .. .. - -- - -
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EW L JOINT YZANCfIG OPRATIONS WriT TWO OR MIRE -LDENERS
(Millions W5$ equivuatut)

TyPs or PfQ T JPECIAL PRtUISIONS IN ILAN./CRgDIT
TOTAL CW BORAMER DDCUMTXTION
PoRm inmaXu cMeiMMT rUALANTOR JOINT LOAN TERMS AND CQKDrTIDR S mrnE-Gxcr AoRsoh NTs

BANg/M - iWAN/CiNIT R051 or JOINT FINANCING AND O1HER FINANCING ARRMANOEST METHD OP PIEOCUENAW T

nw Loan 379 v: Reuim c of Ecoador U.S.A. AID Loan 36.0 (tied) for 40 yra., Meaorandan of Understanding covering all lenders and Incor-
M Credit 51 C including 10 yr.. gract at 3/k of 1 percent porating standard provisions of earlier individual mer-

Second Bigeu Project Project prpared with joint flinn- interest during the grace period and at 2 and. between the Back and AD, and betmeen the Back ad iLD.
cing in visa primarily to co-ordinate percent thereafter. To cover approximately (cf. "IBID/Mi Joint P incing Uperatioss with USA lA

PAy 26, 196h lander's policies and ensure adequate $10.7 in local currency costs, obut i th no and ft=RD/IDL Joint Financing Operations wifto IDB.")
standards of sector investment plan- limits specified. Alliance for Programs

$63.9 Ding, project financing and general funds. 3m. 82.7 e1ged Sept. 1, 1963 end Scial irovistcns in Nanorandee of Understendinp
$276 isecal perfomance.e for 3.3 signed Ih 24, 1964. mutual agre t 00 eatahliahent oi Project isvolcinc

IM Loan, 6.0 fra Ordinary Capital resour- Pnd (FR)s
MD Loan $9.0 repayable over cam for 25 yr.., ilodng Liz yre. grace at b) agreomnt that U.S.A. AID %suld provide p to $3.3 r

25 yrs., including 5 yrs. grace 5.3/h percent ibaimeet with local currency equipwmt of U.S. origin, but after interantionel ,ca-
at 9te percent Interest. ceiling. $0.6. ptltie bidding;

C) farther agreement that AID Muld flnce rt Of COM47g
mi Credits $8.0 repayable on Government of Scoadar contribution: $24.9. esabnge costs of saci string in case all $3.3 wa" not
normal 1i0 taer. utilized for egaipent, In ifilh uaee the Bank weu!d

finance corresponding aqiomt costs.

Comeon investment and financing plan provided for the
allocation of certain items to individual cc-lsnder, ror
100 percent financIng of fordigh elChange coatO end for JoQt
financiga of other items on the folloiqg percentage battes.

Stage I constructions 45% MDI
55% Government

Stage IC construction; 30 aA

29% U.S. AID
21% Government

Im lAM 363 U91 Niger Des Authority (NIX) Italy. $26.1 (tied) through Inatitato di No Memorandum of Understanding, but exchange of informatlo,
gainji pfoject Credito per Ie bip e di Publica Utilita between lenders wee handled partly through the mechan

Guarantors Federal Republic of (ICIDO), to %he Gavertment for 25 yrs., the Concultative Group end partly by direct Iontact.
July 7, 1964 Nigeria. including 5 yra. grace at 4.45 percent

intereat, with mending to BOA on se. Procurement was on the bast. of international competit.
196J. 1960 Bank enoght joint financing be- terms, except that no interest wa- payable bidding, with contracts allocated after te bidding.

Total Cost came of Ue need for large to the Govert until Nov. 30, 1M8.
$135 for. ech. $18 amunt of forei. eO--uge. Disburssnt followed the regular procedures of each iender

limiting its initial cotribt- U.S.A. AID, SlI.O (tied) to the Government, vith adaptation to the Borrowers aituaTon.
M05D Loans $62.0 for 35 yrs., ia- tion for about 6( of foreign cut back In March 1967 (by mutual aqreinant

cluding 5 yam, grace at %t percent tchenga ocste. with Borrower, (ert.) end Bank to $7.0. The suppiementary loan is to cover a shortfall in fores.
interawt. For I0 yrs., inaludlng 10 yro. grace at 3/4 exschnge which ban developed faces

of 1 percent <mIsg the grace period and at a) a rise in project oeta, coupled with
Imesnm tary loan sigeed November 27, 2 percent thereafter. Government would re- b) the inability to utilise all the tied funde avaiLabie
for Sh.5 for 31 years, inclusi land to MDA for I0 pr., including 10 yr. after competitive bidding waa completed.

AN ya grace at 6W. grace at 511 perent interest. Proceeds of
loan sere restricted to 50% of sub-contracts
placed in the U.S.

United lingen, through Export Credit Guar-
ntees Departaiti 824.0 (tied) for 25 yr..,
Including 5 yra. grace at 6-7.3/4 percent
inteat. Proceeds of loan were restricted
to financing 50C of sub-contract. placed in
the U.K.

Netherlands $5.5 (tied) to the oovrmtment
for 25 yrs., including 7 yr. grace at 5h
percent intereet with onlanding to N0 for
25 yrs.. including 5 yrs. grace at %t per-
cent interest.

Government of Nigeriat On-landin PA noted
above, plum a loan for ND equivalent to
$86.0 for 30 yrs., beginning date of project
completion at 9. paretnt interest. Govern-
east is prepared to finance additional $20.0
of local costs of 1968 estimates.

Cenada: $1.66 ... Grant for technical asis-
tance.
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IBRD IPA JOINT FINANCINJ OPERATIONS WITH TW OR MORE CO-ALDEiJ
(Millions US$ equivalet)

F PntJ7IT
..oJanEfT DATE SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN LOAR/CREDIT
TOTAL CST BORROWER DoCUBETATION
FOREIGN ECHANGE CTMPONET GUARANTOR JOINT LAN TERMS AND CONDITIONS INTER-AGECY AGREMENTS
BANK/IDA - LDAR/CREDIT ORICIU OF JOINT FINANCING AND OTHER FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS ERIDD OF PDCUMNT

BRD Loan 568 TU Republic of Turkey The ceilings on tied offers from participating Normal separate Bank loan documentation, including cross-
Keban Transmission Lines Project co-landers were: conditions of default with .eepect to arrangements made,

Joint financing was result of Govern- or to be made, for Syndicate financing.October 31, 1968 ment request to OECD Consortium for USA $10.0

Turkey for assistance in financing France 10.0 Loan Agreement provided that local currency withdrawals
the overall project and subsequent Germany 20.0 shall not exceed the equivalent of 85 percent of the amounts

400 formation of a Syndicate of Lenders Italy 10.0 paid under contracts or the cost of goods payable in local
$130.0 under the Chairmanship of the World EIB 30.0 currency, and the aggregate asount of withdrawals in local

Bank. Due to restriction of bidding currency shall not exceed on amount equivalent to oo-third
Bank Project (transmission lines, to members of the Syndicate, the total The Syndicate agreed on the following financing of the amounts which the Borrower shall have withdrawn, or
eubstations and accessories) project was subdivided between the principles: on the basis of signed contracts can reasonably be expectol
$35.9 Syndicate members on the one hand, and a) terms of lending to be not harder than 15 .to withdraw, from the Loan Account in foreign exchange.
$22.7 the Bank (IBRD) on the other. Differ- yrs., including 5 yr. grace at 4 percent

Lnces of opinion between the Bank and interest, except for the World Bank loan; Bank procurement and disbursement according to normal pro-
RBRD Loan, $29.0 for 25 yrn., EIB on the method of exercising respon- b) contributions from each bilateral lender cedures against a separate list of goods.
including h yr. grace at 6-1/2 ibility for management of project led to be used for financing an initial $5.0
percent interest. to complete separation of projects, of local currency expenditures; and there- No Memorandum of Understanding between the Syndicate and

with EIB primarily responsible for after for financing the foreign exohange the Bank, but Syndicate agreement on financing principles
supecoision of the civil works and cost of purchases in the respective con- ProJect provided opportunity for EM to press for the
power station project, and wi the tributng countries up to the ceilings principle of co-msnagenmen of the project and for a joint
Bank retaining responsibility for sup- specified. Any residual funds were to be IBRD/EIB "Syndicate eecreturiat." The Bank regarded both
ervision of the transmission lines available for local expenditures up to one- ideas as impracticable.
project, in accordance with its normal third of the amounts used for foreign ex-
procedures. change financing.

a) EI contribution to be Used to finance purchawe.is EE countries, which, in the case of EEC member countries participating in the Syndicate, would be on a 50 percent matching bawls;
or otherwise 100 percent;

d) competitive bidding to be restricted to participating countries consistent with arrangements with (b) and (c) above;
a) World Bank participation would carry standard lending terms and be used for procurement on basis of full international competitive bidding;
f) contingency reserves were to be set aside equivalent to 10 percent of foreign exchange requirements of each contract;
g) an important agreement provided that the prime civil works contractors could finance purchases of materials, equipment and services from any and all of the participating countries

Up to certain limits to be specified on the basis of the bid analysis of costs.

U.S. AID Loan: $40.0 (tied) ems for 40 yr., including 10 yr. grace at 1 percent interest during the grace period and 2 percent thereafter from development loan resources.

France: $10.0 total, of which: $6.0 export credit for 10 yr., with no grace period at 6 percent interest; and $1.0 French Treasury Loan for 15 yr. including 5 yr. grace at
I percent interest for the first five yr. and at 3 percent thereafter.

Italy: $10.0 for 15 yr. at 4 percent interest. Grace period not known.

Germany: $20.0 for 25 yr., including 7 yr. grace at 3 percent interest.

EDI, $30.0 for 30 yr. including 7 yr. grace at 3 percent interest. The favorable terms of EIB lending result from user of special fund (totalling $175.0) appropriated for the use of
-- as an Associate Member of the EEC, and reserved for financing of qualifying industrial projects at 41 percent interest (at least 30 percent of the total must be used for this

i) and for financing qualifying infrastcucture projects at 3 percent interest (up to 70 percent of the total my be used for this purpose). Repayment may take up to 30 yr.
I funds so lent. The special fund agreement expires December 1, 1969.

Tstal contriburions for Keban Dam Project: Syndicate Co-lenders: $110.0; Government: $265 (or more).

Total contributions for Bank Transmission Lines Project: Bank: $25.0; Government: $10.9 with on-lending of Bank Loan, on same terms, to ETIBANK (or TEE, the Turkish Electric

Authority, when it comes into existence).

Cost Overrun on Dam Project Due to increase in cost, inability to utilie fully the U.S. and Serman offers, and expenditures in France and Italy in excess of ceilings, project cost
exceeded both available and usable funds. Financing of the shortfall of funds not yet decided pending revision of cost estimates.

Prepoed IBRD Loans for an Borrowers: Socidtb pour le DBveloppesent CCCE Loans: $5.8 total for 21 years including Normal, separate loan documentation between the Bank and
oil palm and coconut project in et lExploitation du Palmier 6 years grace at 4-1/2 percent interest and Burrower, between CCCE and Borrower, including cross-
the Ivory Coast. a Huile (SODEPALM) divided as follows: conditions of effectiveness and default is envisaged.

Bank loan effectiveness also to depend en the effectiveness
Under consideration. PALMINDUSTRIE, an associate $1.7 to SODEPAIM for oil palm plantations; of the )oint ICCE/EIB loans for the parallel oil mill proc- 't

company of SODEPAhM $4.1 to SODEPAI? for oil palm and coconut Bank will presumably require certain guarantees and
$79.4 (total cost Bank project) outgrower. assurancee from PALMIVOIRE and its shareholders with rvgard

$17.0 (foreign exchange cost of Guarantor: Republic of the Ivory Coast to the maintenance of the "Association en PartIcipation"
Bank project) Government contribution: $3.7 to SODEPALM (a form of joint venture) between the executing agencies of

NOTE, PALMIVOIRE will be established as a for oil palm outgrowers and coconut programs. the project, SODEPALM, PAIMVOIEE and PALIINDIBIE.
IBRD Loans totalling $17.1 for management company to operate the
21 years including 6 year grace above property holding onjpaniew. Government and other shareholders: $1.4 to No Memorandum of Understanding between the Bank and
at 6-1/2 percent interest to the The threw companies will be linked PALKINDUSTRIE for one oil mill. co-lenders, but all have agreed to coordinate their efforts,
following agencies in the amounts in an "Association en Particpation" and the Government has taken great care to clear the
specified: a profit-Wharing partnersaip. Outgrmers: $1.4 for oil pale and coconut program and project proposals with all potential sources

$4.8 to PAIJINDUSTRIE, for one Joint financing a result of Government programs. of exteral finance.

oil ill; request to the Bank for assistance in Parallel pro ject of 5 oil mills costing about Procurement for the Bank project is expected to be on the
$9.0 to SOPALM, for oil palm financing $24.0 total to be financed by loans to basis of international competitive bidding.
and coconut outgrowere and (a) a modest expansion of an ambitious PALMINDUSTRIE by Caisse Centrale (CCCE) and
coconut plantations; on-going oil palm development EIB in a loint operation providing $3.0 and Disbursements of Bank loans would be against a common list
$3.3 to SODPAIM, for oil pale program (primarily financed by FED $9.0 respectively, CCCE at 6 percent of goods fur,
plantations. grants) and a small program for repayable over 21 years including 6 years 100% of the costs of all imported items;

coconut development, and grace, KIB ct 6-7/8 percent repayable over 100% of the cash credits made to oil palm and coconut
(b) the establiahment of the necessary 16-1/2 years including 4-1/2 years grace, and outgrowers;

industrial processing facilities. with the balance to ha provided by 100% of the costs of land clearing, civil works, and
In viw of the predominant role of FED Government capital contributions in cash and consultancy contracts.
in plantation development. and the kind, the Ivory Coast Caisse Autonome

rul of EIB in the development of the d'Amortisssment, foreign suppliers' credits Joint disbursement with CCCE for re-aining items, field
processing industry, the cooperation and cash generation. development and local costs,is expected to be on a
of co-lenders in establishing percentage basis yet to be determined between the Bank and
satisfactory sector Organisation and CCCE.
managmment becane essential. The
Government request to CCCE was
originally for assistance to the
Govemaent in meeting the balance of
the financing needs.
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(xii) TBRD/IDA JOINT FINANCING OPERATIONS INVOLVING EXPORT FTANCING
INSTITUTIONS

Introductory note

1. Origin of joint financing. Following a series of exploratory discussionc by
Bank staff with officials of various governments concerned with financing essico
to developing countries and with representatives of private financing instituLicos
during the course of 1964 and 1965 agreement was reached on a mechanism through wji.c
private financing institutions, using bilateral export credits, could join with tie
Bank to finance goods procured under international competitive bidding for projects
prepared and executed under the supervision of the Bank. The first pilot project was
a Mexican power sector project, costing $309 million, for which a Bank loan was miade
in December 1965.

2. For the first operation, agreement on arrangements for joint financing was
reached with five countries, namely Canada, France, Italy, Japan and Switzerland.
These arrangements provided that contracts potentially subject to joint financing wolFJd
be awarded on the basis of cash prices (i.e. without taking account of credit teyms>)
and that the Bank would finance 2/3 and joint lenders 1/3 of the value of orders.
However, the actual terms of joint loans were left in large part to the individual
participating countries. In practice joint loans were at least 10 years from deiivery
of the goods. There was no general agreement on what would be covered by these ]oans,
and participating governments appear to have applied certain restrictions on the nature
of the goods and the size of the orders, which they treated as eligible for joint
financing.

Following the experience of the pilot project, discussions on joint financing
with governments and rivate financing institutions were continued under the auspices
of an ad hoc group 1/ consisting of member countries of the Consultative Group for
Colombia and those interested in joint financing of projects in both Colombia and Mexico.
In October 1967, agreement was reached in principle on the joint financing of three
projects in Colombia (the Bogota Water Supply Project, the Bogota Third Power Expansion
Program, and the National Power Interconnection Project) and one project in Mexico
(the Second Power Sector Project). The choice of projects was based on the following
considerations: (a) external financing was required primarily for imported goods;
(b) the imported goods required were generally of a kind appropriate for long term
export credit financing; and (c) the countries and the borrowing enterprises were
creditworthy.

2. The following table shows the estimates of joint loans envisaged at the time
the amounts of the Bank loans were fixed:

Estimated US $ million equivalent
Total Foreign Bank Other
Cost Exchange Cost Loan Joint Loans

Bogota Water Supply 35 17 lh
Bogota Power Supply 4h 25 12 2/
Colombia Power Interconnection 2.96 21.) 18 / U

Second Mexican Power Sector Project
/7hrst Mexican Power Sectoir Project 300 R)5
_/ Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Spain, *weda,

United Kingdom, United States of America and Switzerland.
2J Portions of the Bank loan may be cancelled should the joint financing formiu1a

result in larger financing by other joint lenders.



. participants in the October 1)6' discussions expressed the strong feelins
hir, ,huld be the greatest possible degree of prior agreement on the terms

nt, financing operation before any effective action was taken to implement it and.

'n the coot-sharing formula; both participating countries and the Bank emphasized that

tcoepLance f the formula should not be taken to imply a commitment to the formula tor

the utore.

. General formula for joint financing: The following provisions of the memorandu;-,
!r(c ri tne points agreedt oetween the Bank and tUhe Govei-inents of countries partic-"pating-

in the second meeting on Joint Financing, held in Paris, October 1967, are quoted verbatin:

"The formula for provision of external financing of imported goods required
for the project would be, in the case of contracts for the three Colombian

rojects, 60 percent by the Bank and JO percent by the supplying countries
and, in the case of contracts for the Mexican project two-thirds by the
Bank and one-third by the supplying country. This formula would only apply
to individual orders for imported goods of at least 3200,000 aggregating for
each individual project at least $1.0 million in any one supplying country."

"All countries with prospects of obtaining significant contracts under the
above formula for a particular project would indicate their willingness to join
in its financing as a pre-condition for proceeding with joint financing of that

project."

"The terms of maturity of joint loans would be a minimum of 10 years from

dolricry of goods, with an appropriate grace period, in cases where maturity_
is calculated 'from the date of signature 5s opposed to the date of delirer&/
The interest rate and other charges would be no higher than- the most favora-bJle
rate and ciarges which the country otherwise provided with respect to long-term
export credits."

"The goods to be imported for the project with financing provided under joint
financing arrangements would be procured on the basis of international
competitive bidding and in accordance with practices usually followed for

Bank projects, without reference to credit terms including interest rates and
amortization schedules."

. The Bank was to continue to finance 100; of orders not eligible for joint
financing under the formula and also goods procured in countries not participati_-n in
the joint financing agreement. Special difficu3,ties arose in obtaining joint fiaocirs
for some cases of multi-national procurement. 2/ These difficulties stemmed from the
award of large contracts to a prime contractor of one country who intended to supply
goods and services originating not only in that country but also in other cournrieo.

Distributcd to Executive Directors as attachment No, 2 to the Presidentts Reportnrd

Recommendations (P-1>6) on a proposed loan for the third power expansion prograx in:

Colombiia (RG '2), May 16, 1968.

2 It is understood that a number of FIropean countries have concluded reciprocal

agreennnts with each other under which the insurance of a major contractor for

capital goods could cover work sub-contracted to another country (a party to the
agreement) up to a certain proportion of the value of the main contract. however.

this also depends on the type of financing provided, i.e. whether it is a credlA
to the supplier or the buyer. Not all of the major supplying countries vartooA

in these reciprocal agreements.
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The joint financing arrangements of October 1967 did not provide for the allocation
of responsibility for providing credit in such cases. It has since emerged that the
export credit institutions of some countries are prohibited by their statuLes from
providing credit in respect of goods procured outside the home country or of goods with
a significant import content. Some countries of sub-contractors are also reluctant
to provide credit in respect of sub-contracts where the prime contractcr is of mother
country.

8. The role of the Bank: The Bank is responsible for establishing agreement in
principle with governments and private financial institutions on (a) the desirability
in principle of a joint financing arrangement of a particular country or countries;
(b) identification of projects considered suitable; (c) the general formula for joint
financing; and (d) the major issues involved. The Bank is also responsible for
appraisal of the project in accordance with its customary procedures and, in due course,
for the execution of a loan agreement to cover its share of the financing of imported
goods, in accordance with the agreed formula, as well as the finance of other items
in the project. Joint lenders are advised by the Bank from time to time on the progress
of its project appraisal, on the status of procurement and the award of contracts for
the projects concerned.

9. The Bank is responsible for ensuring adherence to Bank guidelines for he
prequalification, bidding and award of contracts. In carrying out this role, super ising
the project and administering its own loan, .the Bank necessarily provides an equivalent
service to joint lenders. The Bank is not responsible for the disbursement of joint
loans. However, at the request of three countries, arrangements have been made under
which certificatioi of the Borrower's withdrawal application and accompanying document r
as acceptable for Bank reimbursement is also accepted for disbursement under the joint
loans of the countries in question.

10. The Bank included in its loan agpeement provisions: (a) requiring the Borrower
and the Guarantor to use their best effozta to secure other loans (under the joint
financing arrangements) for the project; (b) entitling the Bank to reduce its loan by
any amount in excess of the foreign exchange amount of the project after taking into
account the joint arrangements made (inthe case of the Colombian projects); (c) permitting
adjustment within prescribed limits, of the amortization schedule of its loan to the
schedule of joint loans, once these are established, so that the total annual
amortization payments required of the Borrower would be reasonably approximate to those
which the Borrower would have made if the entire amount had been provided by the Bmnk;
(d) providing for the Bank loan to become effective under certain conditions, in advance
of the effectiveness of joint loans if this were to be justified by the circumstances of
the case; (e) stipulating that prematuring of a joint loan because of a default by the
Borrower would be an event of default under the Bank loan.

11. Role of other lenders: The joint lenders agreed to enter into loan negotiations
with the relevant borrowers in Colombia and Mexico promptly upon receipt of notification
from the Bank. In the case of the Colombian projects, the joint lenders were notified
at the time of the Bank's own negotiations, when the award of contracts was known for
over 50% of imported goods; in the case of the Mexican project the award of contracts
extends over a period of time and joint loans need to be negotiated when there are
indications that countries' suppliers are receiving contracts in amounts eligible
for joint financing.



it .7as also agreed that, if a joint lender found it necessary to place a
oeilir'g c r -he amount of the financing to be made available, it would consider

seriously lhe possibility of increasing this amount in the event that the flow of

orders was such that its share of their financing under the joint financing formula

would otherwise have exceeded the ceiling. The Bank was made responsible for considering
the effect of any such ceiling and for advising, after consultation with interested

joint lenders, as to whether the ceiling wruld, in the Bank' s judgment, be adequate
in relation to the orders likely to be obtained. Ceilings were imposed by most countries

but there has been no necessity as yet to seek any increase in the limits prescribed.

1i. Joint loans are normally to be made directly by the export financing institutions

to the borrowing agencies in Colombia and Mexico, and not to the governments.

V.. The joint lending institutions, that is the export finance institutions (E.F.I.)
and the appropriate borrowers, were requested to agree with the Bank on a letter
providing for coordination of the Bank and joint loans, defining the specific joint
loans and summarizing the understandings between the Bank, the financing institutions and

the borrowers. These understandings are to cover the following subjects: (a) terminology
and definitions; (b) notification of award of contracts to suppliers; (c) payment of

goods and services and subsequent claims for reimbursement by the Bank and individual

export finance institutions in the appropriate cost sharing percentage; (d) in the event

of any refusal to disburse, notification by the lender in question of all other parties

concerned, (e) supply to the Bank of information regarding the utilization of the
proceeds of the loan together with the appropriate amortization schedule; (f) cooperation

and exchange of views and information on operation of such loans and performance of

obligations thereunder; and (g) prior warning of any conditions likely to interfere

with the performance of the agency' s obligations or the execution of the project. The
Bank and E.F.I. will also agree not to premature, terminate or substantially amend the

appropriate loan agreement, or suspend or cancel disbursements without prior consultation.

j5. Role of the Borrower and Guarantor: The Borrower and Guarantor are required
to use their best efforts to secure other loans under the joint financing arrangements

for the project and are responsible for financing the full local currency costs of the

project and, in addition, any possible short-fall of foreign exchange requirements that

may arise due to inability to obtain or utilize joint loans to the full. They are also
responsible for the conduct of negotiations on the detailed terms and conditions of loans

from the joint lenders and for dealing with the many new problems of a legal,
administrative and financial nature arising from the need to deal with several lenders

in association with the same project; at the request of both the Borrower and the E.F.I.
the Bank has been represented during some of these negotiations.

16. Further details of individual projects are given overleaf.

1/ Ceiliings were imposed as follows

Colombia Mexico

Belgium ~~ 10
France 10 10
Germany 10 10
Italy 10 10
Japan 10 10
Sweden
U.K. 10 10
USA 10

No ceilings were imposed by Canada, Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland.
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13D/I1M JOINT FINANCIN WPRATIM INOLYING WORT FINANCING INSTITUTIONS
(Milon. US$ equivalent)

TfB OF PROJECT
1063mm OtTTOTAL OWT 111"M SPSCIAL PROVISIONS IN IDA31/CREDIT E0CUl1EW1-m
FOHXZGX RICHM CONK GUALANTCR JONT LOAN TRM AND CONDITIONS INTER-AQHCY AGrEEMETTSft11/XDA - WWANCUMlE ORIGIN OF JOINT PIMACI20 AND OTHER FINUNCING ARNMEMENTS METHOD U? PROCURFJIM

ISRD Asn ,06 MR Cmim Federal de Eletricidad Canada - $5.0 ($2.1) Eport Credit Insurance See 'Introductory Note".
Power Secter and BSaianal linanciera S.A. Corporation at 6 percent for 35 ears

fro si ature (ctobe 22, Loan mde for paymente sligible for Bank financing
December 15, 1965 Bnarantora Oureromet of Maxico France - $10.08( )"from two commer(.al baks during two year period 1965/66
$35" J iat 6-7 ant for 10 years delivey (a) 2/3 of paymets n e a mat uctracts eligible

$'s For origin of joint financing n* Italy - $10.0 (V ) .1)f Isutto Mob' - for joint financirg,
$16 snemal financing proposed "Introductory note" Italiano at 6 percent for 15 years (b) paymente on equipment contracts for other

from sigature goods procured under interuatiamal competitive
Bank loan: $110 - $93.4 at 5.1/2 Japan - $10.0 (51.0) from niavnk at bidding up to $50.0 miLlion ecuivalwt,
pernant and $16.6 at 6 perent, 6 percent + 3/B percent comitment (a) for egn excasage aompact of eivLL works,
repayable ove 20 years with 4 years eme far 15 years fra signing estinted at $15.0 -iln-1
grace. amant determined in Switulsend - $7.0 (*0.9) from comercial (d) interest during construction, consultants
expectation that Maico would obtain banks at 6%-1% for 10 years from services, etc.
reaninder of external fluamcing, $35 date of delivery
from coutries which would be major Procurement in Neadoo, Spain, USA, Sweden.
suppie. U.. and Germany, in come caseo substantial,

was not covered by joint loans sod the joint
loans which were and. were utilised to the
extent of actual procurement, astims tee of
which are shown in brackets.

IBRD Loan 536 CO Empresa de Acuaducto y Alcmntarillado Tern and status of joint Ioane reflect See nIntroduata7 Note"
Bogota Wate Supply de Bogota progress of award of contracts and are not

June 3, 1968 Guarantar: Goraerusant of ColobiaY
Germany - Kreditantalt ffr Wiederaufban (giW)

$35.3 Fur origin of joint f.nacing see ON 2.3 to 4.0 ill4on (US$600,000
$17.3 "Introductory Notem equivalent) ;ompletion of nagotiations

awaiting agreement On anooNt;
Bank loam $1.0 fur 20 years including 10 years frm start of operation or
k.2/2 years pace at 6./IA percent delivery; 7 percent P.a.; I/-3/A
subject to oromponding reduction if of 1 percent commitment charge.
joint financing ameS $3.0. U.S. Export-iaport Bank - up to US$3.0;
See also "Introductery Notau. negotiation substantially completed;

10 years from sipment; 6 percent
p.a.1 1/2 of 19 p.a. commitment fee.

--*------------------- - -- -- ---- -- ----------------- ---- ----- ----------------------------.-- ------------- ---------- --- -----
IZUD Loan 537 O0 loprea de Enurgie Nletrica do Tems and status of joint loans reflect See -Introductory Notes
Bogota Purer Supply Bogota pmogress of award of contoracts and are not

Joe 3. 1966 auarentars overnment of Clia yet final.
Gerany - Ireditanstalt far Wiedereufban (Ef I)

$3-7 For origan of joint fnaning see up to IN 8.0 million (US$2.0 milIon
$25.0 latrductary Note- equivalent); negotiation completed.

Awaiting signature. 10 years from
Bank loans $18.0 at 6.I/ percent start of operation or delivery;
r eblo cro 20 years aith 3.1/2 7 percent p.a.; I/-3/4 of 1 percent
y gace, subject to orresponding commitment charge.
reduotion if joint financing Italy - Istituto Nobiliare Italiano (IMI)
meeds $7.0. It.Lire 1.8 billion (US$2.9 milion

equivalent). Signed August 1968;
awaiting declaration of effectivapses;
10 years from ccepletion of work;
6 percent p.a.; no commitment charge.

Japan - Export Import Bnk of Japan. up to TEN 1.06 billion (US$3.0 million equivalent); negotiation not yet complated. 10 years from shipent; 6-3/4 percent p.a.; 3/4 of 1% p.a. commitment
charge.

U.S. xprt-mpwrt Bank, up to 95$2.0 million; angotiation ambstantially completed. Signstatre expected ahurtly. 10 years fran shipsent; 6 pereant p.a.; 1/2 of 1$ p.a. commitment fee.

-------- - - - --- - - -------- --- ---- - -----. --------------

IBRD lamn 5" 0 Comision Federal do lectriidad Teras and status of joint loans reflect See "Introductory Note
Second Power sector Program and Nacional Financiera S.A. progress of award of contracts end are not

yet nel1. Loan of $71 for contruntion expenditure items,
June 26, 196 Garantors Gorernmnt of Maxico consulting fees, transmisston and distribution

France - substantial contracts awarded. equipment and ganerating squipset with a short
$155.0 Fur origin of joint finanoing see aermay (EfZ) - ON 8.0 million (US$2.0 MLhiton prodution time; $19 million allocated fur specific
$312.0 .cIntroduetry Notes eqivalat) at 7 percent p.a. for contracts for ajor generating equipment eith long

15 years from date of signature. production periods.
Bank loans $90.0 at 6.1/2 percent Italy - Joint loan fur 436 MiE extended to
repayable over 20 years with 4 years June 1968. Book loan coveras
grace period amount determined in Japan - $25.0-430.0 negotiated but no detais (a) 2/3 of payamnts fur eiuipmesa contracta sligibi
expectation that Mexico would obtain available. for joint fLaancing;
reainder of external financing Spain - $6.0;eigned but no details available; (b) full amountof payments fur other equipent

kr d, $22.0 from countries of probably at 5%,with appropriate bank procured abroals
suppliarS.. charges,fur 10 years. (a) foreig currency component of equipment

Switzerland - $6.0-$7.0;Joint loan frm procured in Mexico;
IL36 PE extended. (d) for.Lgn currency componemt of civil works;

U.K. - $2.0; no details. (a) payments to foreigo consultants.
USA Ramhank - $5.0 at 6 percent for 10 years

including 2 years grace.
Canada - SCIC mtinds to negotsia loan for $4.6 fur 15yrs. with 2 yrs. grace.

IN Loan 575 DO Intearoneion Electrica S.A. Terns and status of joint loans reflect Se "Introductory Note"
Power Interconnection Colona progress of award of contracts and are not Bank loan would cover

yet final. (a) 50% of cast of eligible contracts for imported
December 2, 1968 Ousaranturs Government of Colombia Italys Istituto Mobill-ra Italiaom (IM) - equipm up to $11.5;

9.6 F ofotaIt.Lirs 1.4 billion (US$2.25 million (b) 50% of cost of engineering services up to $2.2;
$2., Fr uigin of joint. fin 1 fro c l o (c interest on loans during constrction of $2.0;
$21.4 -Introdutory Bate- 6 psrc; t prs no c alt- (d contingoncies $2.3.work; 6 Percent p.a. a coemit rent Lacal cost finoacig from award a contracts to local
IRD Loa $c.0 at 6.1/2 percent harge; Sak has adsed II of de e firms should not exceed $2.0 milim.
repayable over 25 years with 5.1/2 to etite.
years grace, subject to correspondiN Japan, export-maport Book of Japan -
reduction if joint financing exceed. at least n 225 million (Us$625,000
$3.4 million. aquiw.); 10 yare from shipsmnt;

6.3/A% p.a.; 3/4 of 15 p.a. commitment
charge; lander infomed of intention
to negotiate.

Situeri - sanont will depend on asunts of sub-orders and Swiss policy on finanoin sub-uders; leopr infurand of Intetion to negotiate.
Sweden, Syanaka Handasean - U$2.0 million equiv. 10 year* fima shipment; interest rate not yet known.
.Mme, Banque Frenpaise comrce d'exterieur - US$2.0 million equiv., terms not yet known.

f Ihe sedieh gad Frenc loans are alternatives fr the sa orLer. they would be sub-orders derived frh a prim contret with en Italin sufplie ed s are currently awaiting Infeartis
fran thn supplier an to which at these two ocotries will reontve the sub-order. Both institution, have indicated an interest in providing flane tg fur the sub-order.
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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: PEARSON COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS
REIATING TO THE WORLD BANK GROUP

The Executive Directors will recall that on October 10, I distributed
a list of the 33 recommendations of the Pearson Commission relating di-
rectly to the activities or policies of the Bank Group (SecM69-472, dated
October 10, 1969). In my covering note, I said that I would present to
the Executive Directors, with respect to each of the recommendations, a
memorandum proposing the position which I believed the Bank should adopt
on the recommendation and the action, if any, which I believed it appro-
priate for the Executive Directors to take.

Attached is the first group of analytical memoranda, dealing with
the following recommendations:

Recommendation No. 7: IFC Policies

Recommendation No. 9: IFC Project Identification and
Investment Promotion 'ork

Recommendation No. 10: Advice on Industrial and Foreign
Investment Policies

Recommendation No. 15: Assistance to Development Banks,
Industrial Parks and Agricultural
Cooperative Credit Institutions

Recommendation No. 16: Joint or Parallel Financing

Recommendation No. 31: Need for Organizational Changes in
IDA

The numbers assigned to the recommendations are those which appear in
the list set forth in SecM69-472, referred to above.

As the Executive Directors will recognize, this first group of memoranda
deals with recommendations which present no difficult analytical problems; in
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most instances, the Commisslon Uas recommend an intensification or a broaden-
ing of present activities, i'hich is already ected in the Bank Group's plans
for the next five years. I believe that we can readily accept these recommenda-
tions. There is one recommendation, however, which I do not feel we should
accept: the recommendation which suggests the need for a review of IDA's organ-
izational structure, if and when IDA's resources are substantially increased.

While I believe that the Executive Directors will find the attached memo-
randa of interest, none of the recommendations analyzed seems to me to call
for action by the Directors at this time. Therefore, unless any Executive Di-
rector wishes me to do so, I do not intend to schedule these memoranda for
Board discussion.

As I said in my October memorandum, it is my intention to submit additional
groups of memoranda on a monthly basis.
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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 7 Concerning IFC Policies

Recommendation

IFC policies should be reoriented to emphasize the development effect
of its investments and not just their profitability.l/

Background

This recommendation appears in the context of a discussion on ways in
which developing countries might realize greater advantages from foreign
investment. The Commission says that while many of IFC's investmentshave
benefited the host country, others have contributed only marginally, if at
all, to economic development, rarely being preceded by an analysis of their
impact on the country's economy. This, the Commission comments, is because
profitability has been IFC's principal investment criterion. While it does
not suggest that IFC should ignore profitability, it urges that IFC reorient
its policies "for the sake of the economic impact of its own investment and
even more for that of the new investments ... it is well placed to promote. "2/

Analysis

As the Commission recognizes, profitability is an essential investment
criterion for IFC. IFC's Articles direct it to undertake its financing on
terms and conditions which take account, among other considerations, of
"the terms and conditions normally obtained by private investors for cimilar
financing. "3/ In addition, it is directed to "seek to revolve its funds by
selling its investments to private investors whenever it can appropriately
do so on satisfactory terms."h/ IFC wants partners in the enterprises in

l/ This is a paraphrase of two paragraphs in the Commission's report (pages 114-115)
which are cast in the form of an analysis and an expression of hope for change,
rather than in the form of a recommendation. It has been included in this
series of memoranda, however, because the Commission's intent was clearly to
suggest an important policy change for a member of the Bank Group.

2/ Report, page 115.

3/ Art. III, Sec. 3(v).

4/ Art. III, Sec. 3(vi).
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which it invests, it wants to revolve its funds by selling seasoned securi-
ties out of its portfolio and, above all, it wants to encourage the growth
of private productive enterprise in the developing countries. Each of
these objectives alone, and certainly in combination, makes the prominence
of the profitability criterion inevitable.

It is true that IFC has not in the past had a strategy of development
based on the needs of the countries in which it operated. It tended to
consider individual projects as they came up. One reason was that, until
the Bank's Articles of Agreement were amended to permit it to lend to IFC,
IFC did not have sufficient resources to enable it to make a significant
impact on the economies of its member countries. Another was that in the
past it did not itself engage in promotional activity.

Although my appraisal of the current situation is less negative than
that of the Commission, I nevertheless agree that developmental significance
should be given a more prominent place in IFC's investment decisions. This
shift in emphasis has alreacy begun and is reflected in the revision of the
IFC policy statement which I have submitted to the IFC Board for approval.

At the same time, I agree with the Commission's recommendation that
IFC should be better equipped to ascertain and to take into account the
economic implications of its investments. One step we have taken in that
direction is to authorize IFC to appoint an Economic Adviser who will add
to IFC's in-house economic strength. In addition to the attention which
IFC will thus be enabled to bring to bear directly upon the implications
of proposals which it is considering, IFC will have the benefit of the work
of the new Industrial Projects Department of the Bank. As I have pointed
out in another of this series of memoranda, it is mry intention that the
work of IFC and the new Bank Department should be complementary.

Conclusion

The paths along which IFC is proceeding are consistent with and should
effectively implement the Commission's recommendation. I have submitted
for the approval of the IFC Board a revised IFC policy statement which
reflects this trend.
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MEXORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 9 Concerning IFC Project
Identification and Investment Promotion Work

Recommendation

". . . because of their links with the private sectors of both
developed and developing countries, IFC, and organizations like
it, are logical agents for project identification and investment
promotion work, and we accordingly recommend that they become
much more active in this field."l/

Background

The report records the Commission's "definite impression that most low-
income countries would welcome a larger flow of foreign investment. "2/ The
Commission notes that there are bilateral programs intended to stimulate the
flow of private capital, which include subsidization of investment surveys
and the publicizing of investment opportunities. It comments that these pro-
grams are useful, but often too small and too imperfectly geared to the in-
vestor's real needs, and it recommends that they devote more attention to
inducing small and medium-sized investors to take up projects in developing
countries, providing them where necessary with technical assistance. The
report proposes that "similar change" should be encouraged with respect to
IFC. Commenting that in the past IFC has interpreted its Articles "to mean
that it should leave all project initiative to others," the Commission adds
that there are signs that IFC and similar bilateral institutions are beginning
to appreciate the role they could play in actively identifying new investment
opportunities and bringing together domestic and foreign partners to execute
them.3/ There follows the recommendation quoted above.

Analysis

The Commission is correct in stating that in the past IFC was content to
leave the project initiative to others. But its reference to IFC's
approach does not fully reflect our plans for the future.

l/ Report, page 110.

2/ Ibid., page 105.

3/ Ibid., page 110.
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In July 1968, I told the IFC Board that I considered that IFC had estab-
lished itself in the industrial and financial community and had built up staff
experience to the point at which it could usefully do more in the direction of
investment promotion. Many developing countries were thought to have a low
absorptive capacity with respect to industrial projects. But, if experience
in other fields was any guide, some of this apparent lack of absorptive capa-
city could be overcome by increased preinvestment assistance. Experience also
indicated that there were instances of promising investment opportunities in
the developing countries where projects had not been carried out, or had been
carried out inefficiently or ineffectively, because of the absence of suitable
sponsors to do the necessary developmental and promotional work. We therefore
proposed that IFC should become more active in seeking to promote industrial
projects where there was a reasonable prospect that the project would eventually
be suitable for financing by IFC in accordance with its established criteria.
We proposed, further, that IFC should be free to suit the form of promotional
activity to the needs of the proposed venture and the circumstances prevailing
in the country in which the venture would be located. This might mean, in some
instances, that IFC would assume responsibility for implementing a project from
its inception, through the stages of a feasibility study, detailed engineering
and market investigations, finding technical and financial partners and putting
together a financial package. At the other extreme, it might mean that IFC
would participate as one of a number of shareholders in a pilot company which
would conduct the requisite investigations on behalf of a group of technical
and financial sponsors already committed to proceed with the venture if the
investigations demonstrated the project's viability. We suggested an over-all
limit of $250,000 for promotional costs. The Board approved the proposal, with
a limit of $50,00O for any one project.

Under this policy, in the 1969 fiscal year IFC invested in an industrial
promotional company in Honduras 1/and in two tourism promotional venturesin
Colombia 2/and Tunisia.3/ IFC also committed funds to a cement project in
Indonesia7, taking prima'y responsibility for determining the feasibility of
the project and organizing financial and technical support for it.

In January of 1969, the IFC Board approved ry proposal that IFC should
be willing to put a director on the Board of any promotional company to the
shares of which it has subscribed, if in IFC's judgment this would enable its
promotional activity to be carried out more effectively.

Locating investment opportunities, promoting indigenous entrepreneurial
talent and encouraging the growth of private investment is a difficult job.
IFC plans to increase its efforts in this area by continuing and intensifying
activity of the kind described above and by increasing its contacts with indi-
viduals and institutions in both the developing and developed countries, with
an eye to uncovering and exploiting investment opportunities. These plans

l/ No. 140.

2/ No. 137.

3/ No. 152.
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are reflected in the new policy statement for IFC which has been submitted to
the IFC Board of Directors for approval.

If these policies are to be more than pious statements of intention, it
will be necessary that IFC have available staff who can spend a considerable
portion of their time in the developing countries. It would be their primary
function to look for investment opportunities which IFC might appropriately par-
ticipate in or bring to the attention of others. This will require adding
several senior professionals to IFC's staff.

Even if IFC's staff is enlarged, IFC cannot by itself accomplish all that
needs to be done. As the Executive Directors know, the Bank Group as a whole
has given considerable support to institutions in the developing countries
which are themselves engaged in promoting private enterprise. The Pearson
Commission has recommended greater help to development banks and similar insti-
tutions, and the memorandum analyzing that recommendation reviews the past
activity of the Bank Group and plans for increased support in the future. How-
ever, IFC's assistance should not be limited to institutions formed by resi-
dents of the developing countries. It should, and it intends to, work with,
support and help to finance institutions such as the Atlantic Community Devel-
opment Group for Latin America (ADEA),I/ the Private Investment Company for
Asia (PICA),2/ and other comparable organizations (including the private in-
vestment company proposed for Africa) provided that they need help, are well
managed, and are carrying on investment programs that will assist the devel-
opment of the countries in which they are doing business.

It is relevant to remind the Executive Directors that the Bank also
intends to do more to help identify and prepare industrial projects. As the
Executive Directors are aware, we have recently established an Industrial
Projects Department within the Bank, which will carry out sector analyses and

1/ ADEIA is a private corporation, with authorized capital of $60 million,
$52.65 million of which has been subscribed by 234 stockholders in Europe,
the United States, Latin America, Canada and Japan. It makes equity and
loan investments and, through an entity known as ADELATEC, which is in
effect a firm of development consultants rendering services to ADEIA and
to others, it engages in a variety of other activities designed to support
private investment in Latin America: underwriting, project identification
and promotion, project management, market studies, resource surveys, and
feasibility and pre-feasibility surveys. The ADELA Group is at present
giving priority to agri-business and tourism. It is increasingly devoting
its energies and resources to self-initiated sectoral studies, project
identification and project promotion in these fields.

2/ PICA, whose authorized capital is $40 million, was modeled on ADEIA; the
two corporations have a number of shareholders and directors in common.
PICA was formally organized in February of 1969 and its operations have
thus far been limited.
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project identification work in the industrial sector. To assure that the ef-
forts of IFC and of the new Department, as well as the activities of the
Bank' s Development Finance Companies Department, are complementary, and that
there is a full exchange of information and an appropriate allocation of
responsibility among all Bank Group operational units working in the field of
industry, we are also creating an Industrial Coordination Committee composed
of the Executive Vice President of IFC, as Chairman, the Directors of the two
Bank Departments, and the Chief of the Economics of Industrialization Divi-
sion of the Economics Department.

Conclusion

The plans for future IFC activity are consistent with the Commission' s
recommendation. As indicated above, the implementation of these plans
involves a revision of the IFC policy statement. Such a revision has been
submitted to IFC's Board of Directors for approval.
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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 10 Concerning Advice on
Industrial and Foreign Investment Policies

Recommendation

"International institutions, such as the World Bank . . . , should
expand further their advisory role regarding industrial and foreign
investment policies. These activities could eventually be fully
transferred to Iy if the proposed reorientation of IFC is success-
fully achieved."-

Background

This recommendation appears in the context of the Commission's dis-
cussion of the potential of foreign investment, primarily direct invest-
ment, for contributing to the faster growth of the developing countries.
The Commission reports its impression that most low income countries
would welcome a larger flow of foreign investment, and suggests a number
of ways in which that flow might be stimulated. It believes that devel-
oping countries urgently need impartial advice concerning their posture
toward foreign investment. It finds that such advice has rarely been
provided in the past. With respect to the Bank Group, the Commission
says that the Bank has tended to delegate much of its industrial activity
to IFC, but that IFC has deliberately and to the extent possible avoided
involvement in issues of governmental policy and is, in any case, not
equipped to ascertain the economic implications of government policies.i/

The Commission also observes that much of the substantial industri-
alization achieved by developing countries in the last two decades has
been in the form of high-cost import-substituting industry and that, in
many cases, new industries have become a burden rather than a benefit to

1/ Report, page 1,15. The proposal for reorientation of IFC policy is
the subject of a separate memorandum.

2/ Report, page 114.
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the economies, with adverse effects on agriculture and on the prospects for
increasing exports. Thus the advice to be given to developing countries on
foreign investment policies is closely linked with advice on their indus-
trial policies.

Analysis

In recommending that the Bank "expand further" its advisory role, the
Commission implicitly recognizes that the role would not be a new one for
the Bank. The principal vehicle for the provision of advice has been coun-
try economic missions..V The resources devoted to the industrial sector on
these missions have, however, been limited. From the beginning of 1967 to
date, the total of industrial specialist resources devoted to such coverage
has averaged only five man-years annually. There has been some increase in
emphasis on industrial policy recommendations to individual countries in
this work, exemplified by recent missions to, e.g., Argentina, Brazil and
Mexico in the Western Hemisphere, and India, Indonesia, Iran, Korea and
Pakistan in Asia. Appraisal and follow-up of industrial projects have also
provided the occasion for advice on industrial policies.

The Bank's advisory role with respect to policies of individual coun-
tries towards foreign direct investment has not been well defined. In the
course of the country economic work, such policies have been the subject of
attention when they appeared to be hampering development. But these poli-
cies have not been systematically reviewed, nor has any specialist been em-
ployed to deal with them.

I fully agree with the Commission's recommendation that the Bank's ad-
visory functions should be enlarged. Many developing countries need advice
on trade, fiscal and other policies which will foster industrial growth and
attract foreign private investment. Tariffs, import licenses, taxation,
subsidies, price controls -- all can affect industrial progress to an ex-
tent often not fully appreciated by the government involved. Protection
policies, which have been the subject of discussion by the Executive
Directors in the context of some recent Bank Group operations, frequently
foster the growth of uneconomic enterprises. The Bank ought to be in a
position to advise its developing country members on the implications of
particular policies and to assist them to make sensible choices.

It is my intention that comprehensive industrial sector studies shall
in future form part of the Bank's economic reviews conducted under the
direction of the Area Departments. As the economic missions now do for
other sectors, they will be systematically analyzing the industrial capa-
city and strategy of individual countries and the relationship of industrial
progress to over-all growth. This is a difficult process which will take
some time to organize and to staff, and which will in due course have
budgetary implications.

l/ Some of the general survey missions organized by the Bank included in-
dustrial specialists, but no survey mission has been sent out since
1964.
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The Industrialization Division of the Economics Department was organized
a year ago to undertake research concerning the industrialization process,
and more recently we have created an Industrial Projects Department in the
Bank which, in addition to its operational functions, is charged with making
recommendations on industrialization problems and policies of member coun-
tries, including advice on industrial planning and priorities and on measures
to stimulate efficient and sound industrial growth.

We shall also look to other international organizations for assistance
in their fields of specialization. The United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO), since its establishment a few years ago, has been en-
gaged primarily in providing technical assistance for specific industrial ac-
tivities. It is now widening its advisory activities, and in view of my
intention that the Bank should step up its own activities of that character,
closer cooperation with UNIDO seems appropriate. Arrangements have accord-
ingly been made with UNIDO for an exchange of information about matters of
common interest, on an informal basis. The International Labour Organisation
(ILO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
are also concerned with some aspects of industrialization, and we shall be
cooperating with these agencies as well.

I also believe that IFC could usefully play a role in considering and
advising governments on measures to encourage the development of the private
sectors of their economies, in particular the flow of foreign private capi-
tal. IFC has begun to collect some data bearing on this problem. As re-
ported in the memorandum dealing with the Commission's recommendation for a
reorientation of IFC policies, I have authorized IFC to appoint an Economic
Adviser. This adviser will be expected to organize the data collection work
more efficiently and to evolve proposals for systematic activity by IFC in
providing advice to governments on their foreign investment policies.

As noted in another of this series of memoranda, an Industrial Coordin-
ation Committee is being created in order to coordinate work in the Bank
Group on industrialization policies and measures to promote foreign private
investment. This Committee will be composed of the Executive Vice President
of IFC, as Chairman, the Directors of the Bank's Industrial Projects and
Development Finance Companies Departments, and the Chief of the Economics of
Industrialization Division of the Economics Department.

I am not now prepared, however, to endorse the tentative suggestion of
the Commission that eventually all advisory activities on industrial and
foreign investment policies might be performed, for the Bank Group, by IFC.
Although, as indicated above, our plans call for IFC to play an important
advisory role in connection with foreign investment policies, it seems
likely that most of the Bank Group's advisory activities in the field of
general industrialization policy, including the establishment of priorities
for industrial development, will, at least in the foreseeable future, and
probably over the long term, be undertaken by the Bank, where work in this
field may be integrated with the guidance being given to member countries on
other aspects of their development programs.
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Conclusion

The plans for increased emphasis by the Bank Group on the provision of
advice to member countries concerning the industrial and foreign investment
policies of developing countries are fully consistent with the Commission's
recommendation. No action by the Executive Directors is now required.

'15 - -AX
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EM4ORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 15 Concerning Assistance
to Development Banks, Industrial Parks and Agricultural

Cooperative Credit Institutions

Recommendation

". . . we recommend greater help to development banks and similar
institutions in developing countries. In addition, assistance
should be provided to such promising activities as industrial
parks and agricultural cooperative credit institutions, designed
to promote financing of the domestic private sector."1/

Background

In the context of its discussion of ways to make aid more effective, the
Commission notes that "Smaller investment projects may also require support,
and there is then a case for the assistance of national development banks and
similar institutions, public and private. "2/ These institutions, particularly
the development banks, the Commission says, "are especially important because
they can reach the small investor, their administrations are generally more
decentralized and fast moving than larger enterprises, and they result in such
important institution-building as the strengthening of local capital markets."3/
In its historical review of the last two decades, the Commission also notes the
role of development banks in facilitating savings and investment,h/ and else-
where in the report stresses the importance of the role of financial intermed-
iary..5/

l/ Report, page 179.

2/ Ibid., page 179.

3/ Ibid., page 179.

h/ Ibid., page 31.

5/ Ibid., pages 64-65.
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There is no mention or discussion of industrial parks per se in the Com-
mission's report, beyond the statement in the recommendation that they consti-
tute a promising activity. The closest reference occurs in the discussion,
earlier in the report, of the problems of the private sector, where mention is
made particularly of financial institutions to accommodate small entrepreneurs,
and there is a passing reference to the need for legal and accounting facili-
ties, suitable land tenure and management training as well.1/ All of these
considerations arise in connection with industrial parks. There is no extended
discussion of agricultural credit institutions, although it is noted elsewhere
in the report that increasing agricultural production raises a demand for more
farm credit.2/

For convenience, each- of the three types of facilities mentioned in the
recommendation -- development banks, industrial parks and agricultural coopera-
tive credit institutions -- will be analyzed separately.

Analysis

A. Development Banks 3/

The Bank's involvement with development banks dates from 1950 when it as-
sisted in the establishment of the Industrial Development Bank of Turkey and
the Development Bank of Ethiopia. Ever since, the Bank Group has been heavily
engaged in promoting, financing and extending technical assistance to such in-
stitutions. A few indications of this activity are cited below:4/

a. The Bank Group has helped to promote 12 development banks
and to reorganize another six.

1/ Report, page 65.

2/ Ibid., page 61.

3/ In view of the characteristics cited by the Commission (quoted in the text,
above) to illustrate the importance of "development banks", it appears that
the Commission had in mind the kind of institution known in Bank Group parl-
ance as a "development finance company", in contrast to such institutions as
e.g., the Japan Development Bank which is the governmentts agency for borrow-
ing abroad and which serves as a conduit for funds to private industry, or
the Corporacion de Fomento de la Produccion of Chile, created to devise and
give effect to a plan to promote production in all sectors of the economy
and to borrow abroad. Accordingly, the following description of the Bank's
experience with "development banks" concerns institutians of the former type,
devoted primarily to stimulating medium-sized and smaller enterprises in the
private sector of the economy.

14/ The data includes companies in Austria and Finland although these countries
fall outside the category of "developing countries". Both are Part I IDA
countries.
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b. The Bank Group has assisted in recruiting key personnel
for a number of development banks. IFC is represented
on the board of 13.

c. Fifty-five officials of development banks which have
been financed by the Bank Group have received training
in the Bank's Economic Development Institute; sixty-one
have received training under special programs.

d. Gross commitments to development banks up to the end of
September 1969 amounted to $954 million. This financing
was extended to 28 companies in 24 countries and included
Bank loans (93%), IDA credits (4%), and IFC investments
(3). These figures reflect a recent rapid acceleration
of commitments. Until the end of fiscal 1963, commitments
amounted to only $229 million; in the next five-year period
they totalled $497 million. In fiscal 1969 alone, commit-
ments reached almost $195 million. About 61% of gross com-
mitments had been disbursed up to .the end of September 1969.
Allowing for repayments and redemptions of about $149 mil-
lion, the disbursed amount outstanding was $430 million.

Bank Group policies towards development banks have been reviewed period-
ically, most recent'ly by the Executive Directors in November 1968. Several
significant changes have recently taken place. For example, in June 1968, the
Bank, whose policy once prohibited lending to government-controlled develop-
ment banks, decided it would be prepared to lend to such institutions provided
their management was sound and autonomous in day-to-day decision making. Another
policy departure, accepted in November 1968, involved the scope of operations
of institutions financed by the Bank Group. Formerly they were eligible only
if they were devoted primarily to manufacturing industry. Now they may be
multi-purpose companies, financing not only industry but also tourism, housing,
and other productive activities. Moreover, in the past year IFC has sponsored
and helped bring into existence two companies which are primarily devoted to
promoting new enterprise and to providing investment services, rather than
finance.l/ These developments, all indicative of increased flexibility on the
part of The Bank Group, reflect the importance which the Group attributes to
institutions which can mobilize capital, allocate it for productive purposes,
promote investment and generally act as intermediaries in the investment process.2/

1/ These companies, and IFC's investment in them, are not included in the
figures cited in the previous paragraph.

2/ As noted in the memorandum concerned with IFC's preinvestment promotion
work, IFC intends also to work with, support and help to finance such insti-
tutions as the Atlantic Development Community Group for Latin America (ADELA),
the Private Investment Company for Asia (PICA) and other comparable organiza-
tions (including the investment company proposed for Africa), if these insti-
tutions need help, are well managed and are carrying on investment programs
that will assist the development of the countries in which they operate.



The 28 development banks presently associated with the Bank Group are now
committing the equivalent of about $430 million per annum in loans, invest-
ments, etc. These in turn contribute to a total investment estimated at about
$900 million. The vast bulk of these investments assist the manufacturing
sector. Judging by the size of the operations, it is fair to say that develop-
ment banks are financing primarily medium-scale enterprises and, to sane extent,
small enterprises. If it did not work through such intermediary institutions,
the Bank Group would be unable to reach a very significant part of the manufac-
turing sector of developing countries.

The principal objective of the Bank Group, however, is not simply to find
retail outlets for dispensing external finance and technical assistance, but
to help build effective investment institutions in developing countries. Hence,
the Group encourages development banks to be active in mobilizing domestic
capital, underwriting securities, subscribing to equities, selling from their
portfolios in order to broaden ownership of enterprises, identifying and promot-
ing investment opportunities and assisting entrepreneurs in formulating and
carrying out investment proposals. While same progress has been made on these
lines, a great deal remains to be done. Most development banks have not acquired
much capability as mobilizers of financial resources and remain dependent on
government funds, or on international institutions or on foreign aid. Further-
more, development banks, in the main, still respond to investment opportunities
presented to them by their clients and only rarely do they do much in the way
of identifying and promoting projects on their own initiative.

I fully accept the recommendation of the Pearson Commission that the Bank
Group should provide more help to development banks.

The Bank's Five-Year Program already reflects this view. The plan for
gross Bank and IDA commitments to development banks in the period 1969-73 is
around $1,500 million, compared with $483 million in the preceding five-year
period. As noted above, in fiscal 1969, the first year of the period, $193 mil-
lion was committed. Although there is not yet a projection for IFC operations
in this field, I have little doubt that IFC, too, will expand its role in fi-
nancing development banks.

To achieve the objective of the Five-Year Program, the number of develop-
ment banks associated with the Group will grow to perhaps twice the current
number of 28.

The proposed expansion in the number of institutions, as well as in the
volume of operations, is closely related to the recent changes of policy already
mentioned, which make possible a significant expansion of activity in Africa
and in Latin America. In particular, it is probable that three or four loans
will be made to government-controlled development banks in the current fiscal
year. We have begun a systematic exploration of existing small development
banks in Africa and of the possibilities of financing such institutions.



This expansion of activity, in exploration, in appraisal of companies,
and in actual lending, has placed an unusual strain on staff. In fiscal
1969 the number of professional staff in the Bank's Development Finance
Companies Department increased by 50%, from 20 to 30; another 25% increase
is expected in the current year.

As noted above, Bank Group policies towards development banks have in
the past been periodically reviewed in the light of experience and as new
problems emerged. I shall continue to bring to the Executive Directors pro-
posals for further changes as and when they appear desirable.

B. Industrial Parks

Industrial parks, samtimes referred to as industrial estates, essen-
tially consist of tracts of land provided with services and public utilities
for the establishment and operation of a group of industrial enterprises.
First employed in industrialized countries as a device for the planned loca-
tion or relocation of industries, they have been widely used in developing
countries since the 1950's primarily as a tool to foster small-scale and
medium-sized industrial enterprises.l/ Experience has been widespread and
interest is growing, but the results have been uneven.

Fundamentally, the industrial estate provides developed sites for the
construction of factories, to be built by the entrepreneur or to be offered
for sale or lease by the estate management authority. The resulting clus-
tering of enterprises may facilitate working arrangements between enter-
prises and provide a focal point for other assistance needed by smaller in-
dustries. This assistance may take the form of financing; contracts with
government regulatory agencies; training; advisory services; research; sub-
sidies; testing facilities; common industrial, purchasing, or marketing ser-
vices; or labor relations services. Thus industrial estates can serve to
create external economies of scale, to make available serviced industrial
land at reasonable cost, to produce a desirable pattern of location of indus-
try, and to serve as a means of centralizing official assistance to industry.

In addition to the general-purpose industrial estate, a variety of other
forms has evolved in developing countries. Sane are large estates for both
heavy, large industries and smaller, light industries, and may include major
transport facilities such as ports or railway yards.2/ A newer type for par-
ticularly small industries is the estate consisting of "flatted"factories or
lofts, for relocating squatter workshops or others covered by urban renewal
programs,3/or for attracting foreign investment to labor-intensive activi-
ties such as electronic assembly.4/ There are "functional" estates specializing
in one type of industry, e.g., metal working. "Satellite" estates have been

1/ Industrial estates are found in such diverse countries as Ireland, in Europe;
Puerto Rico, Mexico and Brazil, in the Western Hemisphere; India, Pakistan,
Malaysia, Singapore and Taiwan in Asia; Ghana and Nigeria in Africa.

2/ e.g., Jurong near Singapore with a potential area of 17,000 acres; Aratu
near Salvador in Brazil with 110,000 acres.

/ e.g., Hong Kong, Singapore.

/ e.g., Singapore.
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created for sub-contractors of larger industries. There are also estates set
up in thickly populated rural areas to tap a new work force and decentralize
industrial concentrations.l/ Some countries have created export-oriented es-
tates with customs-free boEding arrangements.

The ownership of industrial estates may be private or governmental, in
the latter case at the local, regional or national level. In developing coun-
tries ownership must usually be public, although the hope is sometimes that
the governmental initiative may induce similar operations by private entre-
preneurs. Given public ownership at one or another level of government, the
question arises, in relation to the Commission's recommendation, as to what
kind of external assistance governments need and what role there can be for
the Bank Group. Technical assistance, which can be used to good advantage
for preinvestment studies and planning of industrial estates as well as for
their operation, is available from the U.N. Industrial Development Organiza-
tion (UNIDO) with financing from the United Nations Development Programme,
and from bilateral sources, both public and private, such as USAID and the-
Ford Foundation. Finance is required for land acquisition, the provision of
infrastructure, factory buildings and equipment, and for various kinds of ser-
vices.

The Bank Group's potential role is obviously primarily one of providing
finance. Our experience with industrial estates is limited to one IDA credit
of $6.5 million, extended to Pakistan in 1962 to help develop two industrial
estates. This particular project ran into difficulties, partly because the
estates were not well sited and partly because the financing arrangements for
the prospective tenants were inappropriate. Nevertheless, I believe that we
should, consistent with the Commission's recommendation, be prepared to give
assistance to appropriate projects involving the establishment of industrial
estates. A follow-up of the Pakistan project is in fact in an advanced state
of preparation and should come forward to the Board early in 1970.

As the Executive Directors know, we keep searching for ways in which the
Bank Group of institutions, centrally organized as they are, can effectively
help the small entrepreneur. The Commission is, in my judgment, entirely
correct in pointing to industrial estates as a promising vehicle for such
assistance. Of course, in each case we would need to weigh the relative merits
and costs, social as well as economic, of helping to establish an industrial
estate as against other possible ways of promoting the particular small indus-
tries concerned.

In the single instance in which we have thus far provided financing for
an industrial estate, our funds were used primarily for importation of capi-
tal equipment for private factories located on the estates. The financing
requirements for other cases may well be primarily for the public sector
infrastructure. Each case will have to be judged on its merits. In most
instances, it is likely to be desirable to associate our financing with tech-
nical assistance fram other sources. We should also, I believe, be prepared
to help in the planning of industrial estates projects for which Bank Group
financing is contemplated. This might be done, in appropriate cases, in asso-
ciation with UNIDO.

_/ e.g., Taiwan.
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C. Agricultural Credit Cooperatives

The Commission noted that increasing agricultural production in the devel-
oping countries has increased the demand for farm credit. It was particu-
larly concerned about the needs of small farmers, who characteristically have
difficulty in finding funds with which to buy imported seed, fertilizer, pes-
ticides and implements and to improve the productivity of their property. In
framing its recommendations, the Commission singled out for support, among the
other various kinds of agricultural credit institutions, the credit coopera-
tives. The analysis which follows is, accordingly, similarly limited, although
cooperatives are of course only one of several vehicles through which agricul-
tural credit may be extended.l/

Agricultural credit cooperatives specializing in investment lending are
rare in developing countries. More frequently multi-purpose cooperatives are
found which extend credit in the form of seasonal inputs and collect payment
through marketing the crops. There are also various forms of farmer associa-
tions, for example in Taiwan, Pakistan and West Africa, which are not coopera-
tives in a strict sense but which perform many of the same functions effectively.
Even where specialized agricultural credit cooperatives do exist, the apex or-
ganization is usually not a cooperative, as is the case in Western Europe and
North America, but a public agency or specialized banking institution designed
to exercise control over the cooperatives and to channel government subsidies
to them. In addition, agricultural credit cooperatives often deal mainly or
only in short-term credit and, because of lack of experience and appraisal
staff, find it difficult to provide longer term credit. That kind of credit
As, instead, provided through specialized public agricultural credit institu-
tions.

Within these limitations, the Bank Group has used both agricultural coop-
erative credit institutions and multi-purpose cooperatives as a channel for
making funds available to their members, the ultimate beneficiaries. In some
cases, these cooperatives have played an important role in the project as a
whole by providing needed services rather than funds.

Experience with these projects has been mixed: some have been successful,
others not. The critical factor has been the quality of the management of the
cooperatives; if it is weak, as it often is, the project has not been fully
effective. In one case, the management of a cooperative group which was ex-
pected to act as the channel for Bank funds was so weak that a proposed financ-
ing operation had to be postponed indefinitely.

Experience suggests that, in most cases, working through cooperatives
imposes a sizeable workload on the Bank, in that substantial guidance and super-
vision appear to be required. I believe, nevertheless, that our use of

1/ A sizeable portion of the Bank Group's total financing of the agricultural
sector has, over the years, been extended to agricultural credit institu-
tions, to which we have also provided considerable technical assistance.
Bank and IDA financing for agricultural credit aggregated $285.2 million
as of June 30, 1969.
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cooperatives has been worthwhile and that they are an important tool In carry-
ing out our agricultural programs and particularly in reaching individual
farmers and ranchers. They are not the only tool, however, and therefore the
Bank Group must in each case choose the institutional vehicle most suited for
carrying out its financing objectives.

When the Bank Group lends for projects which make use of agricultural
cooperatives to provide credit and other services for farmers, provision
normally has to be made for substantial technical assistance to supplement
the provision of finance and to make it more effective. A recent example is
the loan and credit of $9.5 million equivalent made to Senegal in February 1969
to provide (a) credit to farmers, through existing cooperatives, for various
agricultural Inputs; (b) management services to reorganize the cooperatives'
supply and marketing organization and train local staff for its future opera-
tions; and (c) extension services to the farmers.1/ Several agricultural
credit projects in India are under consideration now, all of which include
the use of specialized credit cooperatives as channels of funds and same of
which involve substantial inputs of technical assistance.

I believe, however, that we could do more in this field by way of assist-
ance in project preparation, perhaps most effectively in association with
the international cooperative movement which has been active in helping coop-
eratives in the developing countries. I have therefore directed the staff to
consider ways in which the Bank Group might support that movement by relating
it more closely to Bank operations, and to caae forward with proposals to that
end.

Conclusion

I am in full agreement with the recammendation of the Commission that more
should be done by way of support to the indicated types of intermediary insti-
tutions and facilities. Substantially increased assistance to development
banks is already provided for in the Bank Group's program for the next five
years. Assistance for industrial estates and agricultural cooperative credit
institutions must necessarily proceed at a slower pace, for the reasons indi-
cated. However, we are mindful of the potential in these areas. We shall be
prepared not only to provide finance in support of industrial estate projects
but to assist in the planning of projects of that character for which Bank
Group financial support would be appropriate. We shall also be exploring the
possibilities of helping to improve the management of agricultural credit coop-
eratives and of assisting governments in preparing agricultural credit projects
involving the use of cooperatives, where appropriate, for Bank Group financing.

No action by the Executive Directors is now required.

1/ Loan No. 584 SE; Credit No. 140 SE.
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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 16 Concerning Joint or

Parallel Financing

Recommendation

"We recommend that multilateral agencies extend the practice of joint
or parallel financing of projects."l/

Analysis

This recommendation comes in Chapter 9 dealing with ways of making
aid more effective. It is one of a series of recommendations in the con-
text of a sharp criticism of aid tying and is put forward as one way in
which the multilateral agencies can help to mitigate the harmful effects
of tying.

The Bank shares the view of the Commission that joint financing be-
tween multilateral and bilateral agencies, where feasible, can help bor-
rowers to obtain the advantages of wide international competitive bidding
while at the same time utilizing some of the tied bilateral assistance
available to them. Joint financing between the Bank and co-lenders also
has other advantages. It provides a means whereby funds from other
sources are channelled into high-priority projects. Because of the re-
sponsibility taken by the Bank for project appraisal and supervision, the
execution of jointly financed projects is likely to be more effective
than might otherwise be the case. And joint financing with the Bank en-
ables bilateral agencies, notably those in some of the smaller aid-giving

1/ Report, page 174. The Commission did not say what it meant by "joint
or parallel financing." As used in the Bank, "joint financing," in
its narrow sense, refers to arrangements under which individual con-
tracts for a single project or program are financed partly by the
Bank and partly by the co-lender(s). "Parallel financing," as used
in the Bank, refers to arrangements under which the Bank provides all
the external finance for individual contracts or separable facilities
for a project or program and co-lenders provide all the external
finance for other contracts or other facilities. For purposes of
this memorandum, however, the term "joint financing" is used in a
general sense to include all arrangements for co-lending.
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countries, to ensure that their funds are being applied to sound projects
without the necessity of building up large project appraisal staffs of
their own. For all these reasons the Bank maintains a positive and flex-
ible attitude towards joint financing wherever it can be carried out
under conditions insuring wide international competition and without in-
volving unduly complex procedures.

A recent review of the Bank's experience reveals a great diversity
in the methods of joint financing that have been used. No one formula,
and no one set of rules as to the detailed arrangements, can fit. all cir-
cumstances. Attached as Annex 1 is a table showing the number of proj-
ects, total cost, foreign exchange cost, and the contribution of the Bank
or IDA and co-lenders, respectively, in joint financing operations for
1955-1968 and up to October 15, 1969. The table indicates that, while-
joint financing has been a regular feature of Bank operations for many
years, both the number of such operations and the amounts involved
increased sharply in 1968 and 1969. This reflects both greater efforts
by the Bank to find ways of associating Bank Group finance with funds
available from bilateral sources and greater interest by a number of
national aid and export financing agencies in becoming associated with
projects appraised and partly financed by the Bank Group. There is being
circulated separately a summary analysis of the kinds of joint financing
arrangements in which the Bank or IDA has been involved through 1968.

Some types of joint financing arrangements have been quite difficult
to work out and have imposed a significant administrative burden on the
Bank, on co-lenders and on borrowers. Where funds of a bilateral co-
lender are already untied, as are those of the Swedish International
Development Agency, there is no significant administrative difficulty.
On the other hand, joint financing with co-lenders providing funds tied,
in various ways and operating under different sets of constraints, as in
the case of the Colombian power and water supply];/ and the MExican power
projects,Z/ has involved extensive negotiations and detailed administra-
tion; this type of financing is therefore likely to be appropriate
primarily for larger projects.

While several variations are possible, the basic necessity, if tied
funds are to be "untied" by use of joint financing techniques, is to ob-
tain credit offers from the countries likely to win orders under a system
of international competitive bidding, each country so participating
agreeing to finance the whole, or an agreed proportion, of the orders it
receives. If international competitive bidding is to be open to all Bank
members, credit offers have to be available from all the countries which
are likely to be competitive.

If, however, only a few countries are prepared to participate, it
may be necessary to restrict bidding to these countries. While even some

1/ Loans 536 CO and 537 CO, June 3, 1968; Loan 575 CO, December 2, 1968.

2/ Loan 436 ME, December 15, 1965; Loan 544 ME, June 28, 1968.
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competition is better than none, the full contribution of joint financing
in untying tied aid can be achieved only by a broad participation by
equipment-supplying countries.

In a joint financing operation, the terms on which countries are pre-
pared to provide credit are important. It is understandable that capital
goods-exporting countries wish to avoid a credit race involving ever-
increasing periods of credit and subsidized interest rates. It would,
however, greatly facilitate joint financing if countries were prepared to
adjust the terms of their lending to a reasonable extent so as to have a
minimum term and a maximum interest rate agreed to by all participating
countries, so that orders can be allotted purely on the basis of price.
The longer this minimum term is, the more suitable the joint financing
will be for the needs of the less developed countries.

Progress by potential co-lenders towards lengthening and standardiz-
ing credit terms for projects financed jointly with the Bank would facili-
tate increased use of joint financing, as suggested by the Pearson
Commission, thus effectively extending the field of competitive bidding
and enabling borrowers to make the best use of the tied funds available to
them.

Conclusion

The staff has been instructed to examine every project with a heavy
requirement of external financing to see whether it has possibilities for
joint financing. Such joint financing is facilitated by the Bank's prac-
tice of maintaining close contacts with both development aid and export
financing agencies in the principal capital-exporting countries that are
potential co-lenders. Since the Bank's'policies are consistent with the
Pearson Commission's recommendation, no action by the Executive Directors
is necessary.



ANNEX 1

JOINT FINANCING OPERATIONS BY YEAR OF SIGNATURE OF
LOAN OR CREDIT

Foreign Bank/IDA
No. of Total Exchange Contri- Co-lender % Total Cost

Year Projects Cost Cost 1 ! bution amount 2/ Bank/IDA Co-lenders

Primarily
development ------------------- $ million ---------------
finance:

1955 1 26.6 18.o 18.o 2.6 67.6 9.7
1956 1 226.0 200.0 30.0 128.8 35.3 57.0
1957 2 54.0 32.3 20.1 16.5 37.2 30.5
1958 2 61.7 41.1 41.1 6.4 66.6 10.3
1959 3 195.6 160.4 60.2 32.3 30.7 16.6
1960 7 279.7 230.2 113.0 56.3 ho.h 20.1
1961 5 283.4 151.6 75.1 63.7 25.4 22.5
1962 1 196.0 118.0 47.0 51.0 23.9 26.0
1963 3 97.6 64.6 43.6 22.9 44.6 23.5
1964 8 445.4 284.5 145.6 99.5 33.2 22.3
1965 2 37.8 25.1 15.7 17.1 41.5 45.2
1966 1 39.0 24.0 19.2 4.8 49.2 12.3
1967 h 125.0 94.3 53.2 18.0 52.5 14.4
1968 9 586.4 264.8 145.9 150.3 25.2 25.7
1969 thru
Oct. 15 10 577.8 242.4 153.4 101.8 26.5 17.6

Total 59 3,232.0 1,951.3 1,031.1 772.0 31.9 20.8

Indus
Basin 3/
and
Tarbela 2 1,626.0 1,030.0 173.4 1,191.5 10.7 73.3

Total 61 4,858.0 2,981.3 1,204.5 1,963.5 24.7 40.2

Export
Finance

1968 5 536.6 320.7 250.0 51.4 E/ 46.5 9.6
1969 .1 247.4 80.0 60.0 19.7 24.3 7.9

Total 67 5,642.0 3,382.0 1,514.5 2,034.6 26.8 36.0

1/ Includes some estimates.
2 xcluding public issues but including private placement through banks.

3/ The saving of $324 million in the Indus Basin Fand has been deducted from both
the total cost and the co-lenders' amount and pro rata, 60% from the foreign
exchange cost.

4/ Amounts likely to be utilized following pattern of award of contracts.
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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 31 Concerning
Need for Organizational Changes in IDA

Recommendation

" . . . we recommend that the President of the World Bank undertake
a review of the need for organizational change of the International
Development Association as its functions increase." 1/

Background

Although the recommendation is addressed to IDA's organization, the report
makes clear that in fact the Commission was concerned with IDA's policies,
which are described as "almost indistinguishable" from those of the Bank.2/
The Commission comments that the Bank's policies reflect constraints imposed by
the Bank's reliance on the private capital markets. It reasons that, since IDA
does not go to the market, these constraints do not apply to IDA and accordingly
IDA's policies need not be the same as the Bank's. In the Commission's view,
however, the integration of IDA into the Bank's organizational structure has
effectively precluded IDA from developing its own policies -- in such areas,
for example, as non-project lending, local cost financing and debt relief. The
Commission suggests that the recommended expansion of IDA's resources 3/ and
the enlarged scope of activity which could be expected to follow would provide
a suitable occasion for considering the need for a change in IDA's organizational
structure.

The report itself does not indicate what kinds of organizational change the
Commission thought might facilitate an independent approach by IDA. It appears
from papers prepared by the Commission's staff that some or all of the following
were suggested to the Commission as possibilities:

(a) a separate IDA president, or an IDA executive vice-president
responsible for developing lending policy;

l/ Report, page 226.

2/ Ibid., page 223.

3/ Ibid., page 224.
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(b) a separate IDA policy-making staff, to function independent
of, although in consultation with, Bank staff;

(c) separate IDA Executive Directors (at the option of govern-
ments); and

(d) a Bank/IDA coordinating committee composed of the presidents
of the Bank and IDA and a number of Directors nominated by
the Boards of Governors.

Analysis

The recommendation by its terms does not call for any immediate action,
since it relates possible organizational change to a substantial increase in
IDA's resources and to an expanded scope of operations. However, since we
are undertaking a general review of all of the Commission's recommendations
relating to the Bank Group, it seems desirable to analyze the issues which
this particular recommendation poses, assuming for purposes of the analysis
that the recommended expansion of IDA's resources will take place.

The issues raised by the Commission's recommendation are (a) whether it
is desirable that IDA follow policies different from those of the Bank, and
(b) if so, whether and what kind of organizational changes are required to put
IDA in a position to do so. If the answer to the first is in the negative, it
is not necessary to consider the second.

The Commission is correct in stating that in most major respects the Bank
and IDA follow identical policies. Both finance only projects or programs of
high economic priority, which are economically and technically sound and which
appear likely to be successfully carried out and operated. They apply the
same standards in determining which projects or programs satisfy these criteria.

Compatibility, if not identity, of policies was a specific objective of
the design of IDA's organization. The resolution of the Bank's Board of Gov-
ernors requesting the Bank's Executive Directors to prepare Articles of Agree-
ment for an IDA directed that the institution should be affiliated with the
Bank but left open the manner of affiliation.l/ The Bank staff, preparing to
work on a first draft of Articles, proposed following the pattern set by the
IFC Articles to the extent of providing that Bank Governors and Directors
should serve IDA ex officio. However, the staff also proposed a departure
from the IFC pattern of a separate chief executive and staff by providing that
the President of the Bank should serve as IDA's President and that Bank staff
should serve IDA as well. The latter proposal was justified on the ground that,
since IDA operations would be close to those of the Bank, the absence of unified
direction at the level of the top management, as well as the Board, might be con-
fusing and that it would be desirable to avoid conflicting lines of policy. The
existence of a separate executive would be likely to lead to creation of a sep-
arate staff; although it might be necessary to recruit additional Bank staff to

1/ Resolution No. 136, Annual Meeting 1959, adopted October 1, 1959.
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handle IDA work, it was desirable not to label staff as either "Bank" or
"IDA".1/

Among the alternatives or modifications suggested by Directors during
the Board discussions were that IDA's Articles should permit, rather than
require, the President of the Bank to serve as president of IDA,2/ and that
provision be made for the possibility of a separate management 3/ and a sep-
arate staff ./ However, the consensus favored the original approach, modi-
fied only to provide that Bank officers and staff should serve IDA "to the
extent practicable".5/

IDA and the Bank are complementary institutions, both intended to promote
economic development. They differ only in the terms on which they lend, the
spectrum of developing countries to which they provide finance and the source
of their funds. The Commission felt that the latter difference, the fact that
the Bank borrows in capital markets and that IDA does not, justifies a differ-
ence in approach. The report does not specify how IDA's policies might differ
from the Bank's but it appears that the Commission had in mind at least that
IDA should be prepared to do more program lending and more local currency fi-
nancing than the Bank will do.

Although in its early days the Bank was concerned to establish itself in
the market and its policies necessarily reflected that concern, I believe it
fair to say that our policies are now determined, not by considerations of mar-
ket appeal, but primarily by what the Bank regards as the best use of its funds
from the standpoint of the developing countries, subject only to creditworthi-
ness considerations. The market, for its part, is primarily concerned with the
guarantees behind the Bank's bonds and with the Ban]C's creditworthiness criteria;
as long as the Bank's lending procedures continue to provide satisfactory assur-
ance that Bank funds are used sensibly, the market pays scant attention to the
specific sectors for which the Bank lends or to the Bank's position on such

1/ IDA/R59-1, dated October 9, 1959, para. 6; IDA/R59-2, dated October 22,
1959, page 5.

2/ IDA/R59-2, dated October22, 1959, page 5.

3/ IDA/R59-2, dated October 22, 1959, page 5.

_/ Ibid., page h.

5/ IDA Articles of Agreement, Article VI, Section 5(b). In consequence, it
may be noted, it would require an amendment to the Articles to permit the
optional designation of separate IDA Directors or to give IDA its own pres-
ident. The other changes mentioned in the Commission staff papers -- an
IDA vice president for policy, a policy-making staff and a Bank/IDA coor-
dinating committee -- could be brought about without amending the Articles.



issues as program lending or local currency financing. Moreover, it is clear
that the source of the funds to be lent is irrelevant to the economic case
either for or against program lending or local currency financing.

If the Bank were indeed subordinating the development interests of its
borrowers to market considerations -- which would mean, because IDA follows
the same policies as the Bank, that IDA borrowers would also be prejudiced --
the proper solution, in ny opinion, would be to change the Bank's policies,
not to set IDA free to follow an independent course. What is best for the
borrowing country should be the determining factor in both Bank and IDA
operations. Any policy, except those having to do with creditworthiness,
which can be justified for IDA as consistent with its development function
can, I believe, equally be justified for the Bank, and the Bank should adopt
it.

This is not to say that the circumstance of a substantial increase in
IDA. resources might not be the occasion for some modification of IDA. poli-
cies, the allocation criteria in particular. But any changes of this type
can readily be considered within the existing IDA organizational framework,
as demonstrated by the full-scale reviews of IDA lending policy which have
taken place periodically in the past.1/

Conclusion

No change in IDA's organization is now, or is likely to become, neces-
sary to achieve the objectives .sought by the Commission and I do not believe
any such change would be desirable.

1/ "IDA Lending Policy", IDA/FPC 64-8, July 30, -1964; IDA/FPC 64-9,
August 10, 1964; IDA/FPC 64-10, August 12, 196 4.- "IDA Policies", June 24,
1968 and July 16, 1968; IDA/SecI48-81, August 8, 1968 and IDA/Sec18-81/1,
August 15, 1968.


